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There’s no better feeling than being 
on a bike that others don’t expect to 
go or handle, only to ride around the 
outside of them on a sweeping corner. 
We found four machines capable of do-
ing just that – BMW’s lardy R1200RT, 
Ducati’s stylish Diavel, Yamaha’s TMax 
scooter and Triumph’s cool Thruxton 
– and took them onto the track.

Get involved with the Carole 
Nash/MCN Moto Foto com-
petition and you could walk 
away with a Nikon camera 
worth over £1000. There are 
loads more fantastic prizes up 
for grabs: you just need to send 
in your motorcycling pictures 
to us to be in with a chance of 
winning some fantastic gear.

Big bikes 
do handle

Focus on 
the prize
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GUY MARTIN 
MATCHES JOEY
He may not be able to win a TT, 

but Guy Martin has no trouble 

winning Southern 100 titles. His Solo 

Championship win saw him match 

Joey Dunlop as the only rider to ever 

have won the feature race three 

times in a row. After taking another 

superbike win during the 2015 event 

he took time out to talk to MCN about 

life after the TT, his plans to tackle a 

2700-mile mountain bike race, why he 

thinks John McGuinness should retire 

and how his new haircut helped him 

avoid the selfie-hunters!

There has never been a better time

to buy a new bike – FACT! Not only 

are there an amazing range of 

brilliant machines to choose from, 

but with the advent of Personal 

Contract Purchase, they’ve never 

been more affordable. We have 

looked at a range of awesome 

offers and explained the best way 

to get on the road from as little as 

£49 a month. Some of the deals are 

simply stunning – don’t miss out.

Panigale 899: £139 a month

Street Triple: £85 a month

Z1000SX ABS: £96 a month

SPECIAL REPORT & INTERVIEW

HOT BIKES

£100 A 
MONTH

BEST PCP 

DEALS
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Valentino Rossi after finishing

third, behind Marquez

‘We won’t make
the stupid mistake

of thinking
Marquez is out of

the championship
because he will still

be very strong’

MODS v ROCKERS

P12

The legendary Mods v Rockers riots that

hit Brighton in 1964 caught the public

imagination and even ended up being

immortalised in the cult movie Quadrophenia.

We talk to a copper on patrol that day and

some of the protagonists.

TRAILBLAZING 
BRITS COULD GO 
UP IN THE WORLD

P74

Danny Kent and Sam Lowes are both being 

offered rides that could see them step up a 

class in GPs next year. Kent is blazing a trail 

at the top of the Moto3 title chase and his 

current team are hoping to move into Moto2

with their hotshot on board. And Sam Lowes

is impressing MotoGP teams with his cool,

calm and collected season in Moto2, where

he is currently third in the title chase.
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Jackets for 
under £300

Long-term
test bikes

Toseland’s
CB500 l

10 of the
best lids

BARGAIN OF 
THE WEEK
BMW K1200RS £3400

SELLER SAYS: 2004, 26,400 miles. 

Full MoT. FSH, ABS, cruise control, 

heated grips, BMW panniers, Givi top 

box. Lovely condition.

MCN SAYS: A great big-distance bike. 

Load it up, stick a pillion on the back and  

ride all day. A bit heavy and a tad under-

powered but a good bike nonetheless. 14,938 bikes for sale

P7

P54

EYEWITNESS

A superbike double saw 

Guy Martin dominate this 

year’s Southern 100

9 things to try before
calling the rescue van

38

40

44

48

51

17 PAGES OF USED 
BIKES & ADVICE

ALL-NEW

SORTED
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T
riumph are readying a new
Street Triple roadster range,
which will feature larger-
capacity engines developing
up to 125bhp, and a host of new

technology, from digital full-colour
clocks to multiple rider modes.

The information has come to light
after details of a Triumph market re-
search survey conducted with owners
of the existing model was leaked online,
which clearly outlines the detail of a
four-model range. This type of market
research is not unusual as motorcycle
firms attempt to both validate their
own decisions but also work out what
customers are willing to pay for, along
with what they want from new models.

This survey, coupled with recent spy
shots of two variants of Street Triple be-
ing tested, adds weight to speculation
that one of Triumph best-loved, most
popular and biggest-selling machines
is about to undergo its first wholesale
revamp since its 2007 introduction.

In 2013 the Street Triple range was
given a mid-life refresh that saw a
modernisation of the engine, chas-
sis and weight reduction thanks to a
redesigned underbelly, and a new Rx
version for 2015 saw the bike mated
with a tail unit from its Daytona 675
stablemate. But with three-cylinder
rivals such as the MV Agusta Brutale
800 and the smash hit that is the 847cc
Yamaha MT-09 range, Triumph is under
pressure to increase the capacity of its
ever-popular Street Triple 675.

MCN understands the firm are work-
ing on a version of around 800cc,
using a development of the existing

Triumph look set to release new four-bike range of 800cc roadsters

bike’s 675cc triple and appearing in
a revamped and extended range to
broaden the versatility and appeal.

While Triumph have been under
pressure to make an 800cc Street
Triple ever since the launch of the
Tiger 800 – which uses a longer-stroke
version of the same engine to achieve
its 799cc capacity – the factory have so
far resisted the change, saying
that the lazier, slower-revving
Tiger engine isn’t suited to a
sporty roadster. While that’s
true enough, the demand for
more capacity and more per-
formance is undeniable.

The Tiger 800’s inter-
nal dimensions, with a
relatively long 61.9mm
stroke and the same
74mm bore as the
675cc Speed Triple,
mean its 94bhp peak power is actu-
ally lower than the existing Street
Triple’s 105bhp. Instead it gains a
wider spread of torque, which
is what you want in an adven-
ture bike. To create a bigger-
capacity Street Triple, with a
target of 125bhp for the most
powerful version, Triumph
are likely to use a shorter
stroke and bigger bore.

A good template might be
something around 76mm
bore against a 56mm stroke,
which would give around
762mm and a nice balance of
both power and torque. This
compares to the 79mm bore
and 54m stroke of the similar-
ly-configured MV Brutale 800,
which makes the same 125bhp

By Andy Downes & Ben Purvis

BIG BORE TRIUMPH

Triumph are targeting.
The survey document

appears to confirm plans
for a four-model range,
starting with a base Street
Triple, with a capacity –
like the rest of the mod-
els – quoted only as be-
ing “above 750cc”. The
base model is said to have
110bhp, up 5bhp from the
current bike, along with
traction control, suggest-
ing it’s gaining the elec-
tronic throttle bodies used
on the latest Tiger 800.
The suspension is non-
adjustable Kayaba kit at
both ends, and the brakes

are Nissin – just like the current bike.
A price of £7790 is mentioned, around
£300 more than the current 675, and
hinting that there’s no chance of both
models coexisting.

Next up comes the Street Triple R,
with another 5bhp to take it to 115bhp,
adjustable Showa suspension, three
riding modes and radial Nissin brakes,
priced at a projected £8790.

So far, so similar to the current range,
but then we get two further versions -
the Street Triple RT and Street Triple RS.

The RT, as the designation suggests, is
a sports-touring derivative, with power
upped to 125bhp and the same brakes
and suspension as the ‘R’. It also gains
a seat cowl, accessories including tyre
pressure sensors, luggage attachment

‘The survey appea
to confirm plans fo
a four-model Stree

Triple range’

points and an auxiliary power soc
plus the option of a half fairing – a
for the Street Triple and aimed at m
ing a dent in the MT-09 Tracer’s suc
and in anticipation of the arrival
MT-07 Tracer (MCN, June 24). The p
is estimated at £1000 more than th

Right at the top of the tree is the
more expensive still at £10,190,
with a specification to match the p
While losing the touring-style ex

Our spy shot 

reveals the super-

thin digital display

Heavily revised 

engine expected to b

around 800cc

Updated styling

to match the look of the 

1050 Speed Triple

Triumph is believed to be 

working on a new four-model 

Street Triple range

S
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Water-cooled Bonneville? Sacrilege to some but performance will benefit

Expect big things in the ‘classic’ range

NEW SPEED TRIPLE
A reasonable update is on

the cards for the 1050 and

we expect to see the finished

bike arrive for the 2017

model year. This is more of

a cosmetic tidy up than a

full model overhaul, but we

expect new lights, a new

frame headstock, and ram air

induction.

BIG-BORE BONNIES
AND BOBBERS
The entire classic range

appears to be undergoing

redevelopment, with an all-

new 1100cc water-cooled

engine, several different

chassis platforms, and a wide

array of styles from classic

Bonneville to stripped-down

bobber, and high-spec café

racer. We expect some models

for 2016, with the rest of the

range following in 2017.

A host of nips and tucks

along with some fairly large

technological changes are under

development for the three-year-

old Explorer range, including

semi-active suspension,

cornering traction control and

ABS and a TFT instrument set.

Expected for the 2017 model

year we think.

Cosmetic updates 

and ram air for the 

Speed Triple 1050

UPDATED EXPLORER

Coming to a Triumph 
dealer near you…

it gains Öhlins suspension
ds and Brembo monobloc
ers, as well as an extra pair

odes, taking the total to five.
e, a survey alone isn’t proof
kes are anything more than

a Triumph marketeer’s im-
ven though the existence of
-cylinder rivals – particu-
gain-priced, £6949, 115bhp

T-09 and its Tracer, Street
port Tracker derivatives –
mph can’t afford to leave

riple unchanged. However,
rther evidence in the form
res that show Triumph are
rd on the development of a
Triple.

gh it’s impossible to judge

Digital full-colour  

clocks and multiple 

rider modes

the engine capacity, one of the bikes
captured by our spy snapper (see left)
clearly features the digital instrument
display – as detailed by the survey.

We’re not expecting big chassis
changes, as evidenced by the fact that
most of the proposed models will carry
over the same suspension as the exist-
ing bikes. However, in terms of styling
we can expect updates that reflect the
alterations being made to the bigger, 
1050cc Speed Triple for 2016. Our own 
spy shots have already revealed that 
bike in detail (MCN, June 24), includ-
ing new headlights that are sure to be 
shared with the of Street Triple.

We expect to see the next-generation 
Street Triple unveiled at the end of 2016, 
and to go on sale in 2017.

New half-faired version

to add long-distance
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The Street Triple 

R is a big seller 

for Triumph



0800 7836 191whitedalton.co.uk

REAL BIKERS. REAL LAWYERS. REAL ANSWERS.
Real specialists in:

s��-OTORCYCLE�!CCIDENTS�IN�%NGLAND���7ALES��%UROPE�AND�
THE�)SLE�OF�-AN

s�4AKEOVER�CLAIMS�FROM�OTHER�3OLICITORS

s��2OAD�4RAFl�C�/FFENCES��FROM�SPEEDING�TO�$EATH�BY�
$ANGEROUS�$RIVING

s��/BTAINING�COMPENSATION�WHERE�
YOUR�PERSONAL�INJURY�CLAIM�HAS�
BEEN�UNDERSETTLED�BY�YOUR�
PREVIOUS�APPOINTED�SOLICITOR�
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‘SWM are aiming 
to get all models 
into production 

within weeks’ 

Isle of Man TT fans donated a massive
£16,212 to the Rob Vine Fund during
crossings to the TT this year on Steam
Packet vessels. The sum collected is
the largest ever donated by TT race
fans since the fund carried out col-
lections in the mid-1990s.

The Fund was established in mem-
ory of Rob Vine, a competitor who
died after a crash at the Black Dub
during the 1985 Senior TT. This year’s
cheque was presented to Dr David
Stevens MBE, Secretary and Director
of the Rob Vine Fund.

The purpose of the fund has re-
mained unchanged, helping to pro-
vide medical/rescue equipment and
training for all doctors, paramedics
and marshals involved in motorsport
events on the Isle of Man.

Dr Stevens said: “The generosity
of the TT fans continues to amaze us.
Last year’s collection sent the total
through the £200,000 barrier since
the collections began, and this year
we now have a record total. Our sin-
cere thanks go to all those fans who
gave so generously, and to the Steam
Packet Company crew who helped
co-ordinate the collection on our
behalf. A truly amazing effort by all
concerned.”

The running total collected over
the years now stands at £220,000,
with this year’s sum beating the pre-
vious record of £15,000, collected in
2004 and again during the centenary
TT of 2007.

By Andy Downes

R
eborn Italian brand SWM –
Speedy Working Motors – last
week restarted production with
the first of six new models,

which will go on sale in September.
SWM emerged from the shadows

at the 2014 Milan Motorcycle Show,
now under Chinese ownership, but
with an Italian engineer heading up
the mechanical side of the business.

Production began last week at the
newly-built production facility in

Varese, Northern Italy, with the
RS650R. SWM are aiming to get all
of the models into production within
weeks, with deliveries starting in
Europe, then spreading out globally.

SWM was founded in 1971 but, as with
many small European manufacturers of
that era, it was a short-lived existence
and the firm finally collapsed in 1984.

Now enjoying a new lease of life with
Chinese funding, Italian engineer
Ampelio Macchi is heading the come-
back. He has previously worked with
Aprilia, Cagiva and Husqvarna and is

working on the engineering side of
the bikes along with parent company
Shineray, which already builds a num-
ber of motorcycles and quads.

The model range includes the retro-
inspired Gran Milano 440, RS 300R,
RS500R, Silver Vase 440, SM500R and
the RS650R, which use a mix of air/
oil-cooled and liquid-cooled engines.

Macchi said: “I’m glad to celebrate
once again a great achievement. In
just eight months we have been able to
re-establish a company from scratch,
thanks to Shineray Group. At SWM we

TT ferry
passengers
dig deep
for charity

Italian marque starts building bikes for the first time since 1984

Steam Packet users raised £16,212

Macchi (left) is working with Shineray

BRAND REBORN

N



CADWELL PARK
INTERNATIONAL CLASSIC

SAT 25/SUN 26 JU

FEATURING
INTERNATIONAL RACING

CLUB DISPLAYS
PARADES AND DEMONSTRATIONS

STAR INTERVIEWS BY STEVE PLATER 
AND JAMES HAYDON

AIR DISPLAYS ON SUNDAY
FREE KIDS ENTERTAINMENT ON SUNDAY

TRADE STANDS AND LIVE MUSIC

GIACOMO AGOSTINI, PHIL READ MBE,  
MURRAY WALKER OBE, JOHN COOPER, MICK 
GRANT, JIM REDMAN MBE, ROGER MARSHALL, 

JOHN REYNOLDS, STEVE PLATER, DEREK CHATTERTON, 
ALEX GEORGE, ROGER BURNETT, CHRIS WALKER, GARY 

JOHNSON, PAUL SMART, REX BUTCHER AND MORE 

PLUS RACING LEGENDS

*Advance tickets available untill midday Wednesday 22 July. Postage fee applies. Calls will cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s access charge.

W W W.CADWELLCLASSIC.COM -  0843 453 9000

WEEKEND ADMISSION (ONLINE) £30*  SUNDAY MAIN RACEDAY ADMISSION (ONLINE) £20*
SUNDAY MAIN RACEDAY ADMISSION (GATE) £30  GRANDSTAND SEATING FROM £5*  CAMPING £15*  KIDS UNDER 13 FREE

A MAJOR NEW EVENT CELEBRATING THE LINCOLNSHIRE CIRCUIT’S LONG ASSOCIATION WITH MOTORCYCLE RACING

#MCNwednesday
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don’t speak too much but we work lots,
because we are used to demonstrating
the facts with the result of our work.”

After the debut of the RS650R, the
production plan foresees the arrival
of the SM650R at the end of July, fol-
lowed at the end of September by the
RS300R, RS500R and SM500R models.
Then, in the second half of October,
production of the retro-styled bikes
called the Silver Vase 440 and Gran
Milano 440 will commence.

Details of pricing and a UK distribu-
tor have not yet been released, but there
is a company website with more details
at www.swm-motorcycles.it

NESS

Suzuki pulled the covers off a 30th 
Anniversary GSX-R1000 last week  
featuring a replica paint scheme 
in tribute to the original 1985 
GSX-R750, and the bike will be avail-
able in the UK in November. The blue 
and white paintjob was also run in last 
weekend’s German MotoGP race on 
the factory bikes of Aleix Espargaro 
and Maverick Vinales. 

There are no mechanical changes 
to the bike, which will go on sale at 
an expected price of £10,999 for the 
ABS-equipped model.

S u z u k i’s  s ay:  “ T h e  3 0 t h 
Anniversary GSX-R1000 unveiled at 
Sachsenring will be available soon 
from Suzuki dealerships globally. It is 
finished in the same striking limited

30 years of GSX-R

Limited-edition 

paintjob echoes that 

of the original 750 

‘Slabbie’

Retro-styled Silver 

Vase 440 will go into 

production this autumn

edition paint scheme pioneered by 
Kevin Schwantz in the 1980s.”

Schwantz added: “I first rode the 
GSX-R750 in 1985 at the Suzuka 
8-Hour with Graeme Crosby. I won 
the Daytona 200 on a Suzuki GSX-R 
in 1988 and continued to race the 
8-Hour all the way through to the 1992 
season. When the GSX-R came out it 
completely changed the definition of 
a sports bike and it has continued to 
improve ever since.”

New bike offers
Suzuki have two new offers for 
the GSR750 and the V-Strom 650 
models which will run to the end of 
September. 

The V Strom 650 now comes with 
min Zumo 590 sat-nav 
£500, and the GSR750 
a free Yoshimura R11 
aust; the same system 
t is standard across the 
X-R range for 2015. 
Both models are also 
urrently available on 
uzuki’s 0% APR rep-
esentative finance offer 

over 48 months. Details: 
www.suzuki-gb.co.uk

NEXT WEEK
HEAD-TO-HEADS

H2R, MotoGP Aprilia, Dakar KTM, 

MT-09 Tracer, Panigale R, RC390, 

1290 Super Adventure, Velocette 

Venom, V-Rod, CB125F

0-100mph races against some of 
the coolest cars in the world!

Top-of-the-range touring versions rated 
NEW TIGERS TESTED

Bradley Smith leads the charge

TOP BRITS OUT TO
STEAL SUZUKA GLORY

ALL-NEW MCN GARAGE
17 PAGES OF INSPIRATION & ADVICE

 

Sport Extra - Rossi + Kent + Crutchlow

FREE

SPEED-FEST
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which was almost impossible with the

steering lock on the Yamaha. I took a

bag of 23 aluminium cans and hid them

in a hedge and every evening when the

test place closed I would head there, 

put out the cans and do the test. 

What came next?

In ’93 or ’94 I bought a CBR600F2. It

was a year or so old but I loved that

Honda. It just did everything you could

ask of it. The suspension was great

for the day, the brakes were good, the 

torque was just perfect. Then I went

crazy and bought an undocumented

Aprilia RS250. They weren’t even legal

in the US and after two years of trying

to register it I had to sell it back to the 

guy I bought it from in Miami.

Any purchases you regret?

A Buell X1. I knew a guy who worked at

Harley and even he told me not to buy

that bike. He said it was the worst bike

in the world. I didn’t listen but then I

found out he was right. I needed every 

How did you get into bikes?

My dad had bikes before I was born. He

used to go out riding Harleys around

the Mississippi valley roads and he told

me how one day he was going around

a curve when he lost the front wheel

off his bike! I don’t mean lost the front. I 

mean the front wheel fell off!

What was your first time on a bike?

Dad borrowed a friend’s Kawasaki of

some kind, I was about nine and dad sat

me up front, neither of us had helmets. 

I remember the wind in my face.

What about the first time you rode?

It was a cousin’s Yamaha DT175 and I

was only 11. I was so short I couldn’t

get on it without a step or a rock and

when I crashed I had to find something 

to stand on to get back on it again.

What about your first big bike?

It was a 1987 Yamaha 700 Genesis,

not the 750 – the weird one with the

hideous square headlight and five-valve

head. I basically learned to ride on that

bike while I was at college in Minnesota

aged 19. The riding tests back then

were on parking lots and they had this

crazy thing of riding around cones, 

QNext week

GP legend Christian Sarron

Aprilia RS250
‘They weren’t even legal in the US’

tool in my toolbox to work on the thing

and then every tool in my garage. And

even then I needed to go out and buy

new ones. It was so bad, just horrible.

Around the same time I bought a

Yamaha YSR50; a pocket pit bike and

it was the combination of working on

the Buell compared to the simplicity

of the YSR and a leafblower I bought

that changed the way we engineered

bikes. It inspired new thinking on the

Victory Vegas. I told the guys it had to

be possible to work on the bike with

one tool. In the end it was a Torx bit and

a Phillips screwdriver so they cheated 

a little, but it was still simple.

What do you currently own?

I still have the YSR50, I had an Aprilia

RSV1000 but sold that, I have a Victory

Vegas 8-Ball, a 1974 Indian which is a

rebadged Aermacchi import with 70cc

and a six-speed gearbox. And I also

have number 1901 of the first 1901

Indian Chiefs built since Polaris bought

the brand. I asked my wife if I could

keep it in the house and she agreed. I

don’t think she thought I was serious!

Yamaha YSR50
‘It’s a pocket bike and great to work on’

GEM OF A BIKE

‘I knew a guy at
Harley and even

he told me not
to buy a Buell’

GARY GRAY

INDIAN AND VICTORY’S HEAD 

OF DEVELOPMENT

How buying a pig of a Buell made Victory’s development boss 
tell his team their bikes should be fi xable with a single tool

‘The worst bike in the world!’

Ducati Monster 821 Stripe
Ducati are flying high with

record global sales, and it’s not

surprising when you can get on

gems like this for £95/month. A

£2377 deposit gets you onboard.

Kawasaki Z300 ABS
Don’t need big capacity, but

want a sharp naked that

delivers? The Z300 is just £93

per month with a £1500 deposit.

Yamaha YZF-R125 ABS
Get one of the UK’s most capable

and popular 125 sportsbikes –

or its naked MT125 sibling – for

a snip at £69 per month with a

deposit of just £1007 (MT: £759).

Suzuki GSX-S1000F ABS
Launched last week (read the

review on motorcyclenews.

com), you can now bag this

massively capable and versatile

sports tourer for just £131.31 per

month with a £2329 deposit.

GARY’S BIKES

Finance deals of the week

£131/month

£93/month

£95/month

£69/month

PCP

PRAISE
BE FOR

Hot on PCP? See more p28,

and in the GARAGE p37
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* Terms and Conditions: Fitting charges may apply. Offers subject to the purchase of a full price motorcycle. Offers subject to stock availability and applies to motorcycles registered between 01.05.15 and 30.09.15.

For more information or to book your test ride,

visit triumphmotorcycles.co.uk

FOR ALL

THE ROADS...

Tiger Sport £9,899 OTR Sprint GT SE £9,149 OTR

AVON

Fowlers of Bristol

08433 833 378

BEDFORDSHIRE

Pure Triumph Woburn

08433 833 425

BERKSHIRE

Bulldog Triumph

08433 833 429

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

Peterborough Triumph

08433 833 393

CHESHIRE

Bill Smiths Motors

08433 833 385

CUMBRIA

Cumbria Triumph

08433 833 389

DERBYSHIRE

Triumph World

08433 833 391

DEVON

Bridge Motorcycles

08433 833 402

Triumph Plymouth

08433 833 430

DORSET

Three Cross

Motorcycles

08433 833 406

ESSEX

Jack Lilley Romford

08433 833 416

Ongar Motorcycles

08433 833 404

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

Performance Triumph

08433 833 417

HAMPSHIRE

Destination

Triumph Solent

08433 833 426

HERTFORDSHIRE

Hertfordshire Triumph

08433 833 427

KENT

Laguna Ashford

08433 833 428

Laguna Maidstone

08433 833 410

LANCASHIRE

Youles Motorcycles

08433 833 392

LINCOLNSHIRE

Webbs of Lincoln

08433 833 383

GREATER LONDON 

& MIDDLESEX

Carl Rosner

Motorcycles

08433 833 405

Jack Lilley Motorcycles

08433 833 413

Metropolis Motorcycles

08433 833 409

GREATER MANCHESTER

Youles Motorcycles

08433 833 396

NORFOLK

Norfolk Triumph

08433 833 403

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

Pure Triumph

Wellingborough

08433 833 423

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Pidcock Triumph

08433 833 379

OXFORDSHIRE

Hughenden M40

08433 833 415

SOMERSET

Total Triumph Taunton

08433 833 422

STAFFORDSHIRE

Staffordshire Triumph

08433 833 387

SUFFOLK

Suffolk Triumph

08433 833 407

SURREY

Destination Triumph

08433 833 421

SUSSEX

Destination Triumph

08433 833 419

J.S. Gedge

08433 833 411

TYNE & WEAR

Triumph North East

08433 833 400

WARWICKSHIRE

Performance Triumph

08433 833 408

WEST MIDLANDS

Triumph Birmingham

08433 833 424

Stratstone Triumph

Wolverhampton

08433 833 398

WILTSHIRE

Performance

Triumph Swindon

08433 833 420

YORKSHIRE

A1 Moto Services

08433 833 388

Team Roberts

08433 833 384

Triumph

West Yorkshire

08433 833 395

SCOTLAND

Edinburgh Triumph

08433 833 381

Shirlaws Motorcycles

08433 833 380

WALES

Robert Bevan & Son

08433 833 401

Woods of Abergele

08433 833 382

NORTHERN IRELAND

Phillip McCallen

08433 833 390

EIRE

Dublin Triumph

08433 833 397

CHANNEL ISLANDS

Bob’s Motorcycle

Centre Jersey

08433 833 414

ISLE OF MAN

Jason Griffiths

Motorcycles

08433 833 394

ISLE OF WIGHT

Dave Death

Motorcycles

08433 833 418

FREE GARMIN

390LM SAT NAV
when purchasing either 

a new Tiger Sport or

Sprint GT SE before

September 30th 2015*

The Tiger Sport is also
available with an extra

£780 WORTH OF
COMPLIMENTARY 
ACCESSORIES*

Two Box Pannier Set with

Colour Co-ordinated Lids.

...YOU’RE

YET TO

RIDE.

Calls cost 7p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.
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TRI GLIDE ULTRA

I
f Harleys weren’t already different
enough from mainstream mo-
torcycling, the American icon’s 
most significant newcomer for 
2015 (so far at least, the all-new 
Street 750 isn’t now expected 
until September) has gone one 

stage further – quite literally in fact, 
with an extra wheel.

Say hello to the world’s only factory-
built trike from a leading motorcycle 
manufacturer: the Harley Tri Glide – a 
three-wheel version of its range-top-
ping full-dress tourer, the ElectraGlide.

Strictly speaking, of course, the Tri 
Glide’s not news at all: it has been on 
Harley’s US roster since 2009 before be-

ing updated along with Harley’s whole
touring range in 2014 with uprated
engine, chassis, bodywork, equipment
– the works. But this is the first time it’s
been officially imported into the UK.

Until now, if Brits wanted this kind 
of machine (and going by the success 
of The Trike Shop in Wales and Colin 
Appleyard’s GoldWing and trike centre 
in Keighley, an increasing number do) 
we had to settle for used specials or 
custom-built commissions.

The arrival of the Tri Glide, however, 
now means that we have the option of 
not converting anything at all – instead 
we can now walk into a dealer network 
and buy an off-the-peg three-wheeler 
with exactly the same experience, war-
ranty, residuals, etc that you get from 
buying a motorcycle with just two.

There’s also much more to the Tri
Glide than just that extra rear wheel.
Although the original was built ex-
ternally by Lehman Trikes in South
Dakota, since 2012 production has 
been in house on the same assembly 
lines as its two-wheeled siblings at 
Harley’s touring line plant in York, 
Pennsylvania. 

As such, although both trike and 
two-wheeler use the same big twin 
motor now with liquid-cooled heads 
plus virtually identical front ends 
complete with ‘Batwing’ handlebar 
fairing and impressive, touch-screen 
‘infotainment’ system, there are a raft 
of differences. The tubular steel frame 
has thicker, stronger, tube walls; the 
geometry’s slightly different with a 
steering damper added; its brakes are 

Moto Guzzi-style linked, with six-pot
calipers in place of the standard four;
there’s a foot-operated parking brake
(no sidestand, you see) and even a 
button-operated electric reverse gear, 
a godsend when parking.

More predictable is the engineering 
at the rear: Harley’s familiar belt drive 

turns a solid axle carrying two 15in 
car wheels (which neatly match the 
design of the 16in front) wearing 205 
square-section tyres. While on top is 
neatly-encompassing rear bodywork 
including a useful 184-litre boot.

So what’s it like to ride? In a word: 
different. If you’ve never ridden a 
trike, the Tri Glide, like any other, is 
a strange experience. The view from 
the Glide’s virtually unchanged riding 
position may be familiar but the riding 
experience is, at first at least, quite a 
shock: feet stay up; the lower-geared 
Milwaukee twin sets off with a familiar 
rumble and all is well – until you have 
to steer. Intuitive, ‘natural’ motorcy-
cle lean and counter-steer is replaced 
by being rigidly upright (and wide, 
don’t forget being wide) and requiring 

‘Until now, if Brits 
wanted this kind 
of machine we 
had to settle for 
used specials’

WORLD FIRST TEST

‘There’s a lot more to the Tri Glide than just the extra wheel’

MCN GUEST TESTER

HARLEY-DAVIDSON



Harley-Davidson

Ultra Limited Low

Price £21,395 (Vivid Black),

£21,695(colouroption),

£22,045 (two-tone),

£22,395 (custom)

Engine Part liquid-cooled,

pushrod, ohv,

1690cc V-twin

Power N/a

Torque 101.8ftlb @ 3750rpm

Kerb weight 414kg

Capacity 22.7 litres

Seat height 685mm

Chassis Tubular steel cradle

On sale Now

PCP quote Deposit £4300/47

payments of £248.48/

GFV £10.432

‘Smaller than even the tiddler 883 SuperLow’

Harley have developed a thing for

creating low versions of their bikes

over the years. Originally, there was

the Low Rider way back in 1977. More

recently there has been the Super

Low Sportster, a low-seated, female-

friendly version of its 883 previously

dubbed the Hugger and, last year,

a ‘bagger’ 1200 version, the 1200T

SuperLow. Now, for 2015, there’s this

latest addition: the FLHTKL (to give it

its full title) Ultra Limited Low, as its

name suggests, a low-seat version

of Harley’s top-spec full dresser, the

Ultra Limited.

The idea, as you can probably

guess, is to make Harley’s somewhat

cumbersome and off-puttingly

large tourer more appealing to more

people by giving it a lower seat to

make it more manageable for shorter

riders.

It’s been done fairly impressively,

too. The redesigned seat in

combination with shorter travel rear

suspension results in a truly low seat

height of just 685mm – a full 55mm

lower than the stock Limited and

10mm lower even than the tiddler

883 SuperLow.

Nor is it just the saddle that’s been

changed. To complement the shorty-

suiting seat, new handlebars are

51mm further back and with smaller

diameter grips and there are even

new engine covers to give greater

leg clearance as well. And all of that,

at around £100 less than the stock

Limited, is surely a good thing.

And on the whole, it is. At 6ft 3in

I’m probably not the ideal person

to find out, but I can say the riding

position revisions all gel perfectly

well; it’s mostly a doddle to get on

and off, and the Glide’s handling and

dynamics aren’t compromised in

any way – these latest ‘Rushmore’

Harleys are beautifully equipped

VERDICT
Unique in being from a

mainstream manufacturer, the

Tri Glide is impressively built

and equipped. It’s obviously not

a pure motorcycle, but it gives a

taste of motorcycling that no-one

else can offer.

WE LIKE

WE DON’T LIKE

■ Reverse gear and parking brake

■ Traditional trike handling

NEED TO KNOW

Value
Having that all-important H-D badge

means it won’t depreciate badly

Cruising
The Tri Glide’s 23-litre tank and

38mpg makes for a 200-mile range

TECH SPEC

TECH SPEC

Price £27,895 (Vivid Black),

£28,195 (colour option),

£28,545 (two-tone),

£28,895 (custom colour)

Engine Part liquid-cooled,

pushrod, ohv,

1690cc V-twin

Power N/A

Torque 101.8ftlb @ 3750rpm

Kerb weight 560kg

Capacity 22.7 litres

Seat height 720mm

Chassis Tubular steel cradle

Contact harley-davidson.com

On sale Now

PCP quote Deposit £11,200/49

payments of £240.02/

GFV £11,198

H-D TRI GLIDE ULTRA

No aftermarket

conversion, the Tri

Glide’s a full factory

trike from Harley

Ultra Limited Low

makes full-dress

Harleys even more

accessible

It’s squatter than ever but still bulky

Harley call it ‘infotainment’ but it’s a touch-screen sat-nav and stereo to you and me

Top box is integrated to the Tri Glide’s

body and doubles as pillion backrest

Capacious boot is large enough to

house a full-face lid with room to spare

and built and dynamically far better

than Glides of old. What’s more, the

new riding position is bound to be

welcomed by some.

My only doubt is that the stock

Glide was already more appealing

than most full-dressers – particularly

the GoldWing and K1600LT – and the

low seat does nothing to address the

bike’s bulk and overall proportions

which are both equally big factors in

how cumbersome a bike can be.
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deliberate, hefty turning of the bars. 
With no lean, g-forces push you off 

the side so you need plenty of body 
steering to compensate. If you throttle 
off it makes things worse by pushing the 
front (so it’s always better to acceler-
ate into corners which also, at first, is 
counter-intuitive). And the whole rig 
is always heavy, big and wide, so you 
can pretty much forget any kind of per-
formance, overtaking, keen braking, 
bend-swinging, traffic-splitting or, 
in fact, any of the dynamism normally 
associated with bikes.

But, for the most part, that’s missing 
the point. Trikes were never designed 
to give two-wheel-style performance, 
instead they offer a ‘taste’ of the two-
wheeler, ‘wind-in-the-hair’ expe-
rience for those who couldn’t – or 

wouldn’t – try the real thing. And 
that doesn’t just mean the disabled, 
it can be those with physical limita-
tions due to age or injury, or even car 
licence holders (for, yes, as a trike the 
Tri Glide is ridden on a car licence 
and the rider thus doesn’t require a 
helmet) who choose not to get a bike 
licence. If you’re any of the above and 
fancy a flavour of the full-dress tourer 
experience, perhaps to take the missus 
away for the weekend fully laden with 
camping gear and yet with the peace of 
mind and pride of ownership in hav-
ing a genuine Harley-Davidson, they 
simply don’t come any better than the 
Tri Glide. And, although £27K-plus is 
by no means cheap, with even 10-year-
old Wing conversions costing £20K+, 
I reckon it’s reasonable value.



When the Mods and Rockers clashed on the coast there were huge waves made

The Battle of Brig
The battle between Mods and Rockers 

on Brighton seafront in 1964 has 

become the stuff of legend and was 

immortalised in the 1979 movie 

Quadrophenia. An estimated 3000 

Mods and Rockers descended on the 

town, 150 police were brought in and 

several thousand locals turned out 

to witness the promised carnage. But 

it was a much tamer confrontation 

than the legend suggests. No-one was 

seriously injured and of the 75 arrests 

made, only 26 youths later appeared 

in court. This is what actually took 

place on that infamous Whitsun 

holiday weekend. 

Ken German: ‘I had just joined the 

police but I was still racing bikes at 

the time. We were told in the station 

one morning that we were “going 

on holiday” down to Brighton. I had 

actually been down there on my 

Norton Dominator the week before, 

just as a biker, but now I was being 

sent down to police the situation.’ 

Pete Hemmings: ‘I heard about it 

through the 59 Club and rode down to 

meet other members that weekend. 

We didn’t really go to cause trouble, 

we just felt we had to be there and be 

involved in some way.  As soon as I got 

to Brighton I was pulled over by the 

police. They were searching everyone 

for Purple Hearts (a combination of 

amphetamine and barbiturate) which 

was the drug of choice back then, 

particularly amongst the Mods. But 

that was never my thing so they let me 

go and I rode on into town.’ 

German: ‘I think we all agree now that 

a lot of the punch-up stuff was created 

EYEWITNESS The moments that made biking 

history  Brighton Seafront, May 17-18, 1964

1955-2015

by the press. They were obviously 

sent down to Brighton to try to get 

pictures of mods and rockers covered 

in blood and when they didn’t find that 

happening they engineered it – “I’ll buy 

you a pint if you hold this dustbin lid 

over that lad’s head for a picture”.’ 

Hemmings: ‘There was always a lot of 

rivalry between the Mods and Rockers 

but it was mostly harmless stuff. As 

we passed Mods riding in the opposite 

direction we’d grab those long whip 

aerials they had attached to their 

scooters and then let them ping back 

so they slapped them on the head! 

You could feel a real atmosphere in 

Brighton that day though.’

German: ‘There were lots of groups of 

people hanging around and the people 

of Brighton were genuinely afraid of W
O
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THE EYEWITNESSES

Ken German

A young policeman 

at the time but also a 

keen biker, German 

would later become the 

Metropolitan Police’s 

foremost authority on 

motorcycle theft.

Pete Hemmings

A 16-year-old rocker and 

motor mechanic who 

rode a BSA Gold Star in 

1964, Hemmings is still 

in the trade and now 

owns Embassy Cars in 

Sutton, Surrey. 
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what might happen – mostly because

of what they saw in the press and on

TV. The local police basically shouted

for help because they didn’t think that

they could control it so barriers were

put up and there were more police

brought in from London. We would

check people coming off the train and

if we didn’t like the look of them we’d

put them back on it. But there were no

massive fights, no lines of mounted

police with riot shields, none of that

sort of thing. There was just a feeling

– the air was tingling. There were

probably a few hundred Mods and

Rockers though. The Rockers were

going round kicking the scooters over

and the Mods were doing the same to

the bikes so there were a lot of bikes

lying on their sides. But it’s almost

laughable compared to some of the

things that happen nowadays.’

Mods riding into battle and with plenty of room for shopping too

No need for riot gear,

police were fine in their

rolled-up shirtsleeves

Hardly weapons of 

mass disruption, 

worst you’ll do is trap 

your own finger

Hemmings: ‘I was only a little bloke 

so I just stayed out of the way and 

watched the scuffles from a safe 

distance! I never saw anyone getting 

seriously hurt – it was more damage 

to property, throwing bins all over the 

place and stuff like that. It’s all been 

blown out of proportion over the years. 

There was much less communication 

in those days and things weren’t 

recorded as they are now with all 

your smartphones and stuff, so it was 

easier for people to make things up.’ 

German: ‘There was a nastier side 

to it all. Some people had their bikes 

thrown over the cliffs and a mod was 

actually thrown over too. But that 

wasn’t at Brighton – it was further 

along the coast towards Hastings.’

Hemmings: ‘The Mods generally 

kept to their turf in Brighton and the 

rockers kept to theirs but occasionally 

they would clash a bit. It was the same 

thing at Box Hill – they had their café 

and we had ours. But it was like a 

religion and you really didn’t want to 

miss out on the weekly gatherings.’ 

German: ‘Because of all the hysterical 

coverage, you had local magistrates 

saying “This is outrageous – these 

low life hooligans coming down here 

and thinking they can do this to us” 

and they were handing out maximum 

sentences to lads who really hadn’t 

done much wrong. It was all a bit of 

a farce really.’

Your only chance to bid on two unique bikes, the Tom Sykes and Jonathan Rea
“TT Specials” created exclusively by KRT, the Kawasaki World Superbike team

Join us at Rockingham - Register at www.worldofkawasaki.co.uk

#MCNwednesday
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Sat in the back of his van 

after his Southern 100 

win last week, Guy's got 

a lot on his mind... but 

it's not his hair

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

'I don’t give a sh*t if I never win a TT’ + ‘McGuinness should stop
GUY MARTIN WW
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Continued over

By Stephen Davison

MCN ROADS EXPERT 

W
hen Guy Martin’s Tyco 
squad shifted manu-
facturers to BMW after 
15 years with Suzuki 
power there was mas-
sive expectation that 

the Lincolnshire racer might break 
his TT duck and win his first ever Isle 
of Man TT.

Although the 33-year-old man-
aged yet another podium finish on 
the Smiths Triumph in the second 
Supersport race, he failed to make any 
real impact on the German superbike.

Was he gutted not to live up to all the 
pre-TT hype or was Guy satisfied with 
his performances on bikes that were 
new to both him and the Tyco team?

“I felt nothing, nothing at all,” Guy 
said bluntly as he described how he 
approached the 2015 event. 

“This year I thought the only way 
to deal with everyone wanting eve-
rything doing — all the signings and 
everything — was don’t put yourself 
in that position. So I just went away 
and walked my dog; by the time Sen-
ior day came he was lame but I came 
away from it thinking that’s probably 
the first TT I’ve enjoyed since the first 
year with TAS.”

During race week Guy admitted that 
he needed to 'get his finger out', but in 
a reflective mood at the Southern 100 
last week he was more defensive.

“There was no lack of effort from me 
at the TT,” he said. “I wouldn’t change 
anything I did, not really. Maybe I could 
have gone a bit harder at the start of 
a few of the races, but the team was 

FEATURES
BUYING & 
SELLING SPORTGARAGETHIS WEEK NEW BIKES

p now’ + ‘Mountain bike race clashes with TT 2016’
WHAT NEXT?

‘There was no 
lack of effort 

from me at the 
TT. I wouldn’t 

change anything 
I did, not really’

working with a new bike and I was 
riding a new bike.”

Guy proved he had lost none of 
his pace by breaking into the exclu-
sive 132mph lap club alongside John 
McGuinness, Michael Dunlop, James 
Hillier and Bruce Anstey in Friday’s 
Senior race. But once again he was 
dogged by problems that had a familiar 
ring for the Lincolnshire man at the 
TT. During his Superbike race pitstop 
he incurred a 10-second penalty for 
speeding in pitlane, and a podium 
challenge in the Superstock race was 
ruined when a flat battery prevented his 
S1000RR from starting after refuelling.

“Yeah I know, flat batteries and the 
pitlane limiter was set too high,” Guy 
acknowledged ruefully.

“But no-one has done that on pur-
pose have they? That’s just everyone 
learning the bike.

“The only time I could see we could 
have changed a few things was when 
Hutchy passed me and I could see 
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where he was faster (in the Senior),”
he explained. “But if he hadn’t passed
me and I hadn’t seen what he was do-
ing I wouldn’t have known. It isn’t
like asking what if we had another
bite of the cherry or what if we had
put a different weight of spring in and
changed the geometry. I finished the
Senior race and thought that’s the best
bike I’ve ridden around here. The bike
was mega.”

Guy’s finest road racing perfor-
mances have come in mass start, elbow-
to-elbow races like the Southern 100,
Ulster Grand Prix and Scarborough
Gold Cup. The biggest hurdle the truck-
fitter has to overcome to become a
Mountain course time trial winner is
his inconsistency of speed from sector
to sector and from lap to lap, something
that was once evident at this year’s TT.

“I don’t know why it happens,” he
admitted.

“It's not through any lack of effort.
You can try too hard sometimes can’t
you? You get a pit board telling you to
get a hurry on and you try too hard
and lose your flow. Sometimes you just

‘Here you come in
a van and set up
in a field. It's old

school... I'll
definitely be back

at the Southern
next year’

‘It's only a
motorbike race.
If I won one I'm

not going to
sleep any better

at night’

Super-fit Guy knows that a banana trumps a chemical-laden energy drink any day

'Excuse me, do you know where Guy Martin is?' Young fan falls for Guy's cunning disguise

catch it right and it goes right.”
Nevertheless the Tyco BMW star 

remains adamant that he will not let 
his failure to win a TT define his rac-
ing career if he does choose to retire 
this year.

“I don’t give a sh*t,” he said.
“I’ve been there or thereabouts, I 

was at the sharp end. Like my boss 
says, I’m not a messer. I’m not being 
disrespectful but it’s only a motorbike 
race. If I won one I’m not going to sleep 
any better at night.

“For me it's about the next challenge 
because I’m like my dog, a daft dog: 
what’s happening? What’s happen-
ing next?” 

Guy adds more fuel to 
retirement rumours
Sporting a new haircut that gives him 

the menace of a Bond movie hitman, 
Guy Martin was relatively untroubled 
by the usual posse of selfie-seekers and 
autograph-hunters at the Southern 100 
on the Isle of Man last week.

Most of the huge crowd who flocked 
to what Guy describes as his favourite 
meeting of the year failed to recognise 
the Tyco BMW star without his trade-
mark unruly locks, leaving him more 
relaxed and free to roam the paddock.

“It's mega, the best meeting of the 
year, 100 per cent,” Guy said as he sat in 
the back of his race van after winning 
two Superbike races on the S1000RR.

“How many years have I said that? 
Here, everyone – all of the organis-
ers, the scrutineers, everyone – are 
really into it.”

Run over four days, the Billown 
course meeting also suits the road racer/

television presenter’s hectic schedule 
a lot better than the fortnight-long TT.

“You just get in, get it done and get 
out,” smiled Martin.

“It’s not a big lump out of your life. 
You’re here on a Monday and back home 
on a Thursday or a Friday.” During last 
month’s TT, the Lincolnshire ace de-
scribed the famous Mountain course 
festival cheekily as “a warm-up for 
the Southern.”

The smaller, more laidback, event has 
always been easier for Martin to handle.  

“You only ride here at nights during 
practice and although you only ride at 
nights at the TT during practice week, 
it just seems like so much more pres-
sure,” he says.

“At the TT you struggle just getting to 
the bike and everyone wants something 
doing. Here you come in a van and set 

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
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Rounding Cross Four Ways, Martin holds off the Padgetts Honda of Dan Kneen

With its more relaxed atmosphere, Guy favours the Billown paddock to the TT

Martin will return to race at the Isle of Man next year, but not necessarily the TT

Guy says McG should quit on a high

up in a field. It’s old school.”
There is also the fact that Guy has

been considerably more successful at 
the Southern 100 than he has been at
the TT, where he has famously failed
to win a race on the 37 ¾-mile circuit. 
Last week he became only the second 
rider in the Southern’s 60-year history, 
alongside Joey Dunlop, to win the Solo 
Championship feature race three times.

“I’m not a pot collector, I’m not
bothered how many I’ve won, but to
win three in a row is great and this is
the one to win, isn’t it?” Guy smiled
after holding off a strong challenge
from local hero Dan Kneen on the
Padgetts Honda to take victory in last 
Thursday's nine-lapper.

The Kirmington racer couldn’t hang 
around to collect the silverware at
that evening’s prize-giving ceremony 

Guy also expressed some 

forthright views on the 

performances and fortunes of 

two of his main rivals, Michael 

Dunlop and John McGuinness, 

at TT 2015.

“At the start of the year I 

said Michael (Dunlop) could 

win on a farm gate but I have 

to take that back now because 

obviously he can’t,” Guy said 

following the Ballymoney 

rider’s controversial defection 

from the Milwaukee Yamaha 

squad after his problems with 

the new R1.

Admitting that the Tyco team 

and riders have struggled to 

find their way with the new 

BMW machinery in BSB and on 

the roads, Guy says they are 

working their way through the 

issues.

“Michael went back to what 

he knew was good, the BMW, 

which was good at the TT but 

not so good here (Southern 100 

report – see page 70).”

Continued over

GUY RATES 
HIS TT RIVALS

‘I said Michael 

could win on a 

farm gate but 

obviously he can’t'

Guy also says he was really 

impressed by the performance 

of John McGuinness in the 

Senior race, but he now feels it 

is time for the 23-time winner to 

hang up his leathers.

“My Dad was signalling at 

Ballacraine and he said he 

never saw anyone come out 

of there like John, he meant 

business,” Guy said.

“But he is 43. What he should 

do now is retire at the top or 

he will just weaken the image 

of John McGuinness that 

everyone knows.”

because he had to rush off to race his 
mountain bike in Austria on Saturday 
morning. Having announced that he 
was considering retiring at the end of 
the 2015 season, will he be back again 
to defend his number one plate in 2016?

“I will be definitely be back at the 
Southern next year,” he said imme-
diately after the race.

Guy’s response to enquiries about 
whether he would be racing elsewhere 
next season was more circumspect. 

“Umm, I don’t know,” he shrugged. 
No mention was made about rumours 
that the star of Speed and The Boat 
That Guy Built is now in the running 
to co-present the new Top Gear pro-
gramme, as he attempted to sidestep 
the retirement question.

“I’ve massive respect for Adrian 
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Archibald,” Martin said, referring to
the Ballymoney racer who won three
TTs with the same Northern Ireland-
based TAS team that Martin rides for
before quitting the sport in 2010.

“You never see him at a bike race do
you? I think that’s the way I’ll do it, if
I do pack it in. I’d do it like Archibald.
But I don’t know if I’m ready for that
yet, not sure if I’ll only do one race
next year or if I’ll do more than ever.”

As road racing’s highest profile fig-
ure, there is understandable specula-
tion around the whole issue of Martin’s
future. According to Guy it would now
appear to depend upon his mountain
biking ambitions.

“The Tour Divide, the longest moun-
tain bike race in the world, has got un-
der my skin,” he explained. “It starts
in Banff in Canada and finishes in New
Mexico, and covers 2700 miles. I’ve got
my head in that. I don’t know if I could
win, I just want to go and do it, but it’s
the same week as the TT next year.”

Although Guy may rate the Southern
100 more highly in his list of racing pri-
orities than the TT, his Tyco BMW team
boss Philip Neill would definitely not
share that opinion. A no-show at the
2016 TT would almost certainly mean
an end to Guy’s employment with the
official BMW factory-backed squad
after five years together.

So when will Guy make up his mind?
“Philip likes a direction come the

Ulster GP (on August 3-8),” Guy said.
“So I’d like to think I’ll have an idea
by then about what I’m going to do.”

We'll just have to wait and see.

Triumph have announced that

Guy Martin will try to break the

motorcycle World Land Speed

record on a 1000bhp Triumph

Rocket III next month.

Although Guy was reluctant

to discuss the attempt at the

Southern 100, it is understood the

Lincolnshire man is aiming to raise

the current mark of 376.363mph

to over 400mph at Bonneville Salt

Flats, Utah on August 23-27 as part

of his ongoing daredevil television

series. He is due to test the bike at

Bonneville this week.

Triumph have a long legacy of

smashing the land speed record

and held the title of ‘World’s Fastest 

Motorcycle’ from 1955 to 1970

with the exception of a brief 33-

day period. But it's been 45 years

since a Brit was the holder of the 

motorcycle record.

The 2015 Triumph Rocket

Streamliner features a carbon

Kevlar monocoque construction

with two turbocharged Triumph

Rocket III engines producing a

combined 1000bhp at 9000rpm.

The motorcycle is 25.5 feet long,

two feet wide and three feet tall.

Powered by methanol fuel, the

bike is competing in the Division C

(streamlined motorcycle) category.

GUY BIDS TO BREAK MOTORCYCLE WORLD LAND SPEED RECORD

Guy will be testing the

1000bhp Triumph this

week at Bonneville

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW
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You’ve dreamed
of a street bike with
the soul of a *6;�5?  

That’s why we’ve built you the new

GSX-S1000 with the legendary GSX-R

engine, new aluminium chassis, three-

mode traction control and Brembo front

brakes. All you need. Everything you desire. 

Steve - Motorcycle Product Planner

o.uk

THE ALL NEW

GSX-S1000
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P
arked at the side of a particu-
larly twisty strip of tarmac
miles from anywhere – your
average slinky British back
lane in summertime, all blue
skies and twittering skylarks

– the long, low, sleek Ducati Diavel is a
brooding presence. It’s a magnificent
edifice; a beautifully detailed muscle

cruiser that quite fancies itself as a
sportsbike. And, with its Testastretta 
90° V-twin retuned to a ‘mere’ 162bhp 
but with a mountain of torque, and 
chassis components such as fully adjust-
able suspension and radial calipers – not
to mention traction control and rider
modes – it’s more than halfway there.

But is that far enough?
Settling into the low, custom-style

seat, locating the pegs set further for-
ward than you’d expect, and reaching
across a whale of a tank to meet the
high, stubby bars, the Diavel is ach-
ingly cool and laid-back. But fire up
the big motor into colossal combustion

bomb-blasts – or ‘tickover’, as it’s called
– and drop into first gear. Feed out the 
light clutch and... ooooft! The Diavel’s 
casual violence obliterates the bits 
between corners like a supercharged
black leather sofa. It’s easily as fast as
most sportsbikes.

But when it comes to corners there’s
a slight, cruiser-styled hitch. However
sporty the Ducati’s fully adjustable
Marzocchi suspension, with the massive
240-section rear Pirelli Rosso II, plus
a long wheelbase and generous help-
ing of trail, getting the Ducati to turn
needs a push against the bars. It’s as if
the steering is fighting back, reluctant

to turn and understeering out of cor-
ners unless you keep the pressure up. 
The faster you go, the harder you push.

The other problem is ground clear-
ance. Make a bike low and unless you 
put footrests just under the seat, lean 
angle is compromised. Pegs skim the 
tarmac and limit speeds into corners 
because there’s no margin for error; 
too fast and you could be levered onto 
a wider line. And that would be bad.

Triumph Thruxton
Put all four together and the Triumph 

looks the most naturally sporty, even 

Triumph Thruxton, £7899

Air-cooled 69bhp parallel twin 

in steel cradle frame, single 

disc and basic twin shocks, the 

Thruxton at least looks like an 

authentic throw-back to 1960s 

café racers.

Yamaha TMAX, £9099

530cc parallel twin twist ’n’

go makes 46bhp and is newly

sportified for 2015, equipped

with radial calipers, upside

down forks and ABS.

There’s more to a modern tourer, cruiser, classic and scooter than you might think –

HANDLING TEST SPECIAL

ON THE ROAD

By Simon Hargreaves

MCN CONTRIBUTOR

Continued over
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BMW R1200RT SE, £14,460

Latest evolution of the world’s 

greatest tourer, flat-twin motor 

now making 125bhp, and running 

semi-active suspension, traction 

control, quickshifter and auto-blip-

per. And a stereo. Ducati Diavel, £14,395

With a retuned, traction-

controlled 1198 V-twin making 

162bhp in a long, low chassis on 

fully-adjustable suspension, the 

Diavel is the ultimate manifes-

tation of a power cruiser.

SPORT IT?
         as the next fi ve pages prove

The mission
Hassled by a cruiser? Passed on a 

trackday by a classic? Out-braked 

by a scooter? We’ve all been there, 

but how sporty can they be? MCN 

finds out on the road and on the 

track at Cadwell Park.

The riders
Simon Hargreaves

Guest road tester

Age 47 Height 6ft 

CV Road tester 

for 24 years

Bruce Dunn

Guest Road Tester

Age 49 Height 5ft 7in

CV MCN speed tester 

and club racer
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though it also looks like it hails from a 
bygone age. With stripped-back styl-
ing, down-turned bars and fat grips, 
it’s definitely the prettiest here, despite 
an obvious attention to the bottom line 
(the whole bike is probably cheaper 
than a single Diavel fork leg). 

The Triumph looks eminently ride-
able, built for the genteel sport of 
measured bend-swinging rather than 
point and squirt. This is an air-cooled, 
865cc parallel twin, gently wafting 
around 60bhp in the direction of the 
rear tyre. So it’s a surprise to find it’s 
a pretty handy tool. The motor is best 
punted between 4500 and 5500rpm, 
on the upside of the torque curve, and 
calmly propels the Thruxton along with 
a pleasant throbbing from the Arrow 
aftermarket system. It bundles up to 
80 or 90mph with zing, before asthma 
kicks in and it runs out of puff. 

But the Triumph’s ace card is its en-
gine/chassis balance. The Thruxton is 
in a Goldilocks zone where its docile 
engine and rudimentary chassis are 
in harmony, neither out-performing 

the other. And, because it’s styled to be 
sporty, the Triumph has more ground 
clearance than the Ducati – so when 
you plunge into a corner your biggest 
concern is running out of grip from the 
crossply Metzeler Lasertecs rather than 
grinding metal into tarmac. 

Yamaha TMAX
Now for something completely dif-
ferent. Long regarded the sportiest 
maxi-scoot, this year the TMAX gets 
upside-down forks, radial calipers 
and, for the first time in the UK, the 
option of ABS. The idea a scooter could 
generate enough performance to be 
considered sporty has long been ac-
cepted; the TMAX was launched back 
in 2001 when it was the first scooter to 
feature its engine bolted into the frame 
instead of floating on the swingarm. 

So how sporty is the TMAX? With 
46bhp and no gears, the super-scoot 
accelerates in moderation. Nippy, yes, 
but you’d struggle to call it fast. In a 
straight line the Thruxton pulls away 
and the Diavel might as well be from 

Lean over any more and the eggs in your underseat shopping storage will scramble

The Diavel destroys the 

spaces between the 

corners in short order

an alternate universe. And it’s hard to 
make a connection with the chassis 
because you’re on top of it, like a bob-
weight, rather than embracing it. But 
the TMAX still turns in an impressive 
pace, capable of livening up a ride with 

more sportiness than you’d expect. 

BMW R1200RT SE
As a tourer, there’s no better machine 
on two wheels than the BMW. Wind
management is peerless, with the
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Diavel Thruxton TMAX R1200RT

Left apex speed

Max lean

MCN sport-o-meter – on the road
screen adjustable over a massive range 
from flat to almost bolt upright. Com-
fort from the seat and riding position is 
faultless, and the tank carries a genuine 
220-mile range. Ride quality from the 
electronic springs is magical. 

So it’ll make a lousy sportsbike, 
right? Think again. The R1200RT has no 
right to handle the way it does. But by 
crikey it does. With Telelever steering 
now refined to a point of excellence, 
it’s able to deliver on its promise – the 
feedback of conventional forks, but 
with a separation of forces so suspen-
sion and braking loads pass through a 
central wishbone arm into the chassis. 
The result is a staggering lightness of 
touch – with semi-active suspension 
guiding its damping, the RT is deft and 
agile, defying its weight to flick though 
corners with astonishing ease. With 
acres of ground clearance and traction 
control if you ask too much, the RT is 
composed and irrepressibly rapid. Even 
turning the BMW round in the road 
is effortless. This thing is going to be 
a weapon at Cadwell Park’s hairpin.
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It’s the only one here with a handbrake

Plusher than your average sportsbike

Riding modes? Not on this old timer

It even has a choke for the full retro feel

Riding modes and more on the Ducati

Other riders will get used to this sight

The BM’s fairing performance is peerless

Set the controls to sporty and go for it

The probe takes the Diavel’s noise reading but it’s our sanity that needs probing most

Yes it’s basic and 

decidedly retro but 

the Thruxton can 

hustle through 

the corners

The unlikely sports club

DUCATI DIAVEL

BMW R1200RT SE

YAMAHA TMAX

TRIUMPH THRUXTON

Ducati Diavel
First from the traps is the Diavel. Out
of place among the hardened track
sportsbikes, all slicks and pattern
bodywork, we already know from the
road ride ground clearance is going to
be an issue for the Ducati. But we’re
hoping speeds between the twisty
bits – in Cadwell’s case the short start/
finish straight and the slightly longer
back straight – will compensate.

But within a few corners to warm
the tyres – you need some heat in the
240-section rear – the Ducati decks
out on both sides without even trying.
At the steep uphill left at Coppice, the
Diavel grounds down and momentarily
stars to lose grips over the bumps, digs
in the footpeg and starts to drift wide
towards the grass on the exit. Now a
passenger, the only thing to do is hold
the bike up, hang off like mad, and hope
the Diavel completes the corner before

AT THE TRACK
it hits the green stuff. It does, and sets 
the pattern for the rest of the session 
– hold the bike as upright as possible 
and be careful to keep the corner speed 
down. If it’s frustrating for the rider, it’s 
doubly annoying for guys and gals out 
on lesser-powered 600cc sportsbikes 
who can’t get past the Diavel on poke, 
can’t out-brake it – pulling nearly 1g 
on the back straight isn’t bad for a 
bike with a 1530mm wheelbase and a 
low centre of gravity; modern ABS is 
a wonderful invention – and then get 
held up all round the back of the circuit. 
The Ducati even manages to catch and 
pass a few litre sportsbikes, which is 
good going. The engine is truly heroic. 
But, when I come back in to the pits, 
I’m pretty certain I don’t fancy going 
back out again. 

Triumph Thruxton
The dark horse at the track, we’re not 
sure if the Thruxton’s lack of outright 
power on Park straight will be com-
pensated for by its agility through the 
Gooseneck, the chicane and Hall Bends. 

It turns out neither are the limiting fac-
tor; the Triumph is nowhere near the 
slowest bike out there, but its tyres and 
suspension are too numb on track for a 
really good time slaying race replicas. 
What was fun on the road becomes a 
lack of confidence to use the copious 
ground clearance. The Thruxton rolls 
nicely though the Gooseneck and swaps 
direction well, but the fast uphill of 
Coppice, the swoop over Charlie’s and 
the run round Chris Curve are all high 
corner speed turns with the bike on 
its ear – and that’s where the Metzeler 
crossplies are out of their depth, and 
where better forks and shocks would 
make a world of difference. But where 
the Diavel is fundamentally unsuited 
to track work, at least the Thruxton 
has potential.   

Yamaha TMAX
The joker in the pack, heaven knows 
what the track day regulars make of a 
scooter on track. And there’s a good 
chance a few of them who get passed by 

‘The Thruxton is 
in a Goldilocks 
zone where its 

engine and 
chassis are in 

harmony’

Continued over
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the Yamaha will think twice before
going out with one again.

Hampered by a lack of accelera-
tion, keeping up with other bikes is a
problem on a track day – exacerbated
again by a lack of ground clearance.
Several times, as with the Ducati, the
TMAX’s centrestand takes the load off
the tyres mid-corner for long enough
to change the bike’s direction with
potentially worrying consequences.
Unlike the Diavel, there’s no scope
for altering the riding position to
compensate – you can’t hang off a
scooter and maintain your tattered
dignity. The only technique that
helps is opening the throttle well
before the apex while still on the
brakes, to get the engine spinning
to save time waiting for when you’re

off the brakes. It seems to work, and
pushes the TMAX round only a few
seconds behind the Thruxton.

BMW R1200RT
For this lap, Jeremy, I’ll be choosing
Classic FM. Powered by Handel, the
RT glides out into the circuit traffic
and proceeds to wreak utter havoc.
In the fast group. Ultimately it’s down
on power and drags its footpegs a
little too much to stay with the very
quickest bikes out there – some riders
are turning in 1m 37s laps, which is
hardly hanging around. But the BMW
is as quick as most in the session.

Where’s it good? Everywhere. It
takes off over the mountain pinned
on the stop, with electronics sort-
ing out the back end. Through Hall

Bends the BM takes the most effort,
where its weight finally shows up
flip-flopping from right to left to
right over a crest, then on the brakes
for the hairpin. And the off-camber
drop through Barn is worrying be-
cause ground clearance runs out
very quickly – but then the seamless,
full-throttle quickshifts punt the
RT along the start/finish straight up
into Coppice with proper track bike
rapidity, and the stability swooping
through Charlie’s is magnificent.
On the brakes at the end of the back
straight the RT pulls 1.1g, which is
astonishing. Especially for the race
bikes it gets underneath. Back in the
paddock, spectators come over for a
chat, unable to believe how fast the 
BM can hustle. 

‘The RT
proceeds to

wreak havoc...
In the fast group’

BMW R1200RT SE

Engine1170cc, l/c, dohc, 8v flat

twin Claimed power 125bhp @

7750rpm Claimed torque 92ftlb

@ 6500rpm Seat 805/825mm

Tank 25 litres Susp (f) Telelever, 

Sachs shock, semi-active (r)

Paralever, Sachs shock, semi-

active Weight 274kg Rider aids

Engine modes, TC, ABS, cruise

control,quickshifter, autoblipper

DUCATI DIAVEL

Engine 1198cc water-cooled,

dohc, 8v Desmo 90° V-twin Power

162bhp @ 9250rpm Torque 96ftlb

@ 8000rpm Seat height 770mm

Tank 17 litres Susp (f) 50mm usd 

Marzocchi, fully adjustable

(r) Monoshock, fully adjustable

Kerb weight (claimed) 239kg

Rider aids engine modes, 

traction control, ABS

YAMAHA TMAX

Engine 530cc water-cooled,

dohc, 8v parallel twin Power

46bhp @ 6750rpm Torque 39ftlb

@ 5250rpm Seat height 800mm

Tank 15 litres Susp (f) 41mm usd

forks (r) Monoshock Brakes (f),

2 x 267mm discs, radial four-piston

calipers (r) 282mm disc, 2-piston

caliper Kerb weight (claimed) 

222kg Rider aids ABS

TRIUMPH THRUXTON

Engine 865cc air-cooled, dohc,

8v parallel twin Power 69bhp

@ 7400rpm Torque 51ftlb @

5800rpm Seat height 820mm

Tank size 16 litres Susp

(f) KYB 41mm forks, adjustable

preload (r) KYB twin shocks,

adjustable preload Kerb weight 

(claimed) 230kg

Rider aids None

When it comes to digging into

the manufacturers’ claims of

sportiness for non-sporty bikes,

some should be taken with a

larger pinch of salt than others.

Ducati’s Diavel is a monstrous

engine and sweet chassis which

are clearly sportsbike-derived

and have the highest potential for

sports performance, but the bike

simply can’t get over enough in

the corners. The TMAX is nippy

and, to a point, works well as a

sportster with plenty of grip and

no suspension or brake issues. 

But again, ground clearance

is too limited to fully exploit

potential. The Triumph is the

opposite: good, but not enough

feel to use up all the ground

clearance. Better rubber and

springs would make the Thruxton

more of a tool. Which leaves the

BMW as the winner, and not by a

small amount. It’s a prodigiously, 

ridiculously talented touring 

bike. And boy, 

can it go

round

corners.

SIMON HARGREAVE

VERDIC
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Diavel Thruxton TMAX R1200RT

Left apex speed Best braking

Max lean

Best lap: 1m 54s

Ducati Diavel 0.95g

Best lap: 2m 04s

Triumph Thruxton 0.88g

Best lap: 2m 06s

Yamaha TMAX 0.81g

Best lap - 1m 54s

BMW R1200RT 1.101g

MCN sport-o-meter – on track at Cadwell Park
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Terms & Conditions: Test ride incentive available from 1 July – 2 Aug 2015 inclusive. Motorcycle model and date subject to availability at local dealership. A full, valid

motorcycle licence is required. Rider age, experience or penalty point restrictions may apply but will be confirmed by local dealer as part of the booking process.

Demo ride length will vary by dealership. To receive £20 fuel contribution rider will need to take a test ride and complete official feedback form and post in feedback

box in dealership at time of test ride. Maximum one fuel contribution per household. No purchase necessary. Test rides are subject to relevant licence checks by

the local dealership, and driving licence and National Insurance numbers will need to be provided. More details can be found at www.gov.uk/view-driving-licence

© H-D 2015. Harley, Harley-Davidson and the Bar & Shield logo are among the trademarks of H-D U.S.A., LLC.

THERE’S ONLY
ONE WAY

TO REALLY
UNDERSTAND

HARLEY-DAVIDSON®

RIDE ONE.
Test ride a Harley® and tell us 
how it made you feel.

That unmistakable roar, the head-turning looks,
the sense of owning the road. There are many
motorcycles out there, but very few evoke the 
feelings of a Harley-Davidson®.

But that’s our opinion, we’d really like to hear yours. 
Take a test-ride and tell us how it made you feel.

As a thank you, we’ll give you £20 worth of fuel 
so you can compare your ride.

Visit harley-davidson.co.uk or call us on 0871 641 2508.
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Give it your
Capture an exceptional 
moment in time, win great 
prizes and achieve fame

D
on’t miss your chance to achieve 
fame and fortune for your bike 
photography with the return 
of the Carole Nash and MCN 

Moto Foto competition. With cash and 
Nikon prizes up for grabs, and a place 
in the Carole Nash 2016 calendar, we’re 
looking for the best images out there.

Moto Foto is open to all amateur 
photographers, just follow the simple 
instructions on the ‘how to enter’ page 
and upload your best motorcycle pic. 

 
The categories are: 
O�Action (race meets, track days, off 
road, stunt shows etc)
O Scenic/touring (UK or overseas)
O� Static bike images (modern, 
classic, vintage)
O Bike Art (creative composition, close-
ups, special effects etc.)

When all the entries are in there will be 
a two-tier shortlist process. Our expert 

panel will select the best 60 images (to 
celebrate MCN’s 60th anniversary) and 
the public will then have a chance to 
vote on their favourite images via the 
Carole Nash Insidebikes Facebook page 
(facebook.com/insidebikes). The top 10 
will join the judges’ top 20 to create a 
shortlist of 30 photographs (celebrat-
ing Carole Nash’s 30th anniversary).

The panel of judges will then select 
the 12 finalists before opening the 
shortlist up to a public vote again to 
select the first, second, and third-place 
prize winners. 

All 12 images will appear in the 2016 
Carole Nash Calendar, which is handed 
out every year at Motorcycle Live, held 
at the NEC in November. The photos 
will also be displayed on the Carole 
Nash stand where the presentation and 
award of prizes will take place.

Plus, every entrant can claim a free 
copy of either Bike, Ride, Classic Bike 
or Performance Bikes magazine.

1
ALAN JONES / CATEGORY: 

STATIC BIKE & BIKE ART

“Great paintjob on this Ducati 

fuel tank, taking me back to the 

60s & 70s. Taken at a Carole 

Nash event with a Canon 5D.”

2
AUSTIN COLLE / CATEGORY: 

STATIC BIKE & BIKE ART

“I shot this in the Dordogne. Just 

as I lined up the photo the chef 

appeared and gave great balance 

and focus for the image.”

3
CHRIS PASCOE / CATEGORY: 

SCENIC/TOURING

“Taken at 2000m on the Stara 

Palannia mountains in Bulgaria. 

This was as far as me and the 

trusty KTM 525 would go.”

4
GORDON TERRY / 

CATEGORY: ACTION

“I took my camera to the MCN 

Festival hoping to snap the girlies 

but ended up spending most of 

my time at the Extreme Enduro!”

5
GRAHAM THOMPSON / 

CATEGORY: ACTION

“Northern Irishman Jamie 

Hamilton getting to grips with 

his new team at the start of the 

racing season.”

ENTRIES SO FAR…

‘All 12 fi nalists 
will appear in 

the 2016 Carole 
Nash calendar’

r
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r best shot!
Prize – £1000 plus
Nikon D7200 + 18-

105mm kit worth £1119.99
This DX-format D-SLR delivers 

sumptuous stills, excels at video 

and low-light settings, and is fully 

connected. Class leading autofocus 

from Nikon’s professional cameras 

ensures precise subject acquisition 

down to -3 EV. A dedicated menu gives 

moviemakers more flexibility. 

Prize – £600 plus Nikon 
1 J5 + 10-30mm PD 

Zoom Lens worth £429.99
Shoot thrilling 20.8-megapixel images 

and ultra-sharp 4K video. Miss nothing 

with faster shooting speeds than a 

D-SLR. Get creative with the tilting 

touchscreen and manual controls, 

then easily share every brilliant shot 

via your smart device with Wi-Fi and 

NFC technology.

Prize – £400 plus a 
COOLPIX S9900 

worth £279.99
Contemporary design with 

retro details – the 16-megapixel 

COOLPIX S9900 delivers high 

performance so you can find your 

own unique perspective, with a 

30x optical zoom extendable to 

60x Dynamic Fine Zoom¹ to bring 

textures and action up close.

1
st

THE PRIZES

6 
IAN FITZGERALD / 

CATEGORY:  “I took this at a 

Brands Hatch trackday. Using a 

Samsung Galaxy S3 smart phone 

with one of the filters turned on I 

got this unexpected result.”

7
PETER BRENNAN / 

CATEGORY: ACTION

“My friend Ben Kirkman tackles 

the ‘Root of all evil’ at the 2015 

Tough One Enduro. It’s also my 

first attempt at editing a photo.”

8
JIM LOWE / CATEGORY: 

SCENIC/TOURING

“I just think it’s a great pic.”

■ Get uploading your pictures 

today! Visit www.carolenash.

com/motofoto

2
nd

3
rd

Head to www.carolenash.com/

motofoto now and complete the 

easy registration form. Give your 

photo that extra push by giving 

a brief description of where and 

how you took the shot and why 

it’s special. The descriptive piece 

about your bike is optional, but it 

may well help to power you into

the top 60 and through to the final 

voting. The winners will feature 

in the Carole Nash calendar, so 

ensure you upload print quality 

images. 

Q Full Ts&Cs and further prize 

information online

HOW TO ENTER

It couldn’t be easier to take part in Moto Foto 2015
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W
elcome to the land of
milk and honey, where
new bikes you never
thought you could
own are suddenly

within your reach, and what’s
more you can have another new one
in three years time without hav-
ing to delve any deeper behind the 
sofa. Too good to be true? Maybe, 
but maybe not. For the monthly 
price of a full Sky TV package, a 
four-pack of trendy white beer and 
family pack of Doritos, you could 
have a brand new Triumph Street 
Triple in your garage. It might seem 

like £85 doesn’t go very far these
days, but it can land you Triumph’s
near-perfect roadster on PCP – and
that’ll take you as far as your mile-
age allowance permits.

Some of the monthly repayments
bandied around by manufacturers
for their new bikes are so low that
it’s easy to be suspicious. Surely you
can’t really buy a CBR300R for £49
per month, or a £10,385 Kawasaki
Z1000SX for under £100 a month? 
Or even Yamaha’s new £15,135 R1 
for £200 a month?

But you can, thanks to a finance 
system that is quietly revolutionis-
ing the way we buy new motorcy-
cles. Over the last four years PCP 
(Personal Contract Purchase) has 

gone from being a rare oddity to
taking 20-30% of the new bike 
finance market, and it’s growing 
fast. If we follow the trend of the car 
market, over 90% of financed new 
bike purchases will be PCP in five 
years time. Many bikes are already 
achieving very strong take-up on 
PCP, with 85% of new BMW bikes 

bought this year (and 66% of used
ones), and 52% of Yamaha MT-09s
having PCP to thank for finding a
new home.

The system works by making
you pay for the bike’s depreciation,
rather than the full whack. So if you
buy that £10,000 Z1000SX on PCP,
you only pay back the £5000 or so
the bike is expected to lose in value
over three years (plus the inter-
est). And if you put down a £3000 
deposit, that means you’re only 
paying back £2000, which is how 
you end up with such a temptingly 
low monthly outlay. It means that 
a new bike can cost less per month 
than if you were to take a loan out 

‘FOR THE PRICE 
OF A FULL SKY 
TV PACKAGE,

The rise and rise of Personal Contract Purchase means
thousands of bikers are buying new bikes again – and paying

less for them. Could this be the ultimate win/win?

MCNCONTRIBUTOR/MCNDEPUTYEDITOR

NEW BIKE DEALS

‘85% of new BMW 

bikes bought this 

year have PCP to 

thank for finding a 

new home’

A FOUR-PACK AND A BAG OF DORITOS,

YOU COULD OWN ONE OF THESE…’
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Triumph’s Street Triple is 

loads more entertaining than 

Sky TV, crisps and beer – and 

costs less per month too
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and buy a four-year-old used
version over the same three-
year period.

So what’s the catch? Well, at
the end of three years, that used
bike would be yours to do with
as you wish, your repayments
would end and you would own
a valuable asset. But at the end
of the PCP deal you don’t own
the bike, and have a decision to
make: do you pay off the rest of
the amount (another £5000 with
our Z1000SX example) and keep
the bike; give the bike back and
walk away owing, and owning,
nothing; or do you roll your PCP
deal over and get a new bike at
a similar monthly repayment?

You can guess what most
people do, particularly as the
depreciation calculations usu-
ally mean the bike is worth more
than predicted, so you have a
decent deposit built in which
you can use for your next bike
(so with our Z1000SX, the dealer
might value it at £6500, meaning
you have £1500 to put down as a

deposit after the £5000 balance
is paid). If you like to change
your bike every two or three
years, it’s the perfect system.
And even if you weren’t in the
habit of doing that, PCP encour-
ages you to do so, which is why
manufacturers and dealers love
it so much – it keeps customers
coming back.

There is no evil hidden snag,
provided you’re aware that you’ll
have to pay a lump sum at the
end if you want to keep the bike.
You’re effectively hiring the
bike, so it does not belong to you
during the loan period which
puts some people off, and if you
run the bike into the ground
you’ll end up having to pay more
than the agreed value at the end.
But if you check the interest rate
is competitive (some are as low
as 4.9%) and compare the future
values with similar bikes from
other manufacturers, you won’t
go far wrong. And in two or three
years time it will be time to visit
the sweet shop all over again…

798cc / 202kg / 90bhp

Cash price £7595

Deposit £1503

Term/Rate 3 years / 3.9%APR

The new F800R is as versatile

as they come. Throw in the

Comfort package and you 

have yourself a very capable

tourer, or nab the Sport version

and you’ve got a lithe naked

roadster. BMW also offer a

free A2 licence-compatible

47bhp kit for it, too.

It’s designed to be fun and

practical, and it certainly is.

321cc / 169kg / 44.1bhp

Cash price £4892

Deposit £1134.50

Term/Rate 3 years / 12% APR

The R3 is a credible, genuine,

practical sportsbike that

has the ability to entertain 

even experienced bikers. It’s

a great all-round, affordable

package that offers sporty

yet stable handling, flexible

engine response, and a quality

finish. For riders of all ages

and abilities, it’s a very capable 

motorcycle.

1077cc / 184kg / 175bhp

Cash price £14,635

Deposit £3528

Term/Rate 3 years / 8.9% APR

As well as being fast, safe, comfy

and a cornering genius, the new

Tuono V4 1100 R is a thing of beauty 

and quality. There are no cheap,

tacky fasteners or panels, just a

stonking superbike engine, chassis

and electronics package. The new

Tuono sums up what a super naked

should be: the ultimate in sportsbike

performance in a usable, practical 

road package.

£179 per month

 £79 per month
£79 per month

BMW F800R Yamaha YZF-R3

Aprilia Tuono 
V4 1100

1690cc / 372kg / 101.78ftlb

Cash price £19,430

Deposit £4011

Term/Rate 3 years / 9.9% APR

Once upon a time the bigger

bikes in Harley-Davidson’s range

were lumpy, bumpy and tiresome

to ride. Not so with the current

crop, and one of the very best is

the new Street Glide. It handles

exceptionally well, the engine

is characterful but smooth and

tractable, the brakes actually work,

and it looks a million dollars. It’s one 

of the best baggers you can buy.

750cc / 190kg / 148bhp

Cash price £10,035

Deposit £3000

Term/Rate 3 years / 8.9%APR

Weighing in at 190kg, fully fuelled

and ready to go, the GSX-R750 has

a punchy power-to-weight ratio,

impeccable track manners – apart

from the slight tendancy for brake

fade – and all the road performance

you could want. It’s fun, fast and

handles beautifully, but crucially

it’s very easy to ride fast, unlike

a bigger sportsbike. Pound-for-

pound we reckon it’s one of the best 

sportsbikes you can buy.

1215cc / 259kg / 135bhp

Cash price £11,599

Deposit £3000

Term/Rate 3 years / 9.9%APR

If you’re looking for a British

adventure bike that’ll take you

round the world in effortless

comfort, want a stonking engine

and an accessories list as long

as your arm, then look no further.

The 1215cc triple is a lovely motor,

providing seamless drive all over

the rev range, and there’s a great

offer on right now that gives you

£940 of extras, including panniers, 

heated grips and heated seat.

£215 per month
£102.07 per month

£119.70 per month

Harley-Davidson
Street Glide Special

Suzuki GSX-R750 Triumph Explorer

Who does PCP work best for?
Riders who want to change their

new bike every two or three years,

want low monthly repayments and

aren’t bothered about owning the

bike at the end of the agreement.

Who is it not suited to?
Riders who want to keep their bike

until it wears out, and those who

want to own their motorcycle.

Are there mileage limits?
Yes, usually around 5000 per year,

though these are often adjustable

up to 24,000 miles. If you go

over the agreed mileage you get

charged extra per mile (eg £50 for 

every 1000 miles over).

Can I ride it like I stole it?
Yes, provided you maintain it like

you own it. ‘Usual wear and tear’

is allowed, but nothing that could

constitute abuse or neglect.

Basically, you need to look after

it and follow the service schedule 

carefully.

PCP: the facts 



285cc / 164kg / 30.5bhp

Cash price £3999

Deposit £998.89

Term/Rate 3 years / 5.9% APR

The 300R’s engine is stronger than

you might expect it to be. From

around 5000rpm it starts to go,

with another lift at 6000rpm and

then a strong surge at 7500rpm.

Revs are rewarded, but they aren’t

an essential part of the show. The

35cc hike over the old CBR250R

makes one hell of a difference

and the CBR300R offers a decent

amount of torque, which makes for 

a really enjoyable ride.

1197cc / 214kg / 125bhp

Cash price £13,135

Deposit £2665.93

Term/Rate 3 years / 8.9%APR

The Caponord uses a remapped

1197cc V-twin from the now

discontinued Aprilia Dorsoduro.

It’s got a hefty punch, loves low

gears and purrs like a dream in

the midrange. The electronic

suspension is so smooth it’d make

a suave Italian heart-throb’s chat-

up line sound like a pie-eyed Phil

Mitchell. It’s a fantastic machine,

and deserves more recognition.

847cc / 190kg / 115bhp

Cash price £8282

Deposit £1821

Term/Rate 3 years / 9.6%APR

The ride is stable and plush, and if

you want to behave like a pillock, the

Tracer will wheelie until the cows

come home. If you want to take a

pillion and a week’s worth of gear

to St Tropez – and have fun through

the twisties – it’ll do that with ease,

too. If you want to just have a truly

great all-round motorcycle, the 

Tracer’s got everyone beat.

£49 per month
£195 per month

£115 per month

Honda CBR300R Aprilia Caponord 
Travel Pack

Yamaha MT-09 
Tracer
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803cc / 186kg / 75bhp

Cash price £7131

Deposit £1450

Term/Rate 3 years / 8.7%APR

It’s equally at home on twisty

back roads and the motorway,

the wide bars give a feeling 

of freedom as the wind hits

you directly on your chest. It’s

easy to fall for the simplicity of

the new Scrambler. Many will

want the Scrambler just for

the style and the Ducati name,

and with its sensible price it’s 

sure to tempt many. 

675cc / 184kg / 126bhp

Cash price £9599

Deposit £2687

Term/Rate 3 years / 6.9%APR

The Daytona is still one of the

very best sportsbikes on the

market, with a short-stroke 

engine that revs hard, and it

has stunning agility. It’s an

epic bike in standard trim, and

there’s an R version, too. But

the standard bike is a great

road and track tool, and there’s

loads of upgrades to tempt

you. Pop them on the PCP, too. 

1195cc / 217kg / 150bhp

Cash price £13,999

Deposit £3499.75

Term/Rate 3 years / 4.2%APR

The whole package of chassis,

electronic suspension

and rider aids makes this 

a seriously capable bike,

with more rider-friendly

characteristics than any

previous KTM Adventure.

There’s also a non-R version

that costs a little less if your

riding doesn’t require full on 

off-road madness.

1043cc / 230kg / 140bhp

Cash price £10,385

Deposit £3000

Term/Rate: 3 years / 4.9%APR

The Z1000SX was already

something of a connoisseurs’ choice

before the update in 2014. It’s

fast, effective, decently equipped,

good value and yet understated

and unshowy too. It’s an almost

perfect mongrel – delivering much

of the character of the Z1000 and

performance of the ZX-10R yet in

a more comfortable, upright and 

practical package.

£95 per month

£96.28 per month

£88.78 per month

£163.28 per month
Ducati Scrambler Icon Triumph Daytona 675 KTM 1190 Adventure R

Kawasaki Z1000SX 
ABS Tourer

At the end of my PCP deal can
I swap manufacturers?
Yes. The new dealer will pay off

what’s owing on the bike (provided

it’s in respectable condition) and

roll you into a deal on one of theirs.

Most of the major manufacturers

issue plans through Black Horse,

but some use other finance groups

– such as KTM with Santander –

so if you’re planning on jumping

between manufacturers, check

your options before you buy.

Can I get PCP on a used bike?
Yes. Many dealers offer this, and

generally the bike has to be under

three years old to start with and

must usually be under five years

old at the end of the PCP.

Because of the lower retail

price, monthly payments can be

low. But then again, that means

repayments on a straight loan will

almost certainly work out cheaper, 

too. But the bonus with buying

nearly new is that a chunk of

depreciation has already gone.

PCP: the facts 

O Turn over for more cracking PCP deals
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898cc / 169kg / 148bhp

Cash price £12,931

Deposit £3215

Term/Rate 3 years / 7.7%APR

An incredible step forward

from the old 848, and

littered with rider aids like 

traction control and ABS as

standard, it’s an exceptional

middleweight superbike. It’s

more forgiving than the 1299

Panigale, and with no less

sex appeal. It’s a massively

rewarding road bike, and a

formidable track weapon.

1170cc / 238kg / 125bhp

Cash price £14,355

Deposit £2886

Term/Rate 3 years / 4.9%APR

The addition of a water-cooled

version of the venerable boxer-

twin to the legendary GS back 

in 2013 massively improved

the already class-leading

adventure favourite in almost

every aspect. The new GS is

more comfortable than before

and handles better too. It’s one

hell of a package, especially in 

TE trim.

649cc / 208kg / 86bhp

Cash price £6399

Deposit £1075.82

Term/Rate 3 years / 5.9% APR

This value-packed roadster

looks brilliant, and is so well

executed it wouldn’t look the 

poor relation parked next to a

CB1000R or Blade. Its engine

is gutsy, spins up effortlessly

and feels happy to rev.

It’s what motorcycling used

to be all about before rider

modes and silly prices. It’s one 

of our bikes of the year.

1050cc / 212kg / 95bhp

Cash price £10,999

Deposit £2703

Term/Rate 3 years / 3.9%APR

While 95bhp doesn’t sound

much these days, KTM

intentionally limited the 1050 

to meet A2 licence laws when

restricted, and the 70ftlb of

torque is still a class-leading

figure. The performance might

not sound earth-shattering

but the 1050 is far more rider-

friendly than some of its 

bigger siblings.

Chris Davis,
48, banking
operations
manager from
London

“Originally I bought a Triumph

Rocket III on PCP. It was after

the financial crash so I didn’t

have much cash but wanted

a new bike so a PCP deal

was perfect – it was more

affordable than taking out a

loan. After two-and-a-half

years I swapped it for a Sprint

GT, which was really a filler

because I really wanted a

Trophy but it hadn’t come out

yet. So I took out a PCP deal

for two years on the Sprint and

got the Trophy after that, then

just carried on.

“Over the last 15 years I’ve

probably got through a bike 

every two-and-a-half years

and PCP suits me – it allows

me to try out different bikes

and get new ones [as opposed

to used], which I like. It’s also

extremely easy – there’s no

hassle. You know what you’re

getting into and in a way

there’s less risk because you

know what you’ll get at the

end. To me it doesn’t feel any

different to having a loan – the

bike still feels like it’s mine.

I ride the bikes all through

winter but I look after them

and give them a good wash

every two weeks.

“I’ve not had an issue with

dealers quibbling about the

value at the end of the term

– after all, they don’t want to

lose you. If you’re with a good

dealer and you look after the

bike, they’ll look after you.”

998cc / 238kg / 210bhp

Cash price £22,136

Deposit £3000

Term/Rate 3 years / 9% APR

If you want one of the most

exciting road bikes ever built,

step this way. Lean on the 

and let the clever electronics

work out the available grip,

and you start to dial in all that

supercharged power with far

more control – and it becomes

addictive. It’s a motorcycle, but 

on a whole different level.

1037cc / 228kg / 100bhp

Cash price £10,135

Deposit £3000

Term/Rate: 3 years / 8.9%APR

The V-Strom is easy to ride,

delivering loads of low and

midrange grunt. You can throw

it’s backed up by excellent

traction control and ABS. It’s

comfortable, natural, frugal

and simple – yet still has neat

touches like an adjustable

ratchet screen and panniers

incorporated into the design.

883cc / 255kg / 51.62ftlb

Cash price £7780

Deposit £1635

Term/Rate 3 years / 9.9%APR

Harley’s trick has always been

to hide modern tech in an old

looking machine, and despite 

appearing ancient the Iron has

all the modern technology

required to please newer

riders, such as ABS. When

it comes to the complete

package it is hard to argue

against the Harley as it’s got it

all – price, heritage and soul.

998cc / 199kg / 197bhp

Cash price £15,135

Deposit £3753

Term/Rate 3 years / 9.6%APR

Inspired by Yamaha’s YZR-M1

MotoGP racer, the 2015 R1

is smaller, lighter, nimbler 

and more powerful than

ever. It also boasts the most

advanced set of electronic

riding aids yet seen on a road-

going bike. This is a serious

MotoGP replica – and you can

feel the M1’s blood coursing 

through its every fibre.

£139 per month

£146 per month

£85 per month

£85 per month

£295.84 per month

£109.58 per month

£105 per month

£200 per month

Ducati 899 Panigale

BMW R1200GS TE

Honda CB650F

KTM 1050 Adventure

‘I buy all my bikes on PCP’

Kawasaki Ninja H2

Suzuki V-Strom 1000

Harley-Davidson 883 Iron

Yamaha YZF-R1
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Prices correct at time of going to print. Some items shown are age restricted and can not be ordered online. Available through 
reserve & collect but ID will be required. *Times may vary by store. Check local store for details. Halfords Ltd, B98 0DE.

Iridium Spark Plugs 
From

£9.99

Cleaning and Lubricants  
From

£3.49

Motorcycle Oil 
From

£6.99

Motorcycle Smart
Charger 2-4 Amp 
Only

£39.99

Batteries
From

£19.99

Motorcycle Manuals 
From

£17.99

Plus a range of motorbike security, covers and helmets also available.

Ride and joy.
Start your journey right with our wide range

of motorbike maintenance products. 

Instore | Mobile | Online

Open late 7 days a week*

Full range available at halfords.com
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‘Tracer gets
me whooping’
Yamaha’s new triple proves the ideal

partner for a Lake District adventure

LETTER OF THE WEEK
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Mark Hucke’s Tracer

midway through the

 Hardknott Pass

MCN reader Mark Hucke’s Tracer adventure in the Lake District

Mark Hucke, email

Ed: It’s a cracking bike and there are some cracking deals out there.

Turn to page 28 for our pick of the bikes you can buy on PCP this week.

I've just climbed Scafell Pike in the Lake District,

having ploughed up here from London via myriad

motorways. My MT-09 Tracer continues to prove

that it's both a weapon of mass distraction and a

vibrant, all-round utility bike. Yesterday I was riding

fully-loaded, through the clouds over a soaking wet

Hardknott Pass, which was the most challenging 30

minutes of (mostly) tarmac I can remember riding. 

Today, with the bike stripped back and panniers

empty, I was tearing along the lakeside towards 

Scafell and whooping like a Tornado pilot.

MCN STAR LETTER
If you’re looking to insure a bike, visit

MCNcompare.com and you can quickly

compare prices from 43 top motorcycle

insurance brands. The writer of the

best letter each week published in the

Letters pages will receive a free retro-

design MCN T-shirt courtesy of the 

MCNcompare.com website.

Just like Marc’s… really?

@ I’m a wee bit confused by Honda’s
RCV213-S. I was of the under-

standing that MotoGP rules didn't
allow any part of a current bike to be
used on a road-going replica. If I’m
correct then why is Honda’s Dave
Hancock telling us that the chassis,
swingarm and suspension are all the
same and you could just swap with
Dani or Marc’s bikes and they wouldn’t
notice? The gist is that it’s just the same
as what’s on the grid right now but
with lights etc! Not that it’s probably
taken from a previous model and the
parts replicated for road use. I still
think it’s an awesome bike though!
Brian Kiernan, email

Ariel’s new Ace is no Brit
Call me old fashioned, but read-
ing about the new Ariel got me

going. If it’s got a Honda engine, it’s a
Honda. Are there any other old souls 
out there who agree with me?
Derek Edge, Macclesfield

Ed: By that logic, there would be no such

thing as a Brough – it would have been a

JAP. And no Bimotas either, apart from 

the ill-fated V-Due two-stroke.

BT are bad news for racing

@ When cricket was removed from
terrestrial TV, the average Joe

forgot about its existence and the sport
has never recovered. You can’t tell me
that the people in charge of MotoGP
did not know when they signed a deal
with BT, that we were going to get 

charged extra to watch it. MotoGP will
soon fade from the memory of the
wider audience. Sounds like the big
cheeses have lost faith in the future of
the sport and are cashing in their chips.
Gary Cox, email

Not fastest but always best
In Michael Neeves’ Yamaha v
Porsche article (MCN, July 1), he

says that in the car v bike shootouts,
the bike usually wins. He obviously
hasn’t checked out the lap times of the 

fastest cars and the fastest bikes! F1
and MotoGP share four tracks: The
Circuit of the Americas, Catalunya,
Silverstone, and Sepang. At all four the
cars are over 20 seconds per lap faster!
Much as we love bikes, we have to
concede that they can’t match the speed
of F1. On the plus side, great racing
isn’t all about lap times. This season's
Moto3 has been thrilling, and they are
only 250cc singles! C’mon Danny Kent! 
Derek Lynn, email

Why buy bigger? Tom on his 848

My 848 is seriously great

@ This is my 2009 Ducati 848. It’s
only my second bike and, al-

though it took me a thousand miles to
figure out how it likes to be ridden, it
is the perfect bike for me! I have now
covered 10,000 miles on it and taken
it around some of the UK’s best tracks
as well as touring Belgium and
Germany. It is reliable and stunning 
to look at.
Tom Exelby, email

Triumph can’t keep up anymore
It was disappointing to read the
article on the latest Triumph

models. Some years ago Triumph
punched well above their weight in
terms of engineering innovation. Their
development of the triple arguably led
to copycat moves by the likes of MV
and Yamaha, and they stunned us all
with bikes such as the Rocket III. Now
it appears they have dismissed all their
innovative designers and replaced them
with stylists whose only objective is
to batter the firm’s heritage to death
by slavishly following fashions. The
only problem with that is that fashion,
by its very nature, is fleeting, and with
a dinosaur-slow two-year turnaround
before the latest bobber is in produc-
tion they run the very real risk of
following a trend that everyone has
forgotten about by the time the bike 
finally arrives in the dealers. 
Nigel Savil, Northolt

Keep it simple

@ It’s interesting connecting the
articles on the GSX–S1000FA,

John McGuinness’ TT Fireblade, the
class of 2010 and the Knockhill race
report on Michael Laverty’s electrical
fault. BMW may well have ‘created
monster power that was restrained
through electronics’, and been followed
by Kawasaki and Yamaha, but this may
not always be the best option: if a team
as experienced as Tyco can’t sort elec-
tronic problems on a race bike, the
mechanic at the local dealer isn’t like-
ly to do any better. It would be inter-
esting to know how many accidents
have resulted from electronics issues:
traction control failing during a race
may lose you places, but if it happens
on the road may put you in hospital.
Michael Price, email

READER POLL

BT Sport are going to charge an

extra £5 a month to watch MotoGP 

coverage. Do you feel misled?

ess. it’s the only

ing MotoGP live

It’s a mo
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Riding my Triumph Tiger 800 in Death Valley. A scorching 43.8 degrees! Andrew Smith

Our 25th wedding anniversary in Vietnam. Chris & Tracy Arden

My daughter Izabelle (age 8) at Oulton. Craig Holland

John McGuinness at Cassington Bike Night. Loz Powers

John o’Regan and Jerry Keohane at the Ducati museumEthan sitting on my SRAD for the first time. Karl Cox

Waiting to clear customs in New York. Duncan Massey

Every week, MCN

prints the best

pictures sent in by

readers or website

users. You can

post your pictures

onto our Facebook

page or email them

to mcn.letters@

motorcyclenews.com

We want the full

array of weird and

wonderful images

that reflect your

biking life. As you

can see here, we are

happy to celebrate

the lighter things from

the world of biking.
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We’re getting all revved
up over new bike sales

Motorcycles are enjoying

something of a resurgence right

now. After nearly a decade in

sales doldrums, the stats are

looking good. In fact, better than 

good.

New bike sales for 600-

1000cc are a massive 36% up

for the first six months of this

year (compared to 2014). The

adventure sport, custom and

naked categories, in particular

are flying – all with over 25 %

growth in June when compared 

to the same month in 2014.

The welcome sales surge can 

be put down to a few things.

An improving economy is no

doubt helping, a glut of great

bikes across the price range is

tempting many and the broad

acceptance of PCP amongst

motorcyclists is making ‘buying’ 

a new bike easier and more

affordable than ever before. 

We’ve highlighted

some of the very best

deals in our special

feature (page 28) and

it’s easy to see why so

many people are being 

tempted. A Street

Triple for £85 a

month – that’s 

incredible

value. Of

course,

when you

delve a little 

deeper PCP is not quite the

panacea many think. It’s often

not much cheaper than paying

a deposit and getting a loan or

simply going down the old Hire 

Purchase root. But because

manufacturers are making PCP

deals widely available it’s meant 

that buying a new bike with

relatively little risk has never 

been easier.

And new bike sales booming 

can only be good for UK

motorcycling as a whole. When 

manufacturers make more

money, they tend to spend some

of it on developing new bikes,

sponsoring riders or events and

giving consumers even better

deals. How this glut of new bikes 

will affect the secondhand

market remains to be seen as

we’re only likely to see ex-PCP 

bikes hitting the market in

about a year’s time. In the car

market it has seen good quality

secondhand cars flood the

market at great prices. With

new car deals so tempting the

used market has to be even

more so. So whether you

want to get a new bike at a

sensible monthly cost or

buy a secondhand bike

outright – the current

boom is looking like

continuing for the

foreseeable – and it’s 

mostly all good!
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Non-starter
The problem: Your bike powers up on the key, yet the starter

does nothing

Potential fix: Make sure neutral is engaged and the killswitch is on. If it’s

a Triumph or a Suzuki, pull the clutch in. Some Ducatis need the sidestand

up too. Sounds stupid, but if it’s a new or borrowed bike, or if you’re just an

airhead sometimes, eliminating the simple things is a good start. Failing

that, if you’re not hearing a click when you push the starter, bridging the

solenoid terminals can get around a dodgy component not completing the 

circuit. Just be sure not to shock yourself or short to the bike.

Cylinder down
The problem: Your V-twin bike drops a cylinder in the wet, or

your bike won’t start after a soaking

Potential fix: V-twins have one plug cap and lead facing the elements at

the front. In the rain, some are susceptible to water shorting it out. Prevent

it with a squirt of GT-85 water dispersant in the plug cavity and around the

cap, ensuring original waterproof sheaths are fitted and intact, or replace

with aftermarket parts for better sealing. Some also have a drain hole, so

make sure it’s clear. If you’ve washed your bike and it won’t go, use an airline

and then a spray of water dispersant to clear moisture from your plugs. 

Fuel everywhere
The problem: Fuel leaking

Potential fix: Check any fuel hose connectors and clamps

you can get at, inspecting for splits in the lines themselves while you’re at

it. If they’re OK, ensure your carburettor drain screws are all tight. If the

carbs appear to be flooding everywhere, undo a drain screw until fuel stops

flowing (while being aware of fire risks, obviously), tighten it and give the

carb a sharp smack. A sticky/dirty float valve can sometimes be flushed

and jolted back in to function. Check the fuel tap and/or pump for leaky 

seals or loose bolts.

2 3 4

A breakdown doesn’t have to mean hours sat waiting for assistance, these tips will get you back on the road

ways to avoid
the recovery van9

BLOWN A
FUSE?
The problem: No

response from electrical systems

Potential fix: Before fearing

the worst for your wiring, check

the fuses. They’re designed as a

weak point to protect your bike

from more serious issues, and

one blowing doesn’t always mean

there’s a more serious issue.

Familiarise yourself with your

fuse location, type and rating.

Keep some in the correct ratings

safely under the seat – check and

replace before delving further or 

suspecting greater issues.
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Ensure your bike battery doesn’t

run flat to prevent alarm issues 

#MCNwednesday
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Stop/start
The problem: Your bike splutters, or cuts out

and restarts at random

Potential solution: Start with the battery terminals,

check they’re not loose. Old, high-mileage bikes sometimes

develop sloppy ignition barrels, too, so wiggle the key to

see if that’s causing it. Check the ignition and killswitch

wiring/connectors aren’t frayed, pulled apart or otherwise

damaged. If you’re happy your electrical system is fine,

check for kinked fuel hoses, the fuel tap is on the correct 

setting and that you have enough fuel in the tank.

Snap unhappy
The problem: Your throttle cable has snapped

Potential fix: If you’re in the middle of nowhere

with no mobile signal, or so close to home you can smell

your dinner cooking, a snapped throttle cable can be

overcome by turning the idle adjuster up high. It’s usually

a knurled dial, sometimes accessible on the left hand side

of the carbs/injectors, mounted on the fuel system or on a

remote cable. Start the bike, turn it up to 5000rpm. Careful

use of the clutch and gears will get you moving along quick 

enough to get to home, safety or assistance.

The embarrassing drop
The problem: You’ve fallen over at low speed, or

dropped it off the stand and damaged a lever

Potential fix: If you’ve just bent a lever, find a ring spanner

that will slip over the lever end and use it as leverage to

tweak the kink back to a useable point. Bend it as little as

possible – it may snap, so the less you can get away with,

the better. The same applies to gear/brake pedals. Broken

footrests can be replaced with a pillion counterpart. Your

bike’s underseat tool kit may well come in handy here; a 

small aftermarket tool roll will be even better.

Pete Mouncer

The Bike Alarm

Man, has thes

top tips for

keeping your

alarm happy.

“Look after the

bike’s battery

and read the

manual. I get

numerous calls from Cat 1

alarm owners, especially

after winter, who have

allowed their bike battery to

go flat, then after replacing or

recharging complain that their 

alarm is completely dead

or even worse ‘screaming

and I can’t turn it off’. So buy

and use a decent battery

optimiser.

“Make sure that both your

remote control key fobs work.

Modern Datatool S4 alarms

have an owner programmable

PIN code disarm procedure

that you can use should you

find that your remote controls

won’t work (or you’ve lost or

PLANET
MECHANIC

7 8 9

Crap in
the carb
The problem: Not

a real turd, but miscellaneous

debris causing fuelling havoc with

your motorcycle

Potential fix: Here’s a ghetto

carb cleaning technique for

when you don’t have the time,

equipment or desire to do it

properly. Start the engine, get it

warmish, and rev it as high as you

can (but don’t pin it against the

rev limiter). While doing this, fully

block the air intake(s). Instead of

the engine drawing air and fuel at

the correct ratio, cutting off its

air will drastically increase the

pull through the carb jets. Light

blockages can sometimes be

dislodged this way and you won’t

have to fully dismantle the bike.

It’s a useful get-you-home tip if 

nothing else.

5

Get yourself
connected
The problem:

Complete non-compliance from

specific parts of the electrical

system

Potential fix: If you’ve disturbed

a panel, your bike has dodgy

non-original connectors (brightly-

coloured, pre-insulated bullets are

prime suspects), has an old alarm

system or aftermarket indicators,

or your crusty old hack simply

doesn’t get much love, check for

broken, separated or seriously

corroded connectors failing to

complete a circuit and causing the

problem. If your bike’s previous

owner was a keen home-auto

electrician, then perhaps a poorly

insulated connection is the root of

all your woes, so check for frayed

insulation tape, exposed wire, or 

loose connectors. 

6

NEXT

WEEK
12 instant fixes

to transform

your riding

broken them). Datatool owners

should read the manual and

program the PIN code (you can

view this on the ‘Downloads’

menu of www.bikealarmman.

com). If your remote controls

are lost or broken and you

haven’t bothered to set a PIN

code, your alarm is useless

and will need to be removed.

“Also, check your alarm’s

warning LED is flashing when

armed, I see loads that are

broken off and they are easily 

repaired.

“And finally, don’t jet

wash your bike alarm or

its wiring connectors. The

Datatool S4 series have their

connectors enclosed in a little

metal security box that may

collect this water and lead

to corrosion/shorting issues,

so keep this free of water and

maybe spray some GT85 or 

WD40 around/into it.”

‘It’s the simple
things that can
make a massive 
difference’
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“I
n 1997 I was running Neil Young
Motorcycles in Northampton
with my father, Neil. We were

one of the UK’s biggest Honda dealers
so when the CB500 appeared in 1994
we certainly sold more than our fair
share of them. In fact, we couldn’t get
enough of them!

“The CB500 perfectly filled a gap in
Honda’s range. If you wanted a sporty
bike you had the CBR600F, but below
that there wasn’t a ‘bread and butter’
machine in the line-up. The CB500
arrived and hit the mark. Couriers
went bonkers for them as they were
cheap to both buy and run. Training
schools snapped them up as they were
basically indestructible, had a low seat
and could be crashed all day long and
never break. And commuters loved the
bike’s frugal nature. But the one thing
it wasn’t considered was sporty. Honda 

attempted to change that in 1997.
“We’d sponsored a few riders in the

Honda CBR600F Cup, which ran in the
late 1980s and early 1990s, and then a
lad called Mick Corrigan in the Triumph
Speed Triple Challenge in 1994. We kept
in touch and in 1997 he approached us
to ask if we wanted to sponsor a young
rider called James Toseland in the new
Honda CB500 Cup.

“The CB500 Cup was a one-make
series and all the bikes had to be en-
tered by Honda dealers, which was a 

Daryll Young sold more Honda CB500s than most – and made history 

when he was asked to sponsor a certain racer in the CB500 Cup

KEY DESIGN FEATURE
The CB500’s liquid-cooled paral-

lel twin engine features a double

overhead cam with four valves per

cylinder and almost legendary reli-

ability. It makes a claimed 58bhp

that’s delivered with typical Honda

smoothness and is enough to take 

the bike over 100mph.

good marketing tool for us. Mick said
James only lived up the road from
him, was as quick as hell, and would
we help him out? We sorted a bike and
James was entered in the novice race
at Brands Hatch.

“The whole point was that the
machines were virtually standard, so
race-prepping one basically involved
removing things like the lights and
indicators, wiring up a few bits, fitting
a bellypan and exhaust and possibly
tweaking the suspension. There wasn’t
much to it, and that’s why James’ debut
was so impressive.

“I turned up at Brands and met James,
who was a little spotty 16-year-old lad
who wouldn’t say boo to a goose and
kept himself to himself. Well, that was
until he put a crash helmet on! Once
that visor went down he turned into
a bloody demon and made the rest of
the novices look like idiots. He was
so much faster than anyone else and
simply destroyed them in practice,

MAN AND

MACHINE

NEW

SERIES

‘James turned into a
demon every race…’

so much so that we had to seek special
dispensation from the ACU to get him
moved from the Novice class to the
National one. And he was still clearly
faster than everyone else when we did!

“Because the bikes were all virtu-
ally identical, for James to do what he
did showed what a talent he was. That
year he won every single race bar one
and that was enough to take the title
and with it the prize of a year on the
Castrol Honda British Supersport bike.
The rest, as they say, is history.

“I know people don’t rate the CB500
as it is a pretty bog-stock commuter,
but it’s one hell of a bike and has sold in
enormous numbers all over the world.
And it has launched the careers of good
British racers such as James Toseland,
Leon Haslam, Richard Cooper, Jon
Kirkham and James Ellison.”
■ Daryll now runs IDP Moto, an in-
dependent specialist motorcycle
service centre based at Silverstone. 
www.idpmoto.com

HONDA CB500

By Jon Urry

MCN  CONTRIBUTOR

40

JT takes time out from

piano practice to make

his CB500 Cup debut
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1994 Honda CB500
Honda’s parallel twin arrives

and has wide appeal for being

cheeky and bulletproof.

Private good: £600

Average: £500

Tatty: £400

Dealer: None for sale 

1997 Honda CB500 Cup
The success of the racing series

leads to a replica. It’s the same

bike with different paint.

Private good: £750

Average: £650

Tatty: £500

Dealer: None for sale

1998 Honda CB500S
Half-faired version arrives to

add even more practicality for 

long-distance comfort.

Private good: £950

Average: £800

Tatty: £650

Dealer: £1500

2004 Honda CBF500
Slightly posher version arrives.

It claims one horsepower less

than the old bike and has ABS.

Private good: £1100

Average: £900

Tatty: £750

Dealer: £2000

32 CB500S FOR SALE

While most riders remember the CB500 as a

naked bike, it had a half-faired ‘S’ sibling that

was produced from 1998 until 2003. The basics 

of the two bikes are identical. 

The CB500 Cup was dropped as a British

Superbike support race in 2000. New Era

continued the series until 2008 and there’s still 

a hugely popular Thundersport 500 series. 

In 2004, just seven years after competing in the

CB500 Cup in a novice jacket, James Toseland

became World Superbike champion. He took a

second title in 2007 and also rode in MotoGP.

HOORAY! BOO! PHWOAR?

MODEL HISTORY
The first-generation CB500 was discontinued at

the end of 2002. Honda introduced the classier

CBF500 in 2003, which ran until 2008, before the

CB500 name reappeared again in 2013. The latest

CB500 comes in naked ‘F’, adventure style ‘X’ and 

race-rep CBR500R guises.

AVOID SHOCKING BUILDS
“Check consumables such as pads, tyres and

chain and sprockets. The exhaust is a real rust

spot and a new system can cost £250. Check the

suspension for leaks and pitting as replacing the

shocks and rebuilding the forks can also be costly.

Factor any expense into the asking price and 

haggle the seller down accordingly.”

SORT THE STOPPERS
The single twin-piston caliper can seize and is

often in need of a rebuild (£50 plus parts). Honda

upgraded the caliper to a Brembo unit in 1997

(alongside a rear disc replacing the drum), but it is

just as prone to seizing. A new front disc is around 

£90 while a set of pads £20.

WATCH OUT FOR GREMLINS
“Electrical issues are common on older bikes so

always check the lights and indicators work and

that the horn makes a decent noise. The loom isn’t

too complicated, but have a good look around

the headstock to see if the loom has any damage

through rubbing. Inspect the headlight as using

higher wattage bulbs can damage the lens.”

KEY MOMENTS

PRICE GUIDE

TOSELAND SAYS…
“Racing a CB500 was amazing fun. They didn’t

have enough grunt to highside and you didn’t

really need the brakes. You just banged it down a

few gears and slid into bends, using the wide bars

to control it. It was like road racing and supermoto 

rolled into one. It made my career.”

LOOK FOR THE SERIOUS STUFF
“The nature of the CB500 means it will have lived

a hard life, but that shouldn’t put you off. You have

to expect the bike to look tatty so concentrate on

serious issues such as missing gears, bent wheels

or a dinged frame on a test ride. Also feel for any

play in the swingarm and headstock bearings.”

Honda CB500

Year introduced: 1994

Power: 58bhp

Weight: 173kg

Price new: £3655
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Low-speed
thriller ride
Challenging loop around the Welsh coast 

where 50mph feels more like 150mph

T
his route may only be 45 miles

long, but like a shot of absynth it

packs one hell of a punch!

Leaving Porthmadog you climb up

into the hills and are instantly dwarfed

by the sheer magnitude of the area.

The landscape is stunning, the sheep

wandering around numerous, and the

roads simply breathtaking. You can

try to go quickly, but the truth of the

matter is that on roads as tight and

twisty as these 50mph feels like three

times that and it is far better to take

your time and enjoy the ride. Be very

careful as some of the corners tighten

up and can catch you out, treat these

roads with respect and you will have

one of the best rides of your life.

While the A4085 from Porthmadog

to Caernarfon is good, the A4086

from Caernarfon back down again 

Route: Porthmadog loop Distance: 45 miles Time: 2 hours

i
SNOWDON SUMMIT – The visitor centre can be accessed

via the mountain railway, which is a far more civilised way of 

traveling than walking! www.snowdonrailway.co.uk

THE GRAPES PUB –On the A487 east of Porthmadog at

Maentwrog, the Grapes is one of the oldest and most famous

coaching inns in Wales. Plenty of places to stay nearby, too.

GREAT RIDES

to Porthmadog is probably better as

it is even more challenging. Watch

out around the Pass of Llanberis as

tourists often stop unexpectedly in this

area to take selfies with Snowdon, but

if you ride midweek rather than at the

weekend the traffic is greatly reduced.

The final leg of the run from the

Pass of Aberglaslyn, via Nantmor to

Penrhyndeudraeth, is a superb end to a

great ride and by the time you get back

to Porthmadog you will be ready for a

cup of tea and relax. However, it won’t

be long before you are considering

getting your leathers back on and

heading out once again on this loop

– it really is that good.

Should you wish to extend you trip

further, the A497 will take you to

Pwllheli, from where you can explore 

Penrhyn Llyn.

DOWNLOAD
THE ROUTE

motorcyclenews.com/greatrides
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TOMTOM RIDER

The new TomTom RIDER has been

redesigned for life on the road and,

with MCN, we’re going to help you

discover, explore and enjoy new

routes each week. Download

each from motorcyclenews.com/

greatrides onto an SD card and your

TomTom Rider will show you the way.
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Some bikes have a re

being intimidating, but when

id them they're proper pus

Honda RC211V (2002)
“I expected it to be angry and unrideable,”

said MCN Senior Road Tester Michael

Neeves when he turned up at Valencia

the day after Nicky Hayden won the

2006 MotoGP title on a 211V to ride the

Kentucky Kid’s bike. “But that was the day

I realised the best bikes in the world are 

the ones that are easier to ride fast."

What you’ll pay today: How many

millions have you got in your account?

But should you? If Honda would sell you 

one then yes. But they won't. Sorry.

Ariel Ace (2014-)
It takes 70 hours to make the frame

hugging that Honda VFR1200 engine. If

the sheer effort involved in creating that

frame doesn’t lubricate your palms then

the V4 roar ripping out through the pipes

will have them dripping. But when you

get on the British-made lovely, you'll find

it has the manners of a gent.

What you’ll pay today: £24,000-£42,000

But should you? Pricey but you're buying 

real individuality (so long as you don't

mind all the attention at bike meets).

Ducati 916 (1994-1998)
The thought of riding an icon can be

intimidating in the same way as being

asked to play piano for the Queen. There’s

also the fear that it can’t possibly live up to

such a long-held reputation. Neither turns

out to be justified. Ducati’s WSB-inspired

legend is a treat to ride.

What you’ll pay today: £4000-£7500

But should you? If you want it for

investment value and will park it, then yes. 

But you’ll get a newer and nicer 996 or 

998 for slightly less money.

Ducati Diavel (2011-)
With a claimed 162bhp and a back tyre

as wide as a cruiser (Pirelli developed

the 240-section rubber especially for it),

everything suggested the Diavel would

live up to its name – Diavel is Bolognese

slang for devil. But it soon became

apparent that the thing handled (see p20),

and didn’t shred rear tyres as feared.

What you’ll pay today: £11,000-£22,995

But should you? Values are holding up

but make sure you’re ready to head into 

one of biking's niches before buying.

Three grand
highlights 

How big? How cumbersome? W y not

buy a car instead? But Honda’s hippo-

esque mega tourer is a chilled-out hippy 

when it comes to handling. The flat-

six is a stormer, the riding position is

week-long comfortable and the weather

protection is spot on. It’s an experience 

is abou g y

surroundings. It might be the size of a car,

but it’s not a car (unless you add a trailer).

What you’ll pay today? £8000-£18,000

But should you? Get a ride on one first.

When you’re ready for a GoldWing, you’ll

not need us to tell you that you’re ready.
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Honda CBR1000
Fireblade (2008-)
Litre sportsbikes have

reputations that leave

newcomers wondering

if they’ll get away from

the experience intact. But

claims of a shade over

175bhp and a sliver under

200kg don’t give the full

story. The 2008-on model

is a diamond of a bike that

makes stupid numbers

accessible to riders who

are anything but stupid.

Supple suspension

and glorious throttle

response mean

the only electronic

intervention required

is sports ABS

introduced in 2009

Tell anyone you own

a Blade and they'll

always be impressed

BMW R1200GS Adventure 
(2008-2012)
The intimidation factor on the biggest of

BMW’s Adventure bikes is in its physical

size rather than any fear over its power.

But the mass has a habit of melting away

when it gets rolling and even a 29in inside

leg is enough to ensure enough foot-

floor interface to keep it going (a big bike

is a far better workaround for height-

challenged people than those insoles 

advertised in the Sunday supplements).

Despite a 30-litre tank, the GS has

beautiful balance for low-speed work and

is a good handler off-road, despite the

barbs about how few ever see dirt.

What you’ll pay today: £6500-£11,000

But should you? Air-cooled Adventures

are going for sensible money now. Go for

a post-2008 model and check around the

front of the engine for damage from front 

wheel spray.

Honda XRV750
Africa Twin

£3000
There’s a reason Honda

are bringing back the

Africa Twin next year – it’s

special. This one’s done

53,000 miles (low for an

'01 bike) and has service

history with genuine

Honda parts used.

Kawasaki
ZZR1200 £2850
Often lost in the middle

of the 1100 and 1400

ZZRs, the 12 makes a

lovely tourer. And this

28,000-miler comes with

panniers, tankbag and

Garmin sat-nav thrown in. 

Summer sorted.

Yamaha FZS1000 
Fazer £2950
Never the naked R1

suggested by the hype,

but always a super-rapid

distance bike. 14,000

miles is nothing for one of

these, which looks well

cared for. Thumb in picture

not included in sale!

BMW R1100S
£2995

BMW’s sports-tourer

always met the definition

of quirky, but that has

its own appeal and the

Telelever/Paralever

suspension gives a feeling

like floating (kinda).

Budget for new tyres on

this 16,000-miler.
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A
ll relationships have

their ups and downs, and

the RC390 and I were

going through a bit of a

rough patch. A couple of flat-out

and fraught jaunts across country

had left me frustrated by its lack

of fuel range, white-fingered from

the vibrations through the bars, and

mentally exhausted from the constant

concentration required to conserve

momentum when overtaking traffic

on B-roads. So I planned a journey that

would make us, but most likely break

us: a non-stop, main-road blast to John

O’Groats. A mind-numbing ride of 600

miles from Peterborough to the most

northerly point on the British mainland,

and I’d do it in a day – the longest day.

The mid-summer sun had been up

for hours, but we were – still – only 160

miles into our journey. The monotony of

the A1, and its synapse-extinguishing

effect on the brain, was sucking all the

colour from my day; even the KTM’s

bright orange trellis frame appeared to

be fading to grey. This wasn’t right…

As I idly pumped another nine-and-

a-half litres into the RC’s fuel tank at

Scotch Corner services, I was flooded

with a dramatic change of heart.

Instead of flogging endless miles

up north on a pointless journey of

hate, why didn’t I go and see if I could

rekindle some love with the KTM

against the life-affirming backdrop of

the Scottish Highlands.

We’d turned a corner the KTM and

I, and even as we purred over the A66,

onto the M6 and then up to Glasgow on

the start of the Highlands highway,

otherwise known as the A82, my

heart was thrumming in time with the

KTM’s willing little single. I spent the

next six hours threading my way along

the banks of Loch Lomond, paused

for a coffee at the Green Welly Stop

in Tyndrum, then climbed higher and

on to Glencoe, snow-capped peaks to

my left and right. Still feeling fresh,

we ploughed on past Fort William and

west to the ferry port at Mallaig, where

we jealously watched as other riders

and bikes awaited the ferry to Skye. As

much as I wanted to roll onto the jetty

with them, the KTM and I didn’t have

the luxury of time – it was Saturday

evening and as I’d not had the foresight

to book Monday off work, our Scottish

adventure would have to end here.

Although not without getting up early

on Sunday and following the A86 north

up to along the shores of Loch Laggan

before picking up the A9 through the

snow-capped Cairngorms and heading

back down south to Edinburgh.

Scotland’s beauty never ceases to

surprise me, but so too has the KTM’s

unlikely ability as a distance machine.

It may lack the monumental tank

range of some, or the ability to shield

you from the bumping and buffeting

of a long journey in the same way as a

purpose-built tourer, but it’s light, easy-

going and loads of fun; and I’ve got a

new-found respect for it.

the M74, everything felt easier. I was

genuinely impressed by the A2 licence-

friendly sportsbike’s comfort; now that

I’d upgraded the seat to KTM’s Ergo

seat (£116.36) the RC’s riding position

has to be one of the most comfortable

over distances I’ve ever experienced.

The double-bubble racing screen

(£55.81), teamed with the fairing and

tank, did a brilliant job at shielding

me from the inevitable Scottish rain.

Cruising at sensible motorway speeds,

the revs below 8000rpm, massively

reduced the buzz through the bars,

sparing me from numb fingers. And,

what’s more, because I wasn’t redlining

it in every gear and wringing its neck,

the tank range increased from an

annoying 112 miles to dry, to a much

more reasonable 148 miles with a litre

still to spare.

The upshot of all this good-time

motorway cruising meant that when

I did peel off the motorway onto

GARAGE44

Emma takes the KTM RC390 on a long-distance weekend

away in Scotland to put their relationship to the test

Highland fling
4

UPDATE

1809
MILES

OUR BIKES

Darts through traffic like

a 125, but keeps up on fast 

dual carriageways

The mirrors are the worst 

I’ve ever used. I seriously 

need to sort them out

+

-

O�Read previous updates at 

motoryclenews.com/emma390

RUNNING VERDICT

THE RIDER 

Emma Franklin Production Editor

emma.franklin@motorcyclenews.com

Height 5ft7in Weight 57kg

Her riding Sportsbike lover with 10 years

of experience. Races a 125GP bike.

THE BIKE 

Weight 147kg (dry)

Seat height 820mm

Miles 1809 MPG 66.02

Mods KTM screen £55.81, 

KTM Ergo seat £116.36

KTM RC390 £4998

Daybreak on the longest day, the KTM

and I leave home in Peterborough and

look north — sights set on John o’ Groats.

Somewhere on the A1(M), I have a change 

of heart - and pace - and decide to float 

around the scenic highlands instead.
1 2

Where I went…
After blasting up into Scotland, I headed 

over the Erskine Bridge west of Glasgow 

to pick up the A82 and into the west 

Highlands. Being a Saturday, the roads 

around Loch Lomand and Glencoe were 

extremely busy with traffic and cyclists, 

which ruined the riding somewhat. But 

making an early start on Sunday morn-

ing and heading further north from Fort 

William on the A86 I discovered amazing 

riding roads, dramatic scenery and real 

solitude. Just watch out for speed cam-

eras, especially on the A9.

EMMA’S JOURNEY TO SCOTLAND

KTM’s fuel range display is good, but 

shows zero miles when you need it most
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KTM RC390 ABS £4998
Duration 48 months

Deposit £1000

Final payment £1175

www.teasdale-motorcycles.

co.uk

RUNNING 
COSTS

63
MPG

Metzeler M7-RR
Bought mail order plus fitting

£210

£81

Best PCP deal

Servicing

Tyres

MONTH/

First

Minor

620 MILES

One-and-a-half 

hours labour 

plus oil and 

filter, and valve 

check. £145

4650 

MILES

Oil and filter 

change and 

full inspection. 

£100

Welcome to Scotland! There’s always 

time in the schedule for a stop at the 

Forth Bridge viewing area for a picture.

Laggan Dam near Fort William provided

hydroelectric power for the electrolysis

process for aluminium manufacture.

Stopping on the scenic A82, at no point

was the KTM in danger of being ridden

into a loch. It was the perfect partner.

Way out west at the small port town of 

Mallaig, I considered stowing away on a 

fishing boat to the Isle of Syke.
3 4 5 6

‘We climbed higher 
and on to Glencoe, 

snow-capped peaks 
to my left and right’

Claimed power 46.6bhp

Claimed torque 26ftlb



THE RIDER

Simon Relph Senior Designer

simon.relph@motorcyclenews.com

Height 6ft 1in Weight 98kg

His riding 41 years of experience,

on and off road. Touring as far as New Zea

THE BIKE

Claimed weight 242kg

Seat height 835/815mm

MPG 42

Servicing to date

None

www.motorcyclenews.com

GARAGE

A few tweaks to the Honda’s seat height

means Relphy’s sitting comfortably

Fuel up every 170 miles or crack on and push the tank to the limit?
I

don’t know if you’ve noticed,

but in the top bar above there

are a few of the Crossrunner’s

vital statistics. One of them is

the seat height, which is listed as

835/815mm. When the bike arrived

I left the seat well alone, but at 6ft

1in a little more legroom is always

welcome, just as it is on a cheap

flight.

Altering the height is a simple

enough task, with the aid of a

couple of Allen keys and a torque

wrench. Once the two-piece seat is

removed, the three points where the

rider’s seat is attached can be set

either higher or lower. The two rear

brackets are fastened tightly, so they

need a large force to undo them and

a decent torque wrench to tighten

them again. Start to finish, it took me

about 15 minutes to do, but the extra

legroom it brings makes a world of

difference.

With the seat raised by 20mm, it’s

just put me into the windflow that

bit more, so to compensate I have

fitted a bigger screen, 150mm

taller to be precise. I have gone for

a Powerbronze Flip screen with a

light tint (£80.25 RRP).

It’s straightforward to fit, but

take care when removing the

original screen as you do not need

to completely remove the Allen

bolts. Instead, simply loosen them

enough to pull the screen down

and remove the fittings from the

slotted holes. Once removed, swap

the fittings over to the new screen

and reverse the process.

Just sitting on the bike, I could

see that the Powerbronze screen is

significantly taller. On my first ride

out on country B-roads, the airflow

certainly feels very smooth, but the

real test will be on long-distance

motorway work. I have a few long

distance trips coming up, so I’ll

keep you posted.

Crossrunner
stretches legs

HONDA VFR800X CROSSRUNNER £10,2

THE QUESTION

YOUR BIKES

V

There’s been a lot of belly-aching about

the R1200RS’s small, 18-litre tank. And

I kind of get it. It’s a big bike with a great

motor and a reasonably comfortable

riding position.

I say reasonably – the seat is a bit

hard over long stints and the wrists

take a bit of strain too. So is 170-

ish miles to the tank really too

little? Or has the pain already

started at this point anyway?

If Rain mode was selected

and national speed limits

strictly adhered to, you could

probably eke out 200 miles to

a tank, but it’d be close.

The most I’ve dared to push

it to so far is 182 miles and,

by BMW’s claimed capacity, I

only had a litre remaining. So,

assuming a 45mpg return, I

had about another 10 miles left

in the tank… maybe… just!

OK, so the orange fuel light

starts flashing at an annoying

130 miles, sparking concern and a

search for the next fuel stop, which

TO STOP OR NOT TO STOP?

Phil and his gleaming Honda CB1100

I _____ my ______________________Honda CB1100love
Owner Phil Nelson  Year 2014 Owned since 2014 Total miles 450

Former R1200GS/

Z1000SX owner Phil 

was planning to buy 

a Harley when Honda 

surprised him by 

bringing out the new CB. He bought 

his bike for £9999 last year and gets 

as much pleasure looking at it as he 

does riding it. But the only trouble 

with looking at a bike is you tend 

to spot things – like the corrosion 

he hadn’t expected on the rear 

mudguard. Honda took three months 

to agree to sort it under warranty. 

“That was disappointing,” he 

said, “as I know from working in 

automotive manufacturing that car 

firms would sort it, no quibbles.” 

Keeping the bike mint hasn’t been 

hard, though, thanks to details like 

the double-layer chromed exhausts. 

Phil plans to keep the bike for the 

foreseeable future – and there’s only 

one bike that’d tempt him to stray. 

“An original CB750,” says Phil. But of 

course!

THE FACTS

Weight 236kg (wet) 

Seat Height 840mm 

(760mm-840mm 

available) 

MPG 45.6mpg

Tank Range 182 (max 

tested so far)

Miles so far 3009

46

is early on such an accomplished sports 

tourer. But it will do 170 miles to the tank 

all day long, even after fairly spirited 

riding. That’s probably three hours in the 

saddle in most circumstances, and that’s 

enough for me. 

To make a 200-mile range pay (by 

saving a fuel stop) you’d need to do 1000 

miles in a day and very few riders will 

manage that – certainly not me! And even 

then you’ll be riding so conservatively that 

you’d probably cover that distance in more 

time than the rider doing 170 miles to the 

tank, including the extra stop.

Some argue that the 25-litre tank from 

BMW’s R1200RT tourer would work well 

on the RS, but that’s got to be where a 

large chunk of the RS’s 38kg weight saving 

comes from. And that’s a huge part of 

what makes it a better sports tourer.

My fuel economy figures have taken a 

bit of a dive recently as I’ve taken to riding 

the RS in dynamic mode (engine map and 

suspension setting) for the last couple of 

weeks on my 20-mile back-lane hack to 

work, and that has seen figures of around 

42-43mpg become the norm. The best I’ve 

had is 49.7mpg after a 300-mile (mainly) 

motorway blast in Road (normal) mode.

I rarely use Rain Mode (even in the rain) 

as it feels like the bike’s not running right. 

Everything is dulled and soft and you lack 

that sharpness from the throttle. The 

electronics are so good anyway that any 

slide or loss of grip is controlled instantly.

Andy Calton, Editor

Type of rider Started on two-

strokes, loves middleweights but 

wants to cover distances

BMW R1200RS (SE) £12,915



New screen 

fitted and ready 

for Crossrunner 

adventure
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Many new riders want a post-

125cc A2 licence bike. The 

problem here is that, apart from 

the recent crop of things like the 

Kawasaki Ninja 250/300, Honda 

CBR300 and Yamaha R3, there 

isn’t much out there. Suzuki 

doesn’t even offer a ‘proper’ A2 

bike, as opposed to a restricted 

bigger machine such as the 

GS500 or GSX650F. Like the latest 

250/300s, these are expensive to 

buy new and still pricey used, and 

aren’t that nice to ride.

Although I love old Jap stuff, I 

couldn’t recommend a graduate 

from a 125 buy something like an 

old Honda 400 Four or a Yamaha 

RD400 – but there are some 

overlooked bikes around.

Top of the list are the Kawasaki 

GPX250 and ZZR250. These have 

essentially the same engine as the 

Ninja 250/300, and will both see 

100mph on a good day. OK, they

don’t have the same sharpness of 

looks and handling, but you can 

get a really good one for £800, 

and that’s silly-cheap. I guarantee 

that these will go up in price. 

Honda’s CB Two Fifty is a 

budget contender – I’ve just sold 

mine to one of my nephews, who’s 

in his A2 purdah. Amazingly, these 

cost the same as the Kawasakis, 

but they’re 20mph slower. On the 

plus side, they’re supernaturally 

reliable and economical, and have 

a 250-mile tank range.

Final choice would be a Yamaha 

XT600E, from £1000 for a nice 

one. Tough, cheap to run, and fun 

in a way you can’t understand 

until you’ve ridden a big thumper. 

I think these are presently 

undervalued, as well.

Next week
Why the Chilean Police know a 

bargain when they see one

‘I guarantee these 
old Kawasakis will 
go up in price’

BMW K1200RS 1999, 12,500 miles 
£2650
Seller says: One mature owner, ABS, 

heated grips, panniers and top box.

Neil says: At the time, the most 

powerful, fastest BMW ever. Does 90% 

of everything a K1300S will do, for a 

fraction of the price. 

Ducati 999S, 2003, 1900 miles 
£5595
Seller says: Stunning and totally 

original Biposto. Immaculate condition.

Neil says: This cost 14 grand when 

new: equivalent to £20,000 today. 

Two-thirds the price of a modern used 

848, and certain to appreciate. A steal.

ALSO CATCHING MY EYE THIS WEEK

THE BUYER
Neil Murray makes a living buying & selling 

pre-loved metal – and he’s on your side

0 0 1 5 02 0 0 8 9 70 0 0 3 6 71

 MCN reader Jason Petherbridge 

emailed me recently to say he’s blown 

away by his new Yamaha R1 – and it’s 

his seventh one! But he has to fold the 

mirrors in to squeeze through his gate 

and into his lock-up every night, and 

now they wobble when they’re folded 

back out. Mine now does the same 

thing, having been strapped in the 

back of a van for road testing duties. 

Fortunately Yamaha has replaced 

the mirrors for both Jason and 

I under warranty.

For my upcoming trip to France my 

plan was to use my IPhone 5 and 

CoPilot software as a sat-nav (CoPilot 

stores the maps on the phone so avoids 

data charges). The case and mounting 

kit arrived in time, but the cable didn’t 

so a cigarette lighter-style socket was 

purchased from a car accessory shop 

and I salvaged an in-line fuse from an 

old pair of heated grips. Soldering the 

two together and finishing off with 

shrink wrap produced a quick solution. 

Total cost? £3.99.

I rode over 220 miles during my latest 

advanced rider training course, and 

despite the F800R proving itself as an 

effortlessly easy machine to ride, I was 

left with a few gripes. There is little to 

protect against vibrations on either the 

footpegs or the mirrors. This is mildly 

annoying on longer trips but extremely 

frustrating when you are being tested 

on rearward observation and all you 

can see is three blurry versions of 

your instructor in your mirrors. I’m 

investigating replacements.

RIDER: MICHAEL NEEVES
JOB: SENIOR ROAD TESTER

RIDER: PED BAKER
JOB: MANAGING EDITOR

RIDER: STEVE HUNT
JOB: SENIOR WEB PRODUCER

YAMAHA R1 

£14,999

INDIAN SCOUT

£10,399

BMW F800R 

£7885
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Seat brackets have 

two settings, high 

and low, make sure 

you torque them up

4
UPDATE

2569
MILES

LOW

HIGH
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Shark Skwal Matador KBS £199.99
The headline info for Shark’s new helmet is the

use of LED lighting strips on the top and chin

vents as well as the exhaust vent, to make the

rider stand out more. They’re powered by a

rechargeable internal battery and there’s an on-

off switch. The plastic-shelled helmet comes with

an impressive Pinlock Max Vision visor insert and

a groove for the comfort of spectacle wearers.

The lining isn’t the plushest here but it’s in keeping

with the sub-£200 pricetag.

Colours: Black, white, silver and eight different

graphic designs.

Sizes: XS-XL Contact: www.nevis.uk.com

Schuberth S2 S t
Wave £459.99
The S2 Sport is new

with a new adjustab

curtain to help with

foam padding aroun

ears to reduce nois

a new lining to impr

comfort. The main

change though is th

use of a D-ring fast

to boost its sporty 

credentials, rather

the toothed ratchet

the previous S2. 

Colours: Gloss bla

matt black, white, b

red, black/white, w

black, white/blue/b

Sizes: XXS-3XL 

Contact: www.tran

HJC R-PHA ST Balmer
£299.99
The ST came out last y

Balmer is one of a serie

new designs on the pop

sports-touring helmet

It’s based on the 

RPHA10+ race helmet

and carries over many

of its qualities. The 

composite-fibre shell 

is light, the lining is 

anti-allergenic and 

wicks away moisture f

comfort, and the visor

fitted with a Pinlock Ma

Vision for anti-mist.

Colours: White, gloss 

black, 14 different grap

Sizes: XS-XXL 

Contact: www.oxprod

AGV K5 Roadr
£219.99
The latest sports he

Rossi’s people is imp

especially for the pr

has a good quality fe

from the composite

fibre shell, and the 

internal sun visor ha

a selection of insert

so the rider can cho

how many teeth the

want on the operatin

mechanism. The lin

is plush and the ven

easy to open and clo

Colours: White, bla

matt black and 11 d

graphic designs

Sizes: XS-XL 

Contact: www.agv.c

Linings

Removable linings

are near universal in this

selection of helmets and they

make it far easier to clean the

comfort padding. Without it

you’ll need to upturn the lid

in the shower and clean

the lining in situ.

Communications

Bluetooth intercoms 

mean the rider can hook up 

to a pillion, other riders, the 

sat-nav, or connect to phones 

for calls and music. Look 

for a lid with recesses 

for speakers to avoid 

headaches.

start
10 helmets that are 

leading the way for 

innovation in 2015 

KIT SHOWCASE

A 2014 survey of more than 450 

motorcyclists for the Transport 

Research Foundation found that 25 

per cent wore a helmet that was the 

wrong size for them. This included 

a number of riders who wore a 

helmet that was either four sizes 

too big, or four sizes too small. Your 

helmet should fit snugly and not 

move around if you grip it and try to 

move your head inside it.

IF THE LID 

FITS...

Strap

Since the 1970s the main 

method of securing the 

retaining strap has been the 

double D-ring. But the easy-to-

use toothed ratchet method 

known as Microlock 

has been growing in 

popularity.
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Arai Quantum ST Pro 
Concept White £499.99
Arai’s trust in their principles 

means their new helmets 

will always have a similar 

outward appearance, 

and the new-for-2015 

Quantum ST Pro is no 

different. It uses Arai’s 

R75 shape, which relies 

on a smooth shell to 

reduce the potential for 

injury in an impact. The 

Quantum ST Pro comes 

with Arai’s Pro Shield outer 

sun visor as standard.  

Colours: Red, silver, black, 

yellow, white and eight different 

graphic designs

Sizes: XS-XL 

Contact: www.whyarai.co.uk

ph
Italian company Premi

out their old 1970s des

books last year to crea

the Trophy for riders w

want retro design on a

full-face rather than 

open-face. The helmet

meet modern safety 

standards but have ver

few other concessions

to modern life – the vis

secures with pop studs

and there are no vents

Colours: Red/gold/wh

green/gold/white, silve

white, orange/gold/wh

matt black, gloss blac

and other designs.

Sizes: M-XL 

Contact: www.dpc-distr

Vents

Good flow of air into a 

helmet and out again can 

make a big difference on hot 

days or wet rides. A good chin 

vent is invaluable for de-

misting, while a forehead 

vent helps the rider 

stay cool.

Shell

Can be made from either 

injection-moulded plastic 

or fibres that are impregnated 

with resin and bag-moulded 

into shape. Fibre helmets are 

lighter and can have bigger 

vents without losing 

strength.

Visor

The main differences 

between top-class lids and 

cheaper ones is optical clarity,

peripheral vision range and 

anti-mist properties. The best

will be clear, offer a wide 

field of vision and have 

a Pinlock insert.

Shoei GT Air Exposure TC1 £479.99
An update of Shoei’s 2013 helmet that combines a 

sporty shape with touring practicality. It has typically 

reassuring Shoei build quality, the lining is plush, and 

the internal sun visor sits outside a full-thickness EPS 

liner to maintain max protection. There’s room for a 

comms system, and it has a Pinlock Max Vision visor.

Colours: Gloss or matt black, white, yellow, red, grey 

or 13 different graphics Sizes: XS-XXL Contact: www.

shoeiassured.co.uk

Kabuto RT33 £329.99
Formerly known as OGK, these Japanese-made lids 

have good build quality on the outside and impressive 

aerodynamics. The quality isn’t as high on the inside, 

with a thin securing strap, not-so-plush lining and a 

basic Pinlock anti-mist insert. On the plus side, there’s 

space for spectacles and the vents have chunky tabs.

Colours: White, black, red/white/blue, black/white, 

black/orange/green Sizes: XS-XL 

Contact: www.tri-motive.com

Caberg Stunt Blade £130
The Caberg follows the recent streetfighter trend for 

motocross-style helmets worn with a visor and no 

peak. The Blade is a version for those on a budget and 

lacks the luxuries you’d expect on a pricier helmet, 

such as a soft lining. The visor mechanism is relatively 

crude, and there are pins to fit a Pinlock anti-mist 

insert but one isn’t included and costs an extra £25. 

Colours: Black, white and five different graphics

Sizes: S-XXL Contact: www.cabergcares.co.uk

Composite-fibre shell helmet is a new model for 2015 

and is sturdily built with a chunky chin vent that’s easy 

to open and close. It has an air pump system that can 

move cheekpads closer to the rider’s face for a tighter 

fit and the visor is protected with a Pinlock Max Vision 

anti-mist insert. There’s also an internal sun visor. 

Colours: Black/Red More info: XS-XXL 

Contact: www.tranam.co.uk  

£30
3 UNDER

WATCH
Isle of Man TT 2015 

Review Blu-Ray, £18.99
This year’s TT was another 

unforgettable event — 

Michael Dunlop switched 

manufacturers, Hutchy 

returned to the top step for the 

first time since his incredible 

five wins in 2010, and John 

McGuinness showed he still has 

what it takes with victory in the 

Senior race. Why would you not 

want to relive it? Due for release 

on August 3. shop.iomtt.com

WIPE
Muc-Off Fabric 

Protect, £10
Muc-Off Fabric Protect makes 

any fabric water and stain-proof. 

The hydrophobic 

nano coating 

forms an invisible 

barrier around each 

individual fibre 

which repels water 

and protects from 

oils and stains. It can 

be used on all fabrics 

including leather 

and suede as well as 

breathable fabrics.

www.muc-off.com

Overboard Waterproof 
large phone case, £18.99
These Overboard phone bags 

are perfect for keeping your 

phone and valuables dry. This 

particular model will take 

phones as large as 17cm by 

9cm, although they do smaller 

and larger pouches for all your 

devices. You can still use the 

touchscreen through the pouch 

and there’s even a clear back 

window to take photos. 

www.over-board.co.uk
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TESTED

‘Spot on for
high-speed
cartwheeling’
Alpinestars Atem suit £999.99 
Tester: Michael Neeves

Time tested: Two months/500 miles.

What’s good? These leathers were new at

the beginning of the season, but I crashed in

them racing at Brands Hatch in just my second

meeting of the year. The rider in front lost

the front midway through Paddock Hill Bend,

I clipped his arm and went down at around

90mph. After initially sliding gracefully along

the tarmac, I started a high-speed cartwheeling

display when I hit the gravel. The crash was

severe enough to destroy my BMW S1000RR

race bike, but I walked away unscathed, save

for a broken finger and thumb. The suit did its

job perfectly, but needs repairing before it can

be used again. The tarmac wore a small hole in

the outside layer of leather where I slid on my

lower hip and the spill also damaged the fabric

section around the inner elbow.

What’s not? This isn’t the lightest racing suit

Alpinestars make, so it’s a little on the bulky 

side – but it’s also very protective.

Contact: www.alpinestars.com

Shoulder and arm

Despite hard contact

these areas are scuffed 

but still ok. 

Inner elbow Fabric

section is damaged from

tumbling through the 

gravel trap. 

Lower hip Outer layer is

worn away from sliding,

but the leather and body

armour below is fine. 

★★★★★ Value ★★★★★

Saved my skin and bones

during a 90mph racing crash at 

Paddock Hill Bend.

Hole in outside thigh area will

need to be repaired before I can 

use them again.

500
MILES

THE RIVAL
Spidi Warrior Wind Pro 

1 Piece Suit
Price: £999.99 Made from

beautiful leather with elbow

sliders for the big-lean merchants,

hip armour as well as shoulders, 

elbows and knees.

www.feridax.com
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Tester: Andy Davidson

Time tested: Two years

What’s good? After two years of heavy

use the Abus chain is still as rugged as

the day I got it. Despite being chucked about, scraped

along the ground and rained on day and night it’s still

in great condition. The lock slots into the plastic case

surrounding the locking mechanism, which gives it a

secure, solid feel.

What’s not? The pricetag is hefty, but this is a quality

product from a very reputable security brand.

Contact: www.feridax.com

Quality rating: ★★★★★ Value rating: ★★★★★

Tester: Andy Downes

Time tested: One year/1200 miles

What’s good? When you own a bike that’s a low-selling

oddball like my 1989 BMW K1 then the customised

brake lines that Goodridge can make up is something to savour.

Goodridge had a template for the K1 but to be sure mine were

the correct fitment for my ABS-equipped bike I had to strip both

front and rear lines off the bike, drain the fluid and send them

to Goodridge for measurement. I love the stainless steel finish,

stainless steel fittings and the way the braking performance on

such a heavy old bike has been significantly improved.

What’s not? They don’t quite match the look of the original lines.

Contact: www.goodridge.co.uk

Quality rating: ★★★★★

Value rating: ★★★★★

Tester: Alison Silcox

Time tested: 1260 miles/eigh

months

What’s good? I like the lack

of fuss with these shortie gloves. There’s

no extra bulk and the elasticated cuff fits

under all types of jacket. I’ve worn them

in both autumn and spring, been caught in

showers and haven’t suffered from moist

fingers. The supple leather means they

are highly comfortable and the Ixons didn’t

need any breaking-in time.

What’s not? While being shorter does

make them easy to fit under the sleeve of

all my jackets, it does sometimes mean

that they can be a bit drafty.

Contact: www.oxprod.com

Quality: ★★★★★ Value: ★★★★★

ABUS Granit Extreme Plus 59, £231.99

Goodridge braided brake line kit, £200

Ixon RS Rain HP Leather 
Gloves, £49.99

Buy one on MCNshop.com

4
Spada Air Pro
£109.95
Breezy summer

riding jacket from budget

specialists Spada with CE

elbow and shoulder armour,

arm adjusters for fit and a

waterproof overjacket that

lives in a pocket on the back 

of the jacket. 

3
Spidi Netrycom 
H2OUT
£269.99

Three-layer touring jacket

with a vented outer and

removable waterproof

membrane and thermal

liner. The thermal liner

can also be worn on its

own as a casual jacket. 

2
RST Pro Series
Ventilator 4 
£169.99

There are four different

combinations available

with this jacket as it

comes with removable

thermal and waterproof

liners. It’s fully armoured, 

including the back.

1
Rev’it GT-R Air 
£149.99
Combines a mesh

outer, with armoured

shoulders and elbows and

a pocket for an optional

back protector. It has a

sporty cut and includes

fit adjusters at the waist 

and upper arms.

UNDER £300

TOP SUMMER 
JACKETS

TWO
YEARS

1200
MILES

1260
MILES

www.motorcyclenews.com

GPS Case
with

Sunshade

Hear your Satnav in your
helmet with ‘GPS audio’

With Bluet

01473 823351 

From £37.99+P&P

Custom filled professional 400 ml aerosols.
180,000 colours library dating back to the 1950’s.

Any sample matched. Friendly fast service.
We also supply traditional cellulose paints and 

other paint products.
We specialise in classic car colours.

phone:
0151 541 7777

email:
colourmatchaerosol@aol.com
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www.carbtune.com

CARBTUNE PRO
Carb and fuel injection throttle balancer.
��	s test scored the new Carbtune highest, the most accurate multi-
gauge device and the only tool “Recommended”.
Buy direct online or by mail, phone, fax or email.
Quick dispatch. Technical advice and back-up.
Full instructions and guarantee, Nitrile hoses and stronger dampers.
5mm and 6mm adapters to fit virtually any bike.
4-column works on twins, triples and fours.

2-column – £45
4-column – £59
Quality storage TOOLPOUCH £7 if bought with Carbtune Pro.
Visit website for details.
Pay with credit or debit card or cheques/PO payable to:
Morgan Carbtune Ltd, Unit 33N Townsend Enterprise Park,
Townsend Street, Belfast BT13 2ES, UK.
Tel: 028 9023 9007 Fax: 028 9024 7294
Email: morgan@carbtune.com

s5+ 0�0 a�
s!)2-!), %52/0% a�
s!)2-!),�2%34�/&�7/2,$�a�}

DAVIDA WRS74
PRESCRIPTION GOGGLES
Davida Goggle + Reactolite prescription lenses

£135 + P&P

www.optique-goggles.co.uk
For further details take a look at our website.

These goggles sit comfortably under
your helmet and seal against the wind
- There is no better goggle available.

Steve 07968435078

SEARCH ‘OPTIQUE GOGGLES’
ON MOTORCYCLENEWS.COM

FOR REVIEW

0844 409 7587
CALLS TO 0844 NUMBERS ON THIS PAGE COST 5P PER MINUTE

PLUS YOUR PHONE COMPANY’S ACCESS CHARGE

GET IT WITHThe BEST place

to buy  biking kit!
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Q Can I get a decent lid
for less than £100?

I know your head is pretty

vital, but as a newbie biker

and student my budget is

very tight. What choice do I

have for less than £100?

John Younger, Downham

Answered by:

Chris Dabbs, MCN

Although the premium

brands cost hundreds, a full-

face helmet that meets all

the latest safety standards 

can be had from as little as

£50, and you have a choice of

flip-fronts in that price range

too. The difference in quality

is most obvious in the linings

and the visor clarity and you

won’t get the latest racer-

replica paint, but features like

quick-release buckles, chin

and breathguards and vents

are common. What’s most

important is that it fits you

snugly and comfortably.

Q

Q

It’s high time I
sorted out my

R7’s dodgy clocks

I can’t get out
exploring on my

stuttery Triumph XC

The speedo and warning lights on

my 2001 Yamaha R7 only work

sporadically. The rev counter is not

digital and still functions. The fault was

traced to a faulty regulator-rectifier

that allowed too much current through.

That’s been replaced, but the clocks

are proving impossible to source.

Duncan Pearce, email

Answered by: Stuart Gaines,

Herne Bay Motorcycles

It looks like you are going to have to go

aftermarket. Fortunately a lightweight

Taiwanese Koso DB01R clock

assembly is only about around £90

(www.digital-speedos.co.uk). Buy a kit

online and it will come with everything

you should need and is a good-looking

upgrade to get you back on the road.

Aftermarket dash will cure your R7

Every time I ride my Suzuki

GSX-R1000 K1 hard and brake

heavily the oil warning light comes 

on for a few seconds. Why?

Dale Parris, London

Answered by: Steve Scully, 

GT Motorcycles

From what you are saying your

oil pressure is getting marginal

now and again, so there are three

areas to check in order. It’s unlikely, 

but the oil pump could be losing

efficiency. That’s easily tested at

a Suzuki dealer using a pressure

gauge that can be bolted into the

motor. Make sure the engine is at 

operating temperature first.

Next is the oil pressure release

valve. It’s bolted into the sump so

the front pipes have to come off,

then the sump. It’s a simple ball and

spring switch that you can inspect 

and wash out with fuel.

If it’s still playing up, then it’s a

dicky oil pressure switch that’s

giving an inaccurate reading.

OWNING & RIDING

ANY QUESTION

ANSWERED
If we don’t know the answer, we’ll fi nd the person who does

Your oil pressure

release valve could

be at fault. It’s a

simple fix

MT Thunder 
Italian

Box BX-1
plain  

AGV
Basic One

MT Flux
Solid

Why is
my oil light

flashing when 
I brake hard?

Q

My 2013 Triumph Explorer XC will run

OK for a few days then when I hit a

slight downhill after doing six miles or

so at 70mph, it stutters and the engine 

management light flickers.  

Kev Cross, email

Answered by: Adrian Clancy,

Total Triumph

It sounds similar to an issue I had with

a very early Explorer. There was an

inconsistency with the throttle position

sensor signal and because the bike

uses a ride-by-wire system, it would

shut itself down. I cured the problem by 

replacing the throttle body.

£60 £45 £70 £90
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CBR misfire
is driving me

round the bend

My 2002 Honda CBR600F has an

intermittent misfire that’s driving

me mad. Every four to six months

number one cylinder stops firing

when starting from cold. After a

few seconds it’s ok, then over the

next few days the misfire gets more

persistent until below 3500rpm it

won’t fire and the exhaust smells of

petrol. Above that it’s fine. After a

week or so everything goes back to

normal. I use my bike every day for

commuting and it’s worrying me.

Charlie Thomson, Sevenoaks

Answered by: Scott Bullett, Doble

Motorcycles

As it’s only affecting one cylinder it

can’t be a systemic fault in either the

fuel system or the electrics. If you

can smell fuel it’s not being starved

of petrol either. So, we are looking at

electrics and as the fault is on one

cylinder it’s probably the combined

plug cap and coil. They can rust

internally and then develop a little

crack, which allows the elements in.

Q
Are there any
cruiser tyres

with good wet grip?

I have a Victory Cross Roads fitted

with Dunlop Elites. They are OK in the

dry but very ‘wooden’ in the wet. Are 

there any options?

Rob Brown, email

Answered by: Bryn Phillips,

Cambrian Tyres

There are very few tyres made in the

130/70 R18 and 180/60 R16 sizes

for the Victory Cross Roads and even

fewer are actually approved for use

on the bike. Other than the original

Dunlops just the Avon Cobras or

Metzeler ME888 Marathon Ultra

are recommended and either will

give better feel and much better wet

grip than the Dunlops. Unlike tyres

such as Michelin’s Pilot Road 4 or

Bridgestone’s T30 EVO that deliver

outstanding wet grip for riders of

bikes such as the GSX-R750 or

VFR800F, there are no cruiser tyres

that give similar levels of wet grip. 

Don’t panic, good wet grip is possible

Q To court or
not to court…

After four years of stressful legal

action resulting from a run-in with

a tractor I finally have a trial date

for this November. My legal team

is recommending I agree to the

Defendant’s lawyer’s offer of a

mediation meeting to try and settle

my case before trial. I want my time

in court so the farmer realises just

how much his stupidity has affected

me. I want the court to officially hold

him to blame. The problem is my

solicitors say that I could be made to

pay legal fees if I don’t agree to this

meeting. Is this correct or can I just 

insist on the trial taking place?

Graham Sullivan, Teeside

Courts are very keen to encourage

parties to try and settle claims

by way of alternative dispute

resolution. This can take the

form of formal mediation (with an

independent mediator) or a more

informal joint settlement meeting

arrangement where the parties and

the legal representatives discuss

their differences and hopefully

reach a settlement satisfactory to

Answered by: Andy Davidson,

MCN adventure expert

Bike travel will cost you money

but that doesn’t mean you need

to re-mortgage the house. You

can make it as expensive or as

cheap as you like, depending on

the type of adventure you seek.

If you want a soft bed in a hotel

and a nice meal out every night

then you’ll burn through your

cash. But you can do it cheaply 

by controlling your two biggest

expenses: accommodation and

food. Take a tent and get into

the camping spirit. Forget about 

campsites, carry your water

in a Rotopax and wild camp

near a lake so you can wash

yourself and your clothes. Buy

food, prepare sandwiches for

lunch and cook dinners on an

open fire or an MSR fuel stove

that runs on petrol. To break 

up the solitude of camping,

try out hostels every so often

using hostelworld.com. They

are much cheaper than hotels

and many of them have private

rooms if you don’t like the idea of

sharing with hippy backpackers.

Also, couchsurfing.com is an

excellent service which allows

you to meet people who are

willing to let you stay in their 

homes for free. 

Does touring the globe
have to cost the Earth?

Q

What is BMEP and
do I need to care?

Answered by: Simon Hargreaves,

MCN technical expert

Answering the last question first: no,

you don’t need to care what BMEP

is unless you’re an engine designer

or a tuner. But if you want to know... 

BMEP is Brake Mean Effective

Pressure, and it’s the average

pressure needed to push down on a

piston to achieve a measured torque

output. It isn’t a measurement in

itself; it’s back-calculated from

peak torque. The equation is: torque

x 150.8 (a four-stroke constant)/

capacity (cubic inches) = BMEP (psi).

BMEP is used (among others

such as IMEP, PMEP and FMEP –

don’t ask) to compare the efficiency

of multiple engine designs or

modifications regardless of size,

configuration or revs. So it basically 

gives the

level play

to compa

good eng

convertin

air into w

cylinder c

combust

heat loss

compres

A norm

sportsbik

BMEP of

figure, an

has remained fairly constant over

the years, increasing slightly as

technology around gasflow, friction,

valve timing etc has progressed.

New materials and improved

component design have permitted

higher rev ceilings. This means peak 

torque has moved higher in the

rev range, and that makes a big

difference to peak power, so a 1992

Yamaha FZR1000 EXUP had a

BMEP of 176psi and a 2015 BMW

S1000RR has a BMEP of 183psi.  

Of course, it is

possible to take the

spirit of adventure a

little too far

Q

TRAVEL & TOURING

TECH WATCH

‘It would be rare for 

me not to advise

giving a settlement 

meeting a try’

Andrew

Campbell
Solicitor and author

of the MCN Law

column for the last 

five years

Andrew Campbell, Bikelawyer.

Visit www.bikelawyer.co.uk or

email andrew@bikelawyer.co.uk or 

call 01446 794169

Motorcycle Accident Solicitors

Your legal questions

Q

all. The benefit of such meetings is

that they remove the risk of going

to trial (losing or doing worse than

you may do through a negotiated

settlement), they are much cheaper

than going to court and they free

up the courts for other actions

unsuitable for mediation.

Lawyers are required to confirm

to the court that they have

explained mediation options to their

clients and the court can impose

costs sanctions on parties if they

unreasonably refuse to mediate. It

would be rare for me not to advise

giving a settlement meeting a try

and I would follow the advice of your

lawyers – if the talks break down

then at least you tried settlement

and then the trial will go ahead.
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Huge
stock for
all models
post 1970. 

we go the extra mile

Fast, competitive international shipping

01484 353 600 • 0845 458 0077 • www.motorworks.co.uk
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SELL WITH EASE, BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
Get your advert in front of thousands of bikers at mcnbikesforsale.com 

or call us on 0845 051 5001 for more info

AJS

APRILIA

BENELLI

BETA

BMW
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ALL MAKES & MODELS BOUGHT

FOR CASH & COLLECTED

HONDA, KAWASAKI, SUZUKI,

YAMAHA, TRIUMPH

WWW.IRMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK

07956248955
�

HARLEY
WANTED
07956 248955

DUCATI HARLEY
DAVIDSON

HARRIS

HONDA
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KAWASAKI

KTM

MATCHLESS

MOTO-GUZZI

MV-AGUSTA

PEUGEOT

PIAGGIO

SUZUKI
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ALL MAKES & MODELS BOUGHT 

FOR CASH & COLLECTED

HONDA, KAWASAKI, SUZUKI,

YAMAHA, TRIUMPH

WWW.IRMOTORCYCLES.CO.UK

07956248955
�

SUZUKI

TRIUMPH
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TRIUMPH

VICTORY

YAMAHA
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BREAKFAST
JUNCTION CAFÉ

A46 Southbound, Warwick CV35 8RH
off J15 M40

Open: Mon-Thurs 7am-10pm;
Fri 7am-6pm; Sat & Sun 8am-3pm

IDEAL MEETING POINT
FOR BIKERS

ALL DAY BREAKFAST
+ HOT PIES + SAUSAGE ROLLS +

+ SAMOSAS +
Home-made Indian curries available

to eat in & take away
To arrange a regular Bike Meet

breakfastjunction@hotmail.co.uk 
or 01926 400252

Ample

parking
Groupswelcome

ALL BIKES

WANTED
Cash paid, Will collect,

Friendly professional service,
Finance settled,

Approx valuation by phone,
Contact Norman

07747 810259
www.hythehillmotorcycles.co.uk

WEBUYALL
BIKES.24/7

BEST CASH
PRICES PAID 24/7

08458-601122
webuyallbikes@mail.com

YAMAHA

CLASSIC &
VINTAGE

TRIKES &
SIDECARS

WANTED &
EXCHANGE

BIKER
FRIENDLY

The BEST

place to buy

biking kit!
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www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A REWARDING
JOB WITH AN AWARD WINNING TEAM? 

We are looking for a fully qualified, experienced motorcycle technician to join our
team of professional and dedicated staff in our very busy and demanding workshop. 

The successful candidate must have experience of modern motorcycles and
be able to use current diagnostic equipment as well as all aspects of servicing
and modern engine work. From time to time you may also be required to talk to
customers and as such you must be able to communicate clearly and provide 
technical explanations in a way that can be easily understood.

Ideal Candidate
The ideal candidate should be qualified to NVQ level 3 and have experience of
working in a franchised workshop environment. Although not essential, it would be
an advantage if you currently hold a Honda Maintenance/Diagnostics licence and 
are a qualified MOT tester.

Essential
You should have a minimum of 4 years technical experience with modern
motorcycles and be able to work unsupervised in a safe and timely manner to high
exacting standards. You must be a self-starter with a flexible can do attitude, have
a good attention to detail and be able to work as part of a team. A full bike licence 
is essential.

Other Benefits
We offer an excellent rate of pay for the right candidate with continual
assessments and training to improve and hone your skills, either on site or at 
Honda’s prestigious Institute of learning.

Please send an email to Moira Butt at moira.butt@doble.co.uk with details of your
current position and relevant experience or alternatively call 020 8668 8851.

86-92 & 103 Brighton Road
Coulsdon, CR5 2NA

Tel: 020 8668 8851 Email: sales@doble.co.uk

KAWASAKI

2-12 Bath Road, Bristol, BS4 3DR

EUROPE’S LARGEST PARTS STOCKIST

e: spares ow ers.co.uk

SPARES 
Same day dispatch!

0117 972 5597

IN SURREY

CALL 020 8399 7449
FOR ALL YOUR HONDA NEEDS

Most service items reduced
312-320 Ewell Road, Tolworth, Surrey

www.honda-tippetts.co.uk

AUTOCOM
DEALER

GIVI
DEALER

HONDA PARTS IN LONDON AND THROUGHOUT UK!
ALL HONDA PARTS MOTORCYCLE,

MOTOCROSS & POWER EQUIPMENT

ORDER ONLINE, OR CALL:

01728 833020
www.davidsilverspares.co.uk
sales@davidsilverspares.co.uk

s 1000’s of NOS parts, many rare/obsolete
s Reproduction parts for your 60’s-90’s Honda
s  Searches conducted if not in stock

Vintage Honda parts specialist
since
1986

PARTS ACCESSORIES & ESSENTIAL LUBRICANTS FUEL TUBE GIFT IDEAS

PART TIMEMOTORCYCLE
INSTRUCTORS REQUIRED FOR
BUSY NORTH LONDON SITE

V Full training given
V No previous experience required
VWeekend work is essential
V You must have held a full bike licence for

over three years
Please contact Daniel Everitt
at Camrider on 0208 0459889
dan.everitt@camrider.com

187 St James’s Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2BZ

Call 0208 689 2341
www.inmoto.com   Email: spares@inmoto.com  

SPARES
fast and friendly service

SCOTTISH BORDERS
Ferniehirst Mill Lodge

Secluded guesthouse 2.5
miles south of Jedburgh
off A68. Set in 25 acres
beside Jed Water. All
rooms en suite. AA **

christine@ferniehirstmill.co.uk
www.ferniehirstmill.co.uk
Tel: 01835 863279

Twickenham Motorcycle Training have
vacancies for down trained and Cardington 

qualified motorcycle instructors.
Call 07594 827 487 and ask for Melanie.

Ignition stator repairs for vintage and modern road & off road bikes.
Rewound to heavier duty. Regulators supplied.

Fast, friendly service.

www.westcountrywindings.co.uk
Unit 6 & 7 Kingstons Farm, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 ORB

Tel: 01279 731172

THE IGNITION
REPAIR

SPECIALIST
 VAPOUR BLASTING SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

20
YEARS

SERVICE

SHOW PLATES
from £9.95
+ £2.00 P&P

Standard Plates
7x5.5, 7x5, 6x4.5, 10x2.5, 9x3, 9x2 ..................£9.95
8x6 Plates.......................................................£11.95
Any other size cut to order ............................+ £1.00
Names or Slogans.........................................+ £1.50
Borders (black) ........ + £1.00 ...... Colour......+ £2.00
Smoked Plates..............................................+ £2.00
Honeycomb backings....................................+ £3.00
Custom Lettered Plates.................................+ £2.00
Polycarb (off road) Plates ....................... from £10.00
Black and Silver acrylic plates ........................£11.95
Black and Chrome acrylic plates.....................£13.95
U.S. Style Harley Plates
8.5x5 or 7x4.5 inc. border, slogan & reg date..£14.95

Credit card orders on

01254 663213
or send cheques or postal orders to

AUTO REG
357 Preston New Rd Blackburn BB2 7AA

PLEASE NOTE: We no longer manufacture ROAD LEGAL PLATES

www.autoreg.net
EXPRESS SERVICE + £2.00

TT 2016
Classic TT 2015
ACCOMMODATION
Excellent b&b and

s/c accommodation
In the Douglas area

From only: £35 PPPN
Tel: (01493) 717303
www.eventaccommodation.co.uk

MOTOLINER LTD
Same Day Frame, Fork
and Yoke Straightening

Cast wheels
repaired from £55

11 Yewtree Industrial Estate
Mill Hall, Aylesford, Kent ME20 7ET

www.motoliner.com
(01622) 790705

PROFESSIONAL
LEATHER REPAIRS

INSURANCE WORK WELCOME
QUICK TURNAROUND TIME - ALL WORK GUARANTEED

COURIER/POSTAL WELCOME
OPENING TIMES: 9am-6pm Mon-Sat

1 Barrington Close, Oxley,
Wolverhampton WV10 6AZ
TELEPHONE:- 01902 780902
or MOBILE:- 07940 396588
www.splr.co.uk
MIDLANDS

LEATHERS:- ZIPS REPLACED, VELCRO,
CORDURA RE-SIZING, LETTERING & BADGES,
GORE-TEX TEARS & RIPS, PRESS STUDS
BOOTS:- NEW ZIPS, VELCRO & RE-SOLED
GLOVES:- TANK BAGS:- SADDLE BAGS
SEATS:- REPLACING & RESHAPING,
           RECOVERED IN A VARIETY OF COLOURS

TYRES,
SERVICING

MOTs, SPARES

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

CHASBIKES
LTD

TYRES,
SERVICING

MOTs, SPARES
IN CENTRAL LONDON

020 7582 7878

w w w. a a ro n r a d i a t o r. c o. u k

5 4 W h i t e h o r s e L a n e, L o n d o n S E 2 5 6 R Q
w w w. a a ro n r a d i a t o r. c o. u k

Est. 1962

Radiators &
Oil-Coolers
New or repaired

Modern / Classic / Vintage
National Service

Qualstitch
The Bikers Tailor

Alterations,Repairs,
Zip Replacements to
Leathers, Clothing,

Gloves, Boots, Bags.
Seats Recovered.

If it needs Stitching
Contact us.
@Marshalls

T:01332 771716
E:info@qualstitch.com

W:Qualstitch.com

VISORS

PINLOCK

www.ridersoffshore.com

Call now on

01481 728300 

MACHYNLLETH, WEST WALES
Toad Hall Hostel / B&B

Located in Machynlleth in West Wales
on the southern edge of Snowdonia
National Park.
4 double/twin rooms, Self catering
kitchen, games room, motorbike
workshop (equipped,) private parking,
camping spaces.
Prices from £15pp for the hostel.
Negotiable rates for groups or camping.
willcoyn@yahoo.co.uk
Tel: 01654 700597
07866 362507- Will
or 07807 849216- Eva

0208 293 5335

Hill4Leather Limited
Specialist in all types
of motorcycle clothing

repairs, alterations,
graphics and lettering.

86 South Lane, Ash, Surrey,
GU12 6NJ

Tel: 01252 312886
Email: sales@hill4leather.com
www.hill4leather.com

ISLE OF MAN

The Trevelyan Hotel
Central Douglas
Quality accommodation from
£35 per night
7 days+
The ideal launching pad for
excursions
Miles of unspoilt beaches minutes
from the Hotel
We have availability for the TT Classics!
Tel: 01624 616631
Mobile: 07624 409482
Email trevelyan@gmail.com

A personal service for
motorcycle servicing,

MOTs & repairs
APRILIA BMW DUCATI HONDA KAWASAKI

KTM SUZUKI TRIUMPH YAMAHA ETC

£99 winter eco service
See website for details

Tel: 01474 833553
www.bbsmotorcycles.co.uk

0208 293 5335

genuine spare

parts

BIKERS WORLD

Solus Aprilia dealer for all
your Aprilia spares.

(Mail Order)

East Grinstead

01342 325955

G
9421

ABC Tyres Bridgend

HIGH GRADE PART
WORN TYRES

Specialising in
190-55-17, 180-55-17,

120-70-17 tyres
Mail order next day delivery

Tel: 01656 662202

BLACK FOREST, GERMANY
Pension Williams

Small
English run
hotel just 5
minutes from
the famous
B500.
Relax, unwind 

and ride some wonderful roads.

www.pension-williams.com
e-mail: info@pension-williams.de
Tel: 0049 7842 2853

0208 293 5335

TEL 0118 9574 577
e-mail: sales@revolutioncustom.co.uk

www.revolutioncustompaint.co.uk
BURGHFIELD BRIDGE IND. ESTATE, GREEN LANE, READING RG30 3XN

PAINTWORK TO ORIGINAL SPEC
CUSTOM DESIGN

CRASH HELMETS, ALL REPAIRS,

01484 353 600

0845 485 0077

www.motorworks.co.uk

NORMANDY
LA MOTTE

BIKE FRIENDLY B&B
Secure covered parking

PHONE BILL OR CAROL
0033-233-510084

www.lamottebandb.fr

THE IMAGE WORKS
motorcycle graphics

X Pattern Graphics
X Latest Race Replicas
X One-Offs
X 20 YEARS experience
X Insurance Approved
X Country’s BIGGEST database
X The Professionals choice
All decals are digitally printed onto

one layer of quality vinyl.
CREDIT / DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

0115 9443111
WWW.THE-IMAGE-WORKS.CO.UK

TRIUMPHNEW/USEDPARTS/

ACCESSORIESHINCKLEYMODELS.

SPRINTMANUFACTURING

WWW.TRIUMPHPARTS.CO.UK01985

850821
�

CYCLESPRAYSTHEULTIMATE

PAINTWORKREPAIRS,RACE

REPLICAS,CUSTOMPAINTAND

HELMETS.WWW.CYCLESPRAYS.COM

01483275258SURREY
�

ACCOMMODATION SITUATIONS VACANT

BRAKE DISCS

EXHAUSTS

FORKS

HELMET &
VISORS

NUMBER
PLATES

RADIATORS

SHOCK ABSORBERS

SHOCK
ABSORBERS

TYRES

TYRES

CHROME
PLATING

DECALS

ELECTRICS

FRAME
STRAIGHTENING

LEATHER
REPAIRS

LEATHER
REPAIRS

MOTORCYCLE
TRANSPORTATION

PAINTWORK

SERVICES

SPARES

LEATHER
REPAIRS

SPARES

SPARES

www.mcnbikesforsale.com
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Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm.

^Based on an average customer saving of £243. Saving compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years NCB, riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. †DNA+ protection system, terms and

conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. *Terms and conditions apply, visit carolenash.com/bike-giveaway-terms-and-conditions. On Modern, Classic and Six Wheel quotes. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and

conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, fi rm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, 

registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

���� ��� ����
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

Carole Nash, a name you can trust

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

� UK & European breakdown and accident recovery,

including Homestart assistance worth over £100

� Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the event 

of an accident which is not your fault

� RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage 

cover when riding other bikes

� Free DNA+ protection system worth £30†

� Plus many more benefi ts

CALL TODAY FOR A QUOTE TO BE ENTERED!*

WIN your biking year on us!
We’ve got you covered*

BIKE
INSURANCE

£1,000 OF
BIKING GEAR

RON HASLAM
TRACK DAY

YEAR’S WORTH 
OF FUEL

SHOW
TICKETS

SAVE
on a

M
ulti-Bike

policy ^

UP
TO

£243
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Freephone:

0800 954 9842
Online quotes at: www.bwzz.co.uk

For all your insurance needs - bike, car, van, multi-vehicle, home & travel

O The best policy at the best price

O We search over 30 insurance companies

O FREE Breakdown Cover

O FREE legal protection

O Instant cover and instalments

O FREE Helmet & Leathers Cover
 including Personal Accident Cover

Proud sponsors
of the new 2015

Be Wiser
Kawasaki

British Superbike
Team

Bike
Insurance
Be Wiser... Save Money

INSURANCE

Call today, get covered

mcebikes

0844 33

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
8.30am - 9pm Mon - Fri,
9am - 5pm Sat & 10am -
Open Bank holidays: 9am

Or visit us at:

CLUB MCE
Incredible once in a lifetime experiences
at every roun

BE PART OF IT!

*Calls will cost 7 pence per minute, plus your phone               
company's access charge.

*

A fresh
approach to

insurance

Call us FREE on:

0330 168 3759*

Find out more at www.principalinsurance.co.uk

Principal Insurance Ltd, Dalton House,
Dane Rd, Sale, Manchester M33 7AR. 

Principal Insurance is authorised and regulated
by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Calls may be recorded for
training and monitoring purposes.

*Calls are free from a landline,
mobile providers may charge.

Now available in

Republic of Ireland

Call us FREE on:

1800 945 946*

www.principalinsurance.ie

WE cover your mate’s bike when
YOU ride it - FREE of charge on us!**

Included with your bike policy SAVE
on

a
M

ulti-Bike
policy*

UP
TO

£243

Opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. ^DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions. *Based on an average customer saving of £243. Saving compared

to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 48 year old male with 7 years NCB, riding a Honda 900RR Fireblade and a BMW R1200 GS. **Rider Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions

apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance 

Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.

���� � � ����
Carole Nash, a name you can trust

� UK & European breakdown and accident recovery,

including Homestart assistance worth over £100

� Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the event  

of an accident which is not your fault

� RIDER COVER** - FREE accidental damage cover 

when riding other bikes

� FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30^

� Dedicated UK based call centre
Based on reviews from
January 2015 – June 2015

of customers

would recommend

Carole Nash96
2013

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE
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For those tight corners.
Andy, 45, York

“

To meet people like me.
Tim, 36, Birmingham

“

For the adventure.

Max, 48, Sheffield

“

That’s why I ride

Recommended by riders Common modifications covered as standard 24 hour claims

Motorcycle insurance specialist     Bennetts Exclusives Bonuses†

Why ride with Bennetts?

For your chance to win a Suzuki GSX-R1000 and a monthly prize of £250 worth of kit*

Get a new quote at bennetts.co.uk 0800 107 0778

#thatswhyiride

*Prize draw available to direct quotes only obtained before 31st October 2015.
For full Terms and Conditions please visit www.bennetts.co.uk/whyiride-tcs.

†Full details of Bennetts Exclusives can be found when you purchase a policy, register and log in to www.bennetts.co.uk/rewards.
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MARC WINS BUT 
CAN HE FIGHT 
FOR THE TITLE?

p78

www.motorcyclenews.com

BSB PREVIEW

When former MCE British Superbike
runner-up John Hopkins makes his
return to the series at Brands Hatch
this weekend, he’s confident that he’s
going to ‘upset a few people,’ after a
highly successful first test on the Lloyds 
British Moto Rapido Ducati.

Deputising for the injured Jakub Smrz 
on the V-twin Ducati, it was Hopkins’ 
first time on track since the final round 
of the 2014 season, and the American 
instantly impressed with his pace on 
the Panigale around Brands Hatch Indy. 

“You don’t forget how to ride, it’s 

just a matter of blowing the cobwebs
off. I was more nervous of the fact that
I’ve never ridden a Ducati before and I
was worried about getting used to the
engine and so forth – but I was shocked.

“I’m in awe of how I felt on the bike.
We didn’t touch a single setting; I just
felt right at home from the start. From
what the team were saying, Kuba (Smrz)
and I have a similar riding style, which
seems to help. We both come from a
similar Grand Prix background, riding 
250s and stuff like that. My style is lots 
of corner speed and nice flowing lines, 
and that’s similar to what he’s used to.”

Hopkins’ test produced lap times 
just 0.5s off those posted by the fastest 
riders during the Brands Hatch Indy 
round in April, marking an instant 
return to the confidence needed to run 

close to the front in such a competitive
series as BSB.

Visibly struggling at the end of 2014
after a torrid season on the Tyco Suzuki,
it looked like the 32-year-old had hit
rock bottom. But now, with six months
off to put his career into perspective,
he looks more ready than ever to come
back fighting.

“I was left up in the air at the end of
last year with regards to my career. The
move to World Superbikes fell through 
and it left me without anything for this 
season. But after having spent quite 
a bit of time at home, it was almost a 
good thing that it didn’t happen; that 
time was good for me.

“They say everything happens for 
a reason, and the more time I had to 
myself the more it made me realise I 

didn’t want it to end like that. A lot of
people look at things and say ‘oh you got 
poor results, maybe it’s time to retire,’ 
but I knew I had more in me than what 
the results showed.

“I needed the bike to allow me to 
show what I could do. I’ve had to wait 
it out, so it’s been a waiting game. I’m 
really excited that this prospect has 
come along and I jumped at it.”

HOPPER: ‘YOU 
DON’T FORGET 
HOW TO RIDE’
American star is back in BSB action this weekend 

and his fi rst test shows he’s already on the pace

‘It won’t be easy, 

but I think this 

bike is going to be 

very competitive’
JOHN HOPKINS
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SIMON PATTERSON

simon.patterson@motorcyclenews.com

BSB REPORTER

His first time on a Ducati, 

Hopkins was blown away 

with the Panigale’s set-up

CLUB MCE
BE PART OF IT!

LIKE
THIS? JOIN THE CLUB!

AWESOME MCE BSB EXPERIENCES WITH CLUB MCE!
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Schedule

14:10 James Ellison & James 

Westmoreland, JG Speedfit 

Kawasaki

14:25 Howie Mainwaring & Luke 

Mossey, Quattro Plant Kawasaki

14:40 Christian Iddon & Josh 

Waters, Bennetts Suzuki

14:55 John Hopkins, Lloyds 

British Moto Rapido Ducati

15:10 James Rispoli, Andy Reid, 

Joe Francis, Team Traction 

Control

15:20 Dan Linfoot, Jason 

O’Halloran, Jenny Tinmouth, 

Honda Racing

15:35 Official launch – Royal 

London Watches

15:45 Michael Laverty & Tommy 

Bridewell, Tyco BMW

16:00 Ryuichi Kiyonari & Lee 

Jackson, Buildbase BMW

16:15 Josh Brookes & Broc 

Parkes, Milwaukee Yamaha

16:30 Danny Buchan & Chris 

Walker, Be Wiser Kawasaki

16:45 Shane ‘Shakey’ Byrne & 

Stuart Easton, PBM Kawasaki

And not only is he now adamant that 
the Moto Rapido Ducati is the bike for 
him to do it on, he’s also adamant that 
BSB is the place to do it, turning down 
the possibility of a wildcard appear-
ance at his home round of the World 
Superbike championship at Laguna 
Seca this weekend to return instead 
to the domestic championship he so 
nearly won in 2011.

With that in mind, it would be easy to 
imagine that Hopkins is under tremen-
dous pressure going into Brands, with 
the eyes of the racing industry on him 
as he steps onto the grid of one of the 
most competitive series in the world.

Instead, he comes across as relaxed 
and confident, especially after discov-
ering how easily the Ducati package 
came to him. 

“I’m just going to take the weekend 
as it comes. I put more pressure on my-
self than anyone else, and I really take 
things to heart. When I know I could 
have done better is when I really get 
pissed off and upset and angry. When 
I know there’s more in the bike than I 
know I’ve given, I tend to be very hard 
on myself. Of course I’ll be putting 
pressure on myself, but I also know 
that it’s not going to be easy.

“The competition in BSB this year is 
going to be fierce; there are a lot of fast 
people. There are top riders finishing 
in 15th place and below! It won’t be 
easy, but I think this bike is going to 
be extremely competitive – it’s quite 
easily capable of running right at the 
front, and hopefully I’m good enough 
to take it there.”

Moto Rapido Ducati

team boss Steve

Moore has admitted that when he

realised that regular rider Jakub

Smrz would be out for Brands – he

immediately turned to John Hopkins.

“Snetterton was going well for

us after some significant updates

to the bike during the break, so for

Jakub to be struck with more bad

luck left the whole team feeling

cheated of a top result that we all

deserved. It was vital for us to keep

the momentum, so with Jakub

injured for at least two rounds we

had to enlist a rider that could do

the job for us. John was our first

choice and we were thrilled to

secure him. He is clearly focused

and dedicated to be back in BSB.”

But despite the team starting

to make headway with the Ducati,

Moore admits that it’s going to

be a steep learning curve. “The

championship is very unforgiving –

the depth of talent is unrivalled – so

we are asking a lot of John, but I

believe he can really benefit from

the development this year and we

can give him a great package.”

Few could forget just how close

John Hopkins came to taking a 

BSB title in his very first year, 

with only 0.004 separating him 

and eventual winner Tommy Hill 

at Brands Hatch.

Taking four wins and a further 

11 podiums, despite being 

a newcomer to most of the 

circuits, he quickly made his 

mark on the championship

However, his return in 2014 

wasn’t as glorious. Struggling 

on the Tyco Suzuki, his best 

result was fifth, and he finished 

the season 10th overall.

Team boss Moore: 

‘He was our fi rst choice’

John Hopkins’ 
BSB record

ENJOY STAR 
SPOTTING 
AT BRANDS 
FAN DAY 
Last year’s highly successful 

Fans Thursday at Brands 

Hatch is set for a repeat 

performance tomorrow, 

with free entry and plenty of 

activities building up to the 

weekend’s action.

With gates open from 

midday, the Monster Energy 

rig at Clark Curves will be 

the centre point of the day’s 

action, with a whole host of 

top BSB stars appearing to 

meet fans, sign autographs, 

and have your questions put to 

them by Eurosport presenter 

Matt Roberts.

Pit lane will also be open 

from 3pm-5pm, allowing 

fans a chance to get up close 

and personal with the BSB 

machines, while a track walk 

from 5-6pm will give you the 

chance to walk the iconic 

grand prix circuit with the 

weekend’s stars.

MONSTER ENERGY 
FANS THURSDAY

JULY 16 - BRANDS HATCH

After time at home 

reflecting on his 

career, Hopper is 

eager to get back to 

the BSB sharp-end

Join hundreds of BSB fans in the 

Brands pit lane this Thursday
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LIKE
THIS? JOIN THE CLUB!

AWESOME MCE BSB EXPERIENCES WITH CLUB MCE!

BSB PRIZE

Radical rule change for Brands sees

£50,000 up for grabs to the man that

can go from the back of the grid to win

MCE British Superbike bosses have
thrown down a mighty one-off chal-
lenge for Brands Hatch - with double
points and a stack of cash up for grabs.

It’s the biggest shake-up since the
introduction of the Showdown format
in 2010 and is designed to harness the
spirit of the old ‘King of Brands’ tro-
phy. It will see the front row of the grid
offered the chance to start the second
race of the day from the back of the
grid – a considerable risk that comes
with the potential for huge gain, both
financially and for their championship.

Each of the three will automatically
receive a cash prize of £5000 and double
championship points should they ac-
cept the challenge, with an incredible
cash prize of £50,000 if they manage
to scythe through the grid and win
the race.

Coming 15 years to the weekend
since Neil Hodgson won from the back
of the grid at Oulton Park, in what is
acknowledged as one of the greatest
BSB races of all time, BSB promoter
Motorsport Vision’s owner Jonathan
Palmer says that the move is designed
to make the closest superbike series in
the world even more interesting – while
also giving something back to riders.

“I think the entertainment in bike
racing is second to none. The teams are
great, the riders are so skilful, and the
people in the series are good sports as
well. That’s why we felt that this was
something worth doing. We haven’t
introduced it without canvassing the
teams though, and if they weren’t keen
we wouldn’t have done it; BSB is very

BSBREPORTER

FUND
BONANZA

much a partnership. But the reaction
from them was to be as excited as us!

“It’s an absolute record race prize,
and I think it’s going to be a lot of fun!
It gives the leading riders the chance to
show their phenomenal talent. It’s one
thing to disappear off into the lead at the
front, but if they can actually use that
extra pace to come right through and
win, on a circuit like Brands Grand Prix,
which is a good track for overtaking,
then we’re going to see an absolutely
incredible race day.”

Certain to create huge controversy,
much like the divisive Showdown did
on its introduction five years ago, the
move will nonetheless guarantee huge
spectator interest in the second race.

And with a huge prize up for grabs, in
championship points and in cash – in
a series that doesn’t pay prize money
– it may be a case that it’ll take a brave
racer to turn down the possibility of
such a huge payday.

New rules explained

• Front three on the grid given

the choice to start race two from

the back of the grid

• Riders and teams only have to

decide to take the option after

the warm-up lap

• Riders automatically win

£5000 for taking the risk, and

will score double championship

points for any spot in the top 15

• The best finisher of the trio

gets £50,000 for a win, £25,000

for second and £10,000 for third

‘We’re going to 

see an absolutely 

incredible race 

day at Brands’
JONATHAN PALMER
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BSB REPORTER

EXPERT OPINI
SIMONPATTER

BIG THRILLS
AT BRANDS?
BRING IT ON!
The MCE British Superbike

series is all about entertainment

– series director Stuart Higgs

has been quite open about

that in recent years, as he and

his team tinker with the rules

to ensure ultra-close and

competitive racing.

And with that in mind, this

weekend’s incredible new

rule changes should really

come as no surprise to anyone

– but there have been a lot

of raised eyebrows! It’s an

unprecedented step in bike

racing, but here’s the thing – it’s

not the first time BSB has lead

the way in motorsports.

The Showdown, parity

rule changes, the qualifying

structure; they’ve all been

copied by other series in one

way or another; because they

work. BSB is on the crest of

a wave; huge audiences both

at tracks and on TV, multiple

manufacturers capable of

winning races, and arguably

more popular with fans than

World Superbikes. The new

rules will help further that

popularity – who’s going to bet

against a sell-out crowd and

massive TV audience at Brands

on Sunday afternoon?

And maybe more importantly,

it gives something back to the

riders too. In a sport that sees

even some of the top names

paying for their rides it will

be a welcome opportunity for

BSB talent to cash in. It throws

up scenarios such as Peter

Hickman or Josh Waters, both

winners last year, walking away

with the biggest payday of their

careers. Bring it on!

‘Who’s going to

bet against a sell-

out crowd and

huge TV figures?’
SIMON PATTERSON

Championship leader Shane Byrne

says he’s intrigued by the new rules

and he has no idea what he’ll do if he

finds himself in the top three and able

to benefit from the new format.

“I think it’s a wonderful gesture.

There’s no end of people, including

me, who moan that we don’t earn prize

money in the most prestigious race

series in the UK. And from a BSB point

of view, the fact that someone wants to

come in and do something like that for

the championship is fantastic.

“Where you’re at, how practice

and the first race has gone, where

you are in the championship, will all

determine whether or not you could

go and do it. At this stage, I’m not even

contemplating it. We have to work like

we have been, and see where we are

for race two.

“Going into the Showdown five

podium credits worse off because

I’ve taken a gamble is a tricky one.

My boys work bloody hard, and Birdy

has thrown all his own money at it, to

try and win the title. They’re going to

be thinking ‘f***ing hell, we’ve been

working 12-hour days and you want to

go and do that for a big prize fund!’”

‘IT’S A GAMBLE’

Not only will the new rules 
make for a spectacular weekend at Brands, but the race will also be live on free-to-view TV for the fi rst time since 2007. A deal with Eurosport’s 

new owners will see the race 
simulcast on Quest, available 

free on Freeview, Sky and 
Virgin in the UK.

BSB set to go 
out live and free

Honda Racing boss Havier Beltran 

was one of the men consulted 

before the idea was announced – 

he’s not against the concept, but 

says he has major reservations.

He said: “A lot of teams have 

been having a quiet look behind 

the scenes for the past few 

months to try and create a prize 

fund, so it’s interesting to see this 

coming for Brands. It’s interesting 

to see it coming in now, with the 

teams only being given 10 days 

notice – but you have to look at the 

facts, and Shakey is running away 

with the championship. With the 

implementation of the new podium 

credits going into the Showdown, 

it’s made it even easier for him –

and it’s no fault of Shakey or PBM

– and part of me says they deserve

to win, so putting some hurdles in

his way is interesting.

“It’s hard to plan being second

or third quickest, and even then

the front row don’t have to take the

opportunity. There’s a few who you

would say would take it given the

opportunity, who have nothing to

lose, but some others might think

‘you know what, I have a chance

of staying in the Showdown and

I don’t want to jeopardise that’ -

there’s only three rounds left of

the regular season after Brands.

“It’ll be down to our riders; it’ll

be their choice what they do if

they’re in that position. However,

we’ll make sure that they

understand the ramifications of it

– if, dare I say it, they don’t get any

points and then miss out on the

Showdown by six points, they’d

need to understand that.”

Honda boss: ‘Putting hurdles in Shakey’s way is interesting’

‘We’ll make

sure our riders

understand the

ramifications’
HAVIER BELTRAN

SHAKEY

Beltran says he’ll let his riders 

decide, but they need to think hard

It could make for some wild viewing

BSB 2000 

and  Hodgson 

famously wins 

from dead last

Shakey says 

the prize fund 

is good news

He is leading the 

series but the idea 

has its risks
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Guy Martin is still waiting for that TT
win but had the honour of matching
Joey Dunlop’s record of three con-
secutive Southern 100 Solo victories
when he won the feature race on his
Tyco BMW at the Isle of Man circuit.

“What a day for it,” the delighted
33-year-old smiled after taking the
win at a sun-drenched Isle of Man
after practice for the event had been
ruined by two days of heavy rain.

Tyco BMW man continues to shine at what he describes as the ‘best race of the year’

‘We made a couple

of little changes

and just kept

her steady’
GUY MARTIN

“We didn’t have a lot of dry time on
the bike so we made a couple of little
changes from this morning and just
kept her steady,” Martin explained.

“This was our first time here on the
BMW. If you get a bike that is perfect
here it will work anywhere because this
is the most demanding circuit and what
works at the TT doesn’t always work
here. I saw Michael Dunlop struggle
with his BMW here last year and I can
see now why he did.”

Martin led the nine-lap race
from start to finish during the 60th
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GUY MATCHES JOEY’S
By Steven Davison

ROADS REPORTER

anniversary meeting on the 4.25-mile 
Billown course. He eventually won by 
0.7 seconds from local favourite, Dan 
Kneen on the Valvoline Padgett’s Honda 

with Ivan Lintin third on the RC Express 
Kawasaki. Kneen set the fastest lap of 
the race at 112.962mph as he hounded 
Martin all the way to the flag.

“I knew where I was faster than 
Guy,” Kneen explained. “There was 
only one clear opportunity to pass 
and I was saving it for the last lap but 
I didn’t get the chance because I got 
caught out by backmarkers. Guy got 
through, but I couldn’t.”

Lintin, who rode the superstock 
version of his ZX-10R Kawasaki, lost 
the tow to the front two when he got 

caught up in Michael Dunlop’s crash 
at Ballabeg on the third lap. Lintin hit 
Dunlop after he slid off his MD Racing 
BMW, leaving the Ballymoney man 
badly bruised.

“This is my first time with a proper 
superbike and so far I feel more com-
fortable on the stocker,” Lintin ex-
plained. “The superbike seems much 
more of a handful but maybe it’s just 
me. I was managing to stick with the 
pace until I ran over Michael.”

The crash ruined Dunlop’s chances 
of taking the fight to Martin in the 

Martin’s new go-faster hair is 

lurking under that hat but what 

does the future hold? See page 14

SOUTHERN 100

TT REVIEW132-PAGE GLOSSY MAGAZINE

OUT NOW!
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‘The big bike feels a 

bit like an untamed 

bull but the boys 

are working hard’
DEAN HARRISON

“I’m taking the rough with the smooth 
– and at the minute I’m just waiting for 
the smooth to arrive,” Dean Harrison 
joked after his latest outing on the new 
MarTrain R1 at the Southern 100.

The 26-year-old was lucky to walk 
away from a high speed crash at 
Ballawhetsone on his superbike spec 
R1 during Tuesday evening’s wet race. 
The bike was completely destroyed in 
the incident.

“I am beginning to think the bike 
doesn’t like me,” Harrison, who also 
crashed his Superstock spec R1 at 
the North West 200 in May, said dur-
ing Thursday evening’s prize-giving 
ceremony. 

“I was in fourth gear so it was fast. 
The bike just spun me round in a circle 
and threw me over the top.”

The team sent a mechanic back to 
their Northern Ireland base to collect 
a new rolling chassis and Harrison fin-
ished on the podium behind Guy Martin 
and Michael Dunlop in Wednesday 
evening and Thursday morning’s big 
bike races on a stocker spec R1.

“The bike is fast and we are making 
progress but it is frustrating because 
I don’t really feel that I can push as 
hard as I want to,” the Bradford rider 
complained.

Harrison won five races from seven 
starts at last year’s Southern but he only 
managed one victory this time out.

His 2015 bad luck intervened once 
again as he enjoyed a four-second lead 

Dan Kneen had a strong Southern
100, but he couldn’t quite turn all of
his promise into a race win. He set
the fastest lap of the race and finished 
runner-up to Guy Martin in the Solo
Championship feature race and had
podium finishes in both 600cc races.

“To be honest I expected to do bet-
ter,” a slightly disappointed Kneen
said afterwards. “So far this year I
have been riding with Bruce Anstey’s 
set up on the bikes and he rides a bit
different from me so we are starting to 
make some changes now.”

Kneen on his way to 

600 podiums at the 

Southern 100

on the final lap of the opening Super-
sport race when his R6’s alternator blew 
and in the feature race he was sidelined 
by a chain problem when lying third.  

But Harrison had the consolation of 
taking victory in Thursday morning’s 
second 600cc event.

“The big bike feels a bit like an un-
tamed bull with a mind of its own but 
the MarTrain boys are working hard 
to get to grips with it,” Harrison said.

“Tim Martin, the team owner, 
doesn’t mess about and I have com-
plete confidence in the squad.”

KNEEN ON THE CASE

HARRISON: ‘I DON’T THINK 
THE YAMAHA LIKES ME!’

RECORD
The Braddan man had a great 2014 

when he dominated the Irish national 
events on John Burrows’ Cookstown-
backed machines before taking his first 
international win in the Superstock 
race at the Ulster Grand Prix.

“I want to stay with Clive Padgett’s 
team next year and I really like riding 
the Honda,” the 27-year-old said.

“I did my best ever lap times in every 
class at the TT this year so I want to 
build on that. I am looking forward to 
getting another good run at the Ulster 
Grand Prix.” 

feature race after the two rivals 
shared a superbike race win apiece.

Martin had steered his Tyco BMW 
to a 0.2s victory over the 11-times 
TT winner in Wednesday evening’s 
opening big bike encounter but 
Dunlop struck back in Thursday 
morning’s seven-lapper to take 
only his second road race win of 
2015. Riding a new 2015 superstock 
spec S1000RR BMW, Dunlop set the 
fastest lap of the week at 113.512mph 
to nick the win by 0.08s and set up 
a mouth watering battle that never 

materialised in the feature race.
“I am not where I want to be yet 

but to win around here on a super-
stock bike is cool,” Dunlop said.

Already battered and bruised 
following his Superbike TT crash, 
Dunlop said he wasn’t able to tuck 
in behind the bubble on a 600 so 
left his CBR600RR at home. The 
25-year-old will now face a battle 
to get fit for the next showdown 
with his arch rival, Martin, at his 
home race in Armoy on July 24-25.  
■ Guy Martin interview, p14

RESULTS

IN BRIEF

ELLAN VANNIN FUELS 

SENIOR RACE

1 Guy Martin

2 Michael Dunlop 

3 Dean Harrison

4 Dan Kneen

5 Ivan Lintin

6 James Cowton 

7 Jamie Coward 

8 Billy Redmayne 

9 Anthony Redmond 

10 Michael Russell 

MANX GAS SOLO 

CHAMPIOSNHIP

1 Guy Martin

2 Dan Kneen

3 Ivan Lintin

4 Russ Mountford 

5 James Cowton 

6 Jamie Coward 

7 Mark Goodings 

8 Billy Redmayne 

9 Mark Parrett 

10 Michael Russell 

JOEY’S RECORD

Joey Dunlop’s Solo 

Championship hat-trick at the 

Southern 100 came in 1976-

1978 in the early years of his 

career. The Ballymoney man 

remains the most successful 

solo racer on the Billown circuit 

with 31 career victories.

2015 Lightweight TT winner, Ivan 

Lintin won both Supertwin races 

on the RC Express Kawasaki.

Joey’s records still dominate Billown Tim Reeves put a miserable TT 

behind him with a double in the 

Southern 100 sidecar races with 

passenger Mark Wilkes in the 

chair of his DMR Honda. 

Privateer Seamus Elliott was 

overjoyed to win the opening 

600cc race on Wednesday 

evening from Russ Mountford 

and Dan Kneen. Running road 

suspension on the front, the Irish 

rider won by half-a-second. 



Kent’s on target

for the title and

on track for a

promotion
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Danny Kent’s champion form at the
Sachsenring Moto3 race saw him leave
Germany with an arguably unassailable
lead as he moves ever closer to securing
the title. Kent set the pace throughout
the weekend with lap times his Moto3
rivals could only dream of, and once he
hit the front he was away. His perfor-
mance was the latest in a scintillating
season that has seen him draw high
praise from Honda’s top brass with all
the talk now on a Moto2 ride in 2016.

Kent’s team boss, Stefan Kiefer, told
MCN that the team are advancing with
plans to return to Moto2 and that they
want Kent on the bike. The German
squad won the title in 2011 with Stefan
Bradl, and with Kent so comfortable
within the team there’s little chance

Kent rules at the Sachsenring as team plot step up to the next level for 2016

John McPhee was left to rue a

grid penalty at the Sachsenring

with the Scot unable to finish in

the points after being one of 11

riders punished by race control for

following other riders in the hope of

a tow in qualifying. McPhee felt that

the penalty wasn’t fair and losing

three places on the grid and the first

10 minutes of warm-up left him out

of contention. “Race direction have

a job to do and it’s hard for them to

monitor everyone,” he said. “I did

sector one, two and three all fast

and at the end of the lap there were

people all over the line. The safe

thing to do was to pull of the line 

and I got a penalty for that.”

that Kent will be tempted elsewhere
for the 2016 season.

Kiefer confirmed that the team are
assessing their options and have already
talked to chassis manufacturers. The
deadline for teams to confirm their
place will be at the end of this month
but their pedigree in Moto2 and their
performances this year would make
them a very attractive proposition to
series promoters, Dorna.

“If Danny wins the championship, or
even finishes second or third, he will
want to move up to Moto2 and hope-
fully that can be with us,” said Kiefer.
“We have been talking to constructors
about next year but nothing has been
agreed. We have to think about it be-
cause Danny is doing such a great job
in Moto3. Hopefully we can keep our
main sponsor and for sure there will
be an opportunity to move up.”

Kent has now extended his title lead
to 66 points over Enea Bastianini and 

the Englishman has the advantage of
now being able to ride for points rather
than wins. Kent, however, is in no
mood to play too safe with nine races
still remaining. The target for him is to
keep putting his rivals under pressure
and if he can do that, the championship
will take care of itself.

“I want to try and get as many wins
as possible,” said Kent. “But like I said
before, I won’t do anything stupid. If I
feel I can go out and win a race, then I
will try and do that. Winning a cham-

pionship is not only winning races, it’s a
long year and we need to keep collecting
these points. I’m happy with the way
the first half of the season has gone.”

Repsol Honda boss, Livio Suppo,
was one of many to comment on Kent’s
season with the Italian telling MCN:
“He’s been really impressive. Hon-
estly, I don’t remember anyone in 125
or Moto 3 dominating like he has this
year– not even Valentino or Dani. The
level in Moto3 is so high and the bikes
are so similar.”

The praise from Suppo and others
within the paddock can be a double-
edged sword. It’s always great to be
told that you’re doing a great job but
with such comments comes expecta-
tion and therefore pressure.

“All these people saying good things
about me gives me motivation,” Kent
said. “I love being on top. We’ll just
keep working hard and try to do the
same in the second half of the year.”

McPhee hurt 
by penalty 

DOMINANT DANNY 
SET FOR MOTO2

STEVE ENGLISH

steve.english@motorcyclenews.com

AT SACHSENRING

MOTOGP REPORTER

‘Danny will want to

move up to Moto2

and hopefully

that can be

with us’
STEFAN KIEFER

MOTOGP |  ROUND 9 |  SACHSENRING
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EXCLUSIVETICKET OFFERSave over £25 with MCNTo take advantage of this offer visitwww.silverstone.co.uk process yourorder and enter the promotion codewhen prompted. Alternatively pleasephone the Silverstone ticket hotlineon 0844 3750 500, and quote the promotion code

Don’t miss your

chance to be part of

the race of the year

Hot deals and fan packages for the British GP at Silverstone this August
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GET ON THE FANSTAND!
MotoGP returns to Silverstone this
August 28-30, and is shaping up to
be a fantastic three-day festival of
motorcycle sport, all heightened by
our British riders enjoying their most
successful season in decades – across
all three classes.

Silverstone has produced some great
racing from all classes over the last five
years, is one of the fastest circuits on
the GP calendar, and a firm favourite
with our Brit riders – all looking for-
ward to performing in front of their

home crowd. And this year you
can fly your colours even more

prominently with a host
of new ‘fanstands’

on offer, in-
cluding

an officially supported Valentino
Rossi fanstand.

The man with the plan is Patrick
Allen, MD of Silverstone, and a MotoGP
superfan himself. “I’m a bike guy, plain
and simple,” says Patrick. “I’ve always
loved bikes and that’s why we’re try-
ing to make the British GP in August
one of the best events that any fan can
come to throughout the year. We’ve
been taking our cues from different
events and festivals to try and give
everyone that goes to Silverstone an
experience unlike any other.

“Every time I drive into Silverstone
in the morning and I pass underneath
the bridge on the way in the hairs on
my arms stand on end and I get a tingle
of excitement. I want MotoGP fans to 

experience the same thing and to be
able to bring their family to a race
without it costing them the world.
Ticket pricing has been a key area for
us to target and keeping costs down
at the track – and MCN’s special offers
make it even more affordable.

“We love racing, and MotoGP is so
strong at the moment that it’s some-
thing that everyone will enjoy, so we’re
trying to make sure that it’s affordable
for fans and that there’s also plenty to
keep everyone entertained throughout
the weekend. This year’s British GP is 
going to be something special!”

Book your fanstand place – NOW!

With your weekend ticket booking,
you can opt to be a part of one of these 

great fanstands alongside likeminded
airhorn-toting spectators:
O Valentino Rossi VR46 Fan Club -
Copse C (first corner)
O Suzuki fanstand – Copse A (first
corner)
O Marc Marquez fan club –
Silverstone Six
O Ducati fan stand – Luffield (SOLD
OUT)

The fanstands are available to pur-
chase on a weekend ticket only (MCN
offer price Adult £83.95, Child £47.45).
On race day staff will be available at the
back of the stands to give out either a
flag, tee or cap. The merchandise of-
fered differs from stand to stand: eg
Marc Marquez fans get a flag, while
the Suzuki fans get a tee, cap and flag.

Countless independent tests have shown you’d need to spend many thousands more on engine, brakes and

suspension, to gain anywhere near the all-round performance improvements provided by just fitting a pair of

ultra-light - yet far stronger than metal - BST PrePreg Carbon Fibre Road Legal Race Wheels, from £2187 inc. VAT.

*Offers subject to Ts & Cs. Finance subject to status and may not be used with any other promotion/discount. Calls may be recorded. E&OEwww.BikeHPS.com

See more independent comments on our website, or call us now for a chat

“...if you’re serious about wanting a genuine performance upgrade, then leave all the [other]
bits on the shelf and make a set of these wheels your only mod” Fast Bikes Magazine

“The whole bike’s just so much more agile. It’s awesome” Motorcycle Sport & Leisure Magazine

“...no other modification will instantly cut two seconds from your lap times, even for this price.” Fast Bikes

www.BikeHPS.com/bst01773 831122
CARBON FIBRE WHEELS

Lightest, strongest and best value for pound/performance

CHEAPEST PERFORMANCE UPGRADE...

WHERE’S YOUR MONEY BEING SPENT? 0% Interest
on Finance
available*

Call us now, or visit our
website for details 

Find bikehps on...
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“Damage limitation” was how Sam 
Lowes described his fifth-place finish 
in Germany. A sentiment that shows 
just how far the 24-year-old Brit has 
come in 2015 as he reaches the midway 
point of the season holding third in the 
championship standings. 

And it’s this dramatic season-long 
form and the way he goes about his 
business on and off track that has 
caused the paddock to sit up and take 
notice of the former World Supersport 
champion. Lowes has been able to show 
a blistering turn of speed this year and 
it’s that outright pace that has made 
him a central player in the rider market. 

Having been able to make the Speed 
Up chassis look as good as the over-
whelmingly favoured Kalex, Lowes 
now looks likely to have a choice of 
rides for next year. He has plenty of 
options on the table in both Moto2 and 
MotoGP and he will make his mind up 
in the coming weeks. 

“I think that this year has been re-
ally strong for me,” said Lowes. “We’ve 
learned a lot as a team and I think I’ve 
started to show people what I can do. I 
want to be in MotoGP, but I also know 
the value of winning a world title and 
if I stay in Moto2 next year I want to 
win the championship. I’ve learned so 
much this year by racing in this class 
and I want to keep improving.

“On the other hand, I’m 24 and I 
know that with so much to learn in 
MotoGP that if there’s a good oppor-
tunity to move up I’ll have to look at it. 

I didn’t come up through the ranks like 
a lot of guys here so I know that there’s 
lots I need to work at, but I feel that I’m 
fast enough to race in MotoGP.”

Michael Bartholemy, team principal 
of Marc VDS, told MCN that the team 
has talked to Lowes about moving to 
the squad for next year in Moto2, but 
at the moment that switch looks un-
likely. Alex Marquez will remain with 
the team for a second season, and the 
Belgian squad also has an option to 
retain Tito Rabat if the current Moto2 
champion cannot find a seat in MotoGP. 
The Pons and Italtrans teams are also 
potential landing spots for Lowes in 
Moto2, along with his current Speed 
Up squad.

Lowes also has MotoGP aspirations 
and the Moto2 race-winner’s stock 
is very high at the moment. Roger 
Burnett, Lowes’ manager, told MCN 

Top Brit has to choose whether to make the jump to

MotoGP or stay and fi ght for Moto2 crown in 2016
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Marc Marquez
25 points

Excellent return to form

for the reigning champ

Dani Pedrosa
20 points

Another 2015 podium for 

rapid Spaniard

Valentino Rossi
16 points

Suitably beat Lorenzo to 

extend title lead
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MOTOGP

RACE TOP SPEEDS

CHAMPIONSHIP MOTOGP CHAMPIONSHIP MOTO2 CHAMPIONSHIP MOTO3

FINAL POSITIONS FINAL POSITIONS FINAL POSITIONS

MOTOGP TOP SPEEDS

FASTEST RACE LAP

LAPS LED THIS SEASON

POSITIONS

1’21.530
Marquez

Gains&losses(gridvfinish)

Ridersafter9rounds Ridersafter9rounds Ridersafter9rounds

MOTOGP MOTO2 MOTO3

183.62
PEDROSA

MPH

182.31mph

183.62mph

181.81mph

181.32mph

181.32mph

180.88mph

Pedrosa

Iannone

Smith

Dovizioso

Lorenzo

Barbera

Circuit lap record:  

Marquez 1’20.336 (new)

■  Length: 2.281 miles
■  Corners: 13 – 10 left,3 right
■  Longest straight: 

0.435 miles
■ Race conditions:

Dry 27° air temp,
42° track temp

CHAMPIONSHIP DASHBOARD

MOTOGP

1 Marquez
Honda

2 Pedrosa
Honda

3 Rossi
Yamaha

4 Lorenzo
Yamaha

5 Iannone
Ducati

6 Smith
Yamaha

7 Crutchlow
Honda

8 P Espargaro
Yamaha

9 Petrucci
 Ducati

10  A Espargaro
 Suzuki

GP qualifying

Moto2 race

Moto3 race

1’20.336
(Marquez)

1’24.538
(Morbidelli)

1’26.916
(Kent)

QLorenzo QMarquez

1 Marquez SPA 41’01.087

2 Pedrosa SPA +2.226

3 Rossi ITA +5.608

4 Lorenzo SPA +9.928

5 Iannone ITA +20.785

6 Smith GBR +23.215

7 Crutchlow GBR +29.881

8 P Espargaro SPA +34.953

9 Petrucci ITA +35.875

10 A Espargaro SPA +37.253

11 Vinales SPA +37.274

12 Hernandez COL +42.081

13 Barbera SPA +48.611

14 Bautista SPA +50.687

15 MIller AUS +53.869

16 Hayden USA +58.921

17 Laverty IRL +1’02.738

18 De Angelis RSM +1’03.122

19 Baz FRA +1’11.162

1 Rossi ITA 179

2 Lorenzo SPA 166

3 Iannone ITA 118

4 Marquez SPA 114

5 Dovizioso ITA 87

6 Smith GBR 87

7 Pedrosa SPA 67

8 Crutchlow GBR 66

9 P Espargaro SPA 64

10 Vinales SPA 57

1 Zarco FRA 179

2 Rabat SPA 114

3 Lowes GBR 107

4 Rins SPA 103

5 Luthi SWI 99

6 Simeon BEL 84

7 Folger GER 77

8 Morbidelli ITA 62

9 Kallio FIN 47

10 Simon SPA 47

1 Kent GBR 190

2 Bastianini ITA 124

3 Oliveira POR 102

4 Fenati ITA 99

5 Vazquez SPA 96

6 Binder RSA 75

7 Quartararo FRA 74

8 Vinales SPA 64

9 Antonelli ITA 60

10 Bagnaia ITA 55

1 Simeon BEL 41’09.295

2 Zarco FRA +0.083

3 Rins SPA +1.646

4 Corsi ITA +6.386

5 Lowes GBR +9.284

6 Luthi SWI +10.432

7 Nakagami JPN +10.592

8 Baldassarri ITA +12.518

9 Simon SPA +14.862

10 Aegerter SWI +14.953

11 Cortese GER +17.529

12 Kallio FIN +18.820

13 Krummenac SEI +21.869

14 Folger GER +22.362

15 Pons SPA +23.275

16 Syahrin MAL +23.429

17 Salom SPA +28.507

18 Marquez SPA +32.740

19 Cardus SPA +33.465

1  Kent GBR 39’29.359

2 Vazquez SPA +7.554

3 Bastianini ITA +9.603

4 Fenati ITA +9.629

5 Antonelli ITA +9.664

6 Navarro SPA +9.807

7 Binder RSA +9.837

8 Masbou FRA +10.266

9 Locatelli ITA +10.352

10 Ajo FIN +11.558

11 Oettl GER +11.777

12 Martin SPA +18.416

13 Hanika CZE +18.426

14 Kornfeil CZE +28.782

15 Danilo FRA +28.892

16 Loi BEL +28.958

17 McPhee GBR +29.218

18 Vinales SPA +29.478

19 Khairuddin MAL +29.750

Pos Rider Nat Race time

Pos Rider Nat    Points Pos Rider Nat    Points Pos Rider Nat    Points

Pos Rider Nat Race time Pos Rider Nat Race time

QDovizioso
Q�Rossi
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=

=

STEVE ENGLISH

steve.english@motorcyclenews.co

AT SACHSENRING

MOTOGP REPORTER

Even on the less favoured 

Speed Up chassis, Lowes’ 

talent has turned heads  

in both Moto2 and MotoGP
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A first-lap crash brought an abrupt
halt to what had been a positive week-
end for Scott Redding in Germany.
Looking more confident and, more
importantly, faster than in previous
outings, Redding finished inside the
top three in two practice sessions. The
young Brit showed much improved
race pace and felt that he had the po-
tential to finish in the top 10, but his
crash meant he never got to prove it.

LAVERTY’S
ITALIAN JOB
Michael Laverty returned to the
MotoGP grid on Sunday, replacing
Marco Melandri in the official factory
Aprilia team. The Ulsterman, whose
full-time ride is with Tyco BMW in
British Superbikes, had a difficult
weekend and finished 20th.

While this was a one-off ride,
Aprilia are keen to discuss further
races with him, but on Sunday he
was keen to stress his commitment
to his British championship team. “I
really enjoyed this weekend. We’ll
see what the future brings but I’m
looking forward to racing at Brands
next weekend on the BMW in BSB.”

“We have been talking to premier-
class teams and there are lots of options
available if he decides to move class.

“But nothing is signed yet and I’ll
sit down with Sam this week and talk
about where he wants to race next year.
He has the speed and potential to be a
Moto2 champion, and he’s still got a
chance to do that this year, but once
we decide on Moto2 or MotoGP we’ll
then look at the available options and
make the best decision for him.”

Bradley Smith again showed why he
deserves a new factory contract in
MotoGP by taking his sixth top-six
finish of the campaign in Germany on
Sunday. Now the top satellite rider,
his stock in the MotoGP market place
is rising, and with the Suzuka 8 Hours
later this month he has an ideal oppor-
tunity to show the attending Yamaha
top brass just how good he is.

“I don’t honestly know what Herve’s
(Poncharal – Tech3 Yamaha team boss)
plans are,” said Smith when asked about
his future. “I haven’t heard anything
negative but also nothing to say there’s
a contract on the table. I don’t know if
it’s his or Yamaha’s decision but be-

tween the two of them it’s still quiet.”
With no deal as yet from Yamaha

and Tech3, Smith has been doing his
due diligence and had discussions
with other teams. While it’s clear that
remaining at Tech3 is his top priority
the key is to remain on a competitive
bike in MotoGP.

“I decided I need to look at all offers
and make sure I have a few back-up op-
tions if staying at Tech3 doesn’t come
through. I’d hate to think it wouldn’t
because I’ve made it clear that I really
want to stay but it has to be on the right
terms as well. Yamaha is a great bike
but there are other very good ones out
there right now.”

DEMAND

WHAT COULD
HAVE BEEN
FOR SCOTT TT REVIEW 2015

132 PAGE GLOSSY MAGAZINE

ON SALENOW

ALSO AVAILABLE TO
DOWNLOAD ON THE iPad

‘There’s lots I need 

to improve on, but I 

feel I’m fast enough 

to race in MotoGP’
SAM LOWES

Lowes has turned his reputation around and become hot paddock property 

Smith leads 

Crutchlow as top 

satellite rider

SMITH DOING ALL HE CAN 
TO SECURE MOTOGP FUTURE
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When Valentino Rossi jumped from
his Yamaha M1 at the end of Sunday’s
race, you’d have been mistaken for
thinking he’d just won rather than
finished third. Rossi milked his po-
dium in Germany, completely unfazed
by the fact that he had no answer to
the Hondas of Marc Marquez or Dani
Pedrosa, yet totally satisfied to have
beaten team-mate Jorge Lorenzo and
taken another three points out of the
Spaniard in the title race.

“This result is very important be-
cause I extended the lead over Jorge,”
enthused Rossi. “We have the four-
week break now so it’s important to
have an advantage at the end of the
first half of the season. I’m happy but I
know that the battle will be very, very
hard in the second half. We won’t make
the stupid mistake of thinking that
Marquez is out of the championship
because now he’s quite far behind but
he will be very strong.”

The podium marked Rossi’s 13th
consecutive rostrum finish and while
the Honda was stronger at the Sach-
senring it was crucial for Rossi to show
again that he is the man within the
Yamaha garage. During the opening
nine rounds of 2015 the Yamaha has
clearly been the better bike. Lorenzo
won four races in a row, but Rossi has
dug deep in the last two races to tip the
pendulum back in his favour.

Rossi will be delighted to go into the
summer break with Lorenzo stewing
for four weeks before he has the chance
to fight back. The mental battle between
the two multiple world champions
promises to be a fascinating one.

In Germany Rossi knew that he was

“It’s a very important podium be-
cause from Friday we understood that
we are not at the same level as Marquez
and Pedrosa at this track. We suffered
a bit here but we worked well and after
the warm-up we did improve because
we tried something different to be
stronger in braking. My bike was very
good for the race so I started to push.”

The Yamaha package couldn’t chal-
lenge Honda in Germany, but having
won seven races so far this year, the
fact that they were beaten at a track
that Honda has historically dominated
should came as little surprise. The YZR-
M1 is the most rounded package on
the grid and has two riders capable of
winning races. One swallow does not
make a summer and while the Yamaha
team-mates will know that Marquez
has the taste for victory back on his
lips the title fight remains between
them – for the moment at least.

Italian superstar stretches his title lead by beating Lorenzo

‘It was a good battle 

with Jorge but I 

knew that I was a 

little bit faster’
VALENTINO ROSSI

stronger than Lorenzo and that it was 
vital to strike against his title rival. 

“It was a good race and I enjoyed it 
because I was able to overtake Dani 
and Jorge. It was a good battle with 
Jorge but I knew that I was a little bit 
faster so I pushed to the maximum to 
try to make a gap and get away from 
Jorge. With Dani it was difficult to 
fight but when he overtook me I put 
the hook in his seat! I went with him 
because I knew that it can help me a 
lot to make distance from Jorge. Dani 
rode very well.”

Once again Rossi was left lamenting a 
poor qualifying performance that saw 
him start from the second row of the 
grid. True to form he was able to make a 
step with his set-up in morning warm-
up, leaving him far more confident for 
the race, but he never had the pace to 
fight with Marquez and when Pedrosa 
attacked him he had no answer. 
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Damage limitation for Jorge

GoPro mounted to Rossi’s fizz captured a third place celebration as joyous as a win

Rear grip issues meant 

Lorenzo couldn’t match 

his team-mate’s pace

While Lorenzo was far from happy to 

lose three points to Valentino Rossi 

in the standings he realised that it 

was as good as could be expected 

given the circumstances. 

The Sachsenring has never been 

a favourite of Lorenzo, yielding a 

solitary win in 2010, and while he 

hit the front at the start of Sunday’s 

race he never looked capable of 

fighting with the top three once the 

grip dropped from the rear tyre. As 

he lost grip and acceleration, he also

lost any chance of a podium finish. 

“At the moment my riding 

style means that I could not take 

advantage of the tyre when the 

grip drops and Valentino can,” said 

Lorenzo. “I tried to follow Valentino 

as much as possible, but today he 

rode better. The good thing is that 

in a bad race (for me) he could only 

finish third, he could not overtake 

Dani. If he had finished second the 

difference in points would have been 

much bigger. Losing three points is 

not so bad, considering how many 

problems I had in the race.”

KEEPS HIS
STEVE ENGLISH

steve.english@motorcyclenews.co

AT SACHSENRING

MOTOGP REPORTER

PODIUM DELIGHT
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‘Our bike is still 

very young and 

maybe the bike 

was too fast, too 

early in the year’ 
DAVIDE TARDOZZI

Andrea Dovizioso crashed for the sec-
ond time in three races and the Italian 
now looks under pressure with team-
mate Andrea Iannone racking up solid 
points finishes in every race. Iannone 
had another top-five finish and remains 
third in the championship. 

The crash came in the early laps after 
the Italian lost the front while carrying 
more corner speed than normal into 
turn five. With overtaking so difficult 
at the Sachsenring, Dovizioso was rid-
ing at the limit to get into contention, 
but overstepped the mark.

The upcoming test in Misano now 
has added importance with Ducati 
searching for a solution that can help 
Dovi get back to his early-season form. 
The GP15 is struggling at low grip cir-
cuits. When the surface is grippy the 
bike works, so working on better set-
tings will be the focus for Dovizioso.

Dovizioso added: “We have two days 
of testing at Misano – Wednesday and 
Thursday – and it will be very impor-
tant for us. Because in two days you 
have time and you can try something 
big to understand a better way and 
have more feedback and time to make 
changes than on a race weekend.”

Dovizioso said that he is lacking 
grip on the edge of the tyre but having 
fought for the win in Qatar and after 
such a strong start to the year it’s clear 
the Ducati has lost ground on the top 

Cal Crutchlow could only finish
seventh on Sunday and given that
Honda dominated the race with Marc
Marquez and Dani Pedrosa it was a
disappointing day for the Brit. Tyres
were the main reason that the LCR
Honda rider struggled and he spent
the end of the race ‘just riding around
making sure to finish’.

A problem with his rear tyre saw
the rubber spin on the rim by over
six inches. On the way to the grid
Crutchlow decided to use the me-
dium front tyre, having been told by
Honda that both Marquez and Pedrosa
would race that compound. On the grid
Crutchlow was then informed that the
factory riders had switched compounds
but it was too late for him to change.

Rossi rode a solid 

race to finish third 

and extend title lead

Crutchlow rues not 

trusting his instinct 

on tyre choice

Both Suzukis flowed in the circuit’s fast corners but struggled in the slower stuff

bikes on the grid. Ducati team manager 
Davide Tardozzi told MCN, “Our bike 
is still very young and maybe the bike 
was too fast, too early in the year!” 

Both Cal Crutchlow and Bradley 
Smith called the Ducati “a rocket” 
on the straights and that’s clearly the 
strength of the bike at the moment. 
Finding a way to unlock the rest of 
the potential is the key of this week’s 
Misano test.

CRUTCHLOW HELD 
BACK BY TYRE CHOICE

DUCATI DEVELOPMENT 
HITS THE ROCKS AGAIN

DISTANCE

“I should have gone with my instinct 
which was to run the hard one,” said 
Crutchlow. “I thought to put it on, and 
they said Marc is going to run the same 
as me, the medium, so I stuck with it. 
Then the five-minute mark come up 
and they said Marc’s running the hard 
as well. It wasn’t going to make me win 
the race or put me on the podium but it 
would have put me in a lot better posi-
tion because I kept losing the front.”

Crutchlow’s future was a key topic 
over the weekend with his manag-
er, Bob Moore, seen throughout the 
weekend in discussions with Lucio 
Cechinello and HRC figures. Staying 
on the Honda is Crutchlow’s preferred 
option but there has been interest from 
other teams and manufacturers.

The Suzuki team of Aleix Espargaro and 
Maverick Vinales arrived in Germany 
sporting a new retro livery on their 
GSX-RRs and with high hopes for the 
race. But ultimately they were unable 
to deliver on their pre-race expecta-
tions finishing 10th and 11th.

Team Principal Davide Brivio said: 
“This weekend wasn’t as good as we 
expected because we thought this 
would be one of our best tracks. We 
needed a different setting in the slow 
corners. Now we will go to Misano to 
test and there’s similar corners there 
to what we have experienced here.” 

SUZUKI OFF THE PACE AT SACHSENRING
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By the standards of a double MotoGP
champion, Marc Marquez has had a
miserable year but in Germany the
Repsol Honda man was back on form
with a dominant victory. The switch
back to the 2014 chassis in Assen two
weeks ago has reinvigorated Marquez’s
season, with the Spaniard taking full
advantage of the more supple response
under braking – giving him the ability
to ride on the edge and even recover
when he oversteps the mark.

In Germany he was able to ride on
that limit while being consistently half
a second quicker than the field. With
Marquez leading home a Honda
one-two, the question
sweeping through
the MotoGP
paddock is all
about wheth-
er Honda are
truly back on
track, or whether
the unique Sachsen-
ring layout played to
their advantage and was
simply a one-off?

Many assumed the
twisty nature of the track
would play to the strengths
of the Yamaha – but with rid-
ers forced to spend so much time
on the edge of the tyre and cornering
ability paramount, the Honda has al-
ways been the bike to have in Germany.
Also Marquez and Pedrosa both have
an unbelievable record at the track –

made. Marquez had been riding on a
knife-edge earlier in the season and
while he now looks more comfortable
on the bike, he owned up to having
had moments of doubt about his rid-
ing style earlier in the year.

“The first part of the season was
difficult because from the begin-
ning, from the third race, I was fast
but I didn’t have much feel from the
bike and I didn’t have the confidence
I needed,” said Marquez.

“Now in Assen and here I am fast
and I feel I can play with the bike and
manage the tyres properly. During the
six races where we struggled, I decided
at one point that maybe it was my rid-
ing style that needed to change. Now I
don’t have this doubt and I know that

I need to believe in myself, my team
and in Honda because step by step
we are coming back.”

Shuhei Nakamoto, vice-pres-
ident of Honda’s racing divi-

sion HRC, told MCN that he felt
that the improvements seen in
the last two races have had as

much to do with a change of
mind set as with a change of
equipment.

“The riders did a very
good job,” said Nakamoto

after the Sachsenring race. “I
don’t know why, but this track

has always been very strong for
the Honda bikes. We have made a

big improvement with set-up lately
but also in the last few races Marc has
started to enjoy racing again. Before
he was fighting the bike and now he
is riding much smoother.”

Spaniard back on song with Sachsenring victory, but he needs to keep winning

‘I decided at  

one point that 

maybe my style 

needed to change’
MARC MARQUEZ

Marquez hasn’t been beaten there since 
2010. So all the ingredients were there 
for a Marquez victory, something the 
man himself admitted after the race. 

“We must be honest and say this 
track suits my riding style and the 
Honda,” said Marquez. “There are only 
a few corners where we have problems 
here, although the issues are still there. 
So we must keep working and try to 
find a solution for the second part of 
the season. If we get the solution, we 
can be much stronger.”

The two-day test at Misano starting 
today (Wednesday) will be the next 
opportunity to see if progress has been 
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Rossi watches and waits but in the end he had no answers for the Hondas at the weekend

CAN MARQUEZ
STEAL TITLE?

Pedrosa making progress 
Dani Pedrosa took his second 

podium of the year and proved 

that he has been finally able to 

put his injury woes behind him. 

Having recovered from surgery 

to cure career-threatening arm 

pump the Spaniard was the 

only rider to come even close 

to challenging Marquez at the 

Sachsenring.

While his team-mate has gone 

back to the future with a switch 

to the 2014 chassis, Pedrosa 

is using the 2015 frame and 

looking to develop it. That means 

Pedrosa’s bike has a stiffer 

chassis than Marquez’s but his 

smoother riding style means he 

can derive more consistency 

from it. Pedrosa said that he 

believes that improvements have 

been by Honda in recent races.

“We made some steps and 

improved from Barcelona to 

Assen and these steps are 

helping us to be closer,” he said. 

“This was a good finish for me 

because it’s the first race of the 

season that I’ve finished close to 

the top. So I’m happy with that.”Big smiles from Dani and Mr Nakamoto

MOTOGP REPORTER
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Just when you 

thought the 2015 title 

fight was all about 

the Yamahas

Marquez victories used to come almost every week – is that domination about to return? Rossi and Marquez seem selfie-stick savvy, Pedrosa just looks a tiny bit baffled

MOTOGP REPORTER

EXPERT OPIN
STEVEN ENGL

THE HONDA’S 
BETTER BUT 
NOT FIXED
It’s hard to look at the results 

from Sunday and see anything 

other than Honda domination, 

but is that all just down to the 

track? Both Marc Marquez and 

Dani Pedrosa love the German 

circuit and have a combined 12 

wins there.

Certain tracks suit certain 

riders and this is one that the 

Honda riders have down to a tee. 

There’s no doubt that the bike is 

working better, Assen showed 

this, but given how impressive 

the Yamaha has been this year, 

have we seen enough to think 

that suddenly the Honda will 

be a contender week in and 

week out?

For me the answer is no. 

Marquez is a rider to be 

underestimated at your peril 

but the problems that affect 

the Honda are still present. 

The engine is aggressive

and it places great strain on 

the riders. The chassis is 

improving but it’s still not as 

forgiving as it needs to be. And 

all this is combined with an 

electronics package that lacks 

the sophistication of its rivals. 

A perfect illustration of this 

was at Le Mans where Marquez 

was pulling big wheelies under 

acceleration while Iannone’s 

Ducati was much more planted. 

With electronic development 

now restricted, this leaves 

the bike at a disadvantage for 

the remaining nine rounds. 

On the positive side, Marquez 

and Pedrosa can race with the 

mindset that they have nothing 

to lose and everything to gain. 

Lorenzo was held back this 

weekend by not being prepared 

to risk all for a one-off result, 

but for the two Honda riders 

there is not much to lose. 

This week’s test in Misano 

gives Honda the chance to hone 

the chassis and if they can prove 

that their speed in Germany 

is back, MotoGP promises to 

provide not only a fantastic title 

fight, but plenty of compelling 

races for the rest of the year.

‘Marquez has 

nothing to lose 

and everything 

to gain’
STEVEN ENGLISH
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TH - 19TH JULY

MR UNSTOPP
RETURNS TO BRAN

HALF WAY 
TO 10TH 
TITLE!
Marquez wins but third
place sees The Doctor take 
13-point mid-season lead

Rossi finished behind Pedrosa

and Marquez but was happy

 to extend title lead

GERMAN MOTOGP


